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Foreword
Fredric Jameson

This seemingly neutral review of a vast body of material on con·
temporary science and problems of knowledge or information proves
on closer inspection to be a kind of crossroads in which a number of
different themes-a number of different books-intersect and
problematize each other. For Jean-Fran~ois Lyotard's discussion of
the consequences of the new views of scientific research and its
paradigms, opened up by theorists like Thomas Kuhn and Paul
Feyerabend, is also a thinly Veiled polemic against Jiirgen Habermas's
concept of a "legitimation crisis" and vision of a"""iloisefree, ans·
parent, fully communicational society. Mcanwhde the title of me
bootf,'\ViTh its ashiona e meme ofp'bstmodemism provocatively in
evidence, opens up this subject matter, at least by implication, in
the directions of aesthetics and economics, since p-ostmodernism as
i.!J!..gme~.il1 understood involves a radical break. both with a domi
nant culture and aesthetic an WIth a rather different moment of
SOCioeConomiC organization against which its structura novelties
ana innovations are measure ; a new socia an economic moment
~?r e.vcn system), whidi lias variOUSly beerlc'3IICa l)1e la ~iety, the
.,s0c~cty of the spectaclc" l~y Debora), eonsu...!Q£:f sOCICD' (or the

SOCICtC de consommation~, the "bureaucratic socie of controlled
consumption" (Henri Lefebvre), or "Q~tindustriil ~oclety" (Daniel
Bell). It may also be assumed that this ostensibly technical and
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impersonal handbook is also a significant move in the development
of.Lyotard.'~own philosophical vie~s, whose combative and prophetic
"OIC~, fa~,har to the re~ders of hiS other works, will surprise by its
relative silence here. Fmally. and closely related to mis last, The
Poslln?dcm C~llditiol1 presents us with significant methodlliogical
operations, ~h,ch. al[hou~ they draw on a whole very rich contem
porary uadltlon of narrat:~ve analysis nonetheless nrike a relatively
lSola~cd and unusual notc In the Whole range of contemporary phil~
sophlcal research.

Lyotard's official subject matter-the status of science and tech
nology, ?f technocracy and the control of knowledge and information
today-IS perhaps the most familiar material for the American reader
yet it opens immediately and instructively onto all the other theme~
I have just enumerated, "Doing science," for instance involves its
own kind of legitimation (why is it that our studentsdon'ot do labora
tory work in ,alchemy? why is Immanuel Velikovsky considered to
be an eccentrl~~) and may therefore be investigated as a subset of
the vaster polmcal e.roblem of the legitimation of a whole social
or~(a theme, which, formulated in that partlcu ar code or termi
n~logy, is associ~t~d ~vith, the work of Habermas), Doing "normal"
sCience and partlclpatlng In lawful and orderly social reproduction
are then two phenomena-better still, two mysteries-that ought to
be able to illuminate one another.

J
Bu~ as the tenn crisis in Habermas's title, as well as the' prefix

post In that of Lyota~d, reminds us, Ie itirnation becomes visible as
a roblem and an ob~t of stud)': only at e point m whic it is

rca e mto qu~n..: ,ar as sc~enc~ is concerned, IS CrISIS may be
ta 'en to ietliat o~ which the hls.toncal theories of Kuhn or Feyera
bend s,tand as CruCial sympto~s: ,It would seem rather less important
to de~,de whether tho~ the~nes.Imply that we are now in a position
to thmk or concepruahze SCientific research in a very different way
from .the '.ewton}an period, or on the contrary that we now actually
d~ SCience In a different way, At any rate, this "break" now links up
with the other thematics of Lyotard's essay by way of an evt:'nr
gcne~:J.l1y ~aken -primaril,Y to be an aesthetic one, although it has
relatl~cly Immediate philosophical and ideological analogues: I am
refernng to the so-called risis of re resentation in which an essen.
tially _re:t!istic epistemology.l. which conceIVes of representation as the
rep~oa\,ction~ for subjectivity, of an oojcctivity that lies outside it
projects a mirror theory of knowledge an art, whose fundamental
~vaillativ~ ~aregories are those of adequacy, accuracy, and Truth
Itself.!: IS m terms of this crisis that the transition, in the history of
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form, from a novelistic '~re~ism" of ,the Lukacsean varie~ to the
\'arious now classical "11Igh' modemlsms,~has been descnbed:, the
cognitive vocation of science would ~owever seem even m?:=. diSas
trously 'impaired by the 3?alogous sblft fro~ a representanon~. to a
nonrepresentational pracu~e~yotard her~ mgenlously ,sav~s die 0

ohcrence oTScieniific research and expenment by recasting Its now
~emingly non· or postreferential "epistemology" i~ tenns of lin~is·
DCS. :J.nd in particular of theories of the performatlve (J. L. Austm),
for which the justification of scientific work is not to produce an
adequate model or replication of some outside reality, but. ra~er
simply to produce more work, to generate new and fresh sclennfic r

ello1lces or statements, to make you h3ve "new ideas" (P, B, Meda·
war), or, best of all (and returning to the more familiar aesthetics
of high modernism), again and again to "make ir new'~' Au fond de
l'lnconnu pour trouver du 'lOllvcau!"

However this novel way of relegitimizing contemporary science
is understood or evaluated-and it has many family resemblances
elsewhere in contemporary thought! -it then retrospectively allows
Lyotard to sketch a narrative analysis of the older forms of scientific
legitimation, whose collapse in our own time imposes such desperate
solutions, such remarkable last-minute salvage operations.

The two great legitimizing "myths" or narrative archetypes (recits)
are also something of a complication, in that they reproduce the
denotative argument of the book in a connotative or autorefcrent
spiral, For the t\YO great myths disengaged by Lyotard and identified
as the alternate Justificanonsfor institutional scientific research up
to our own period -that of the liberation of humani and that of
the speculative uni of all knowled~ (qua p llosep ica! system)- J

are also national myths and reproduce the very polemic in which
Lyotard's own book wishes to intervene, The first--=-~litical,mill- t>

tam activist-is of course the tradition of the French eighteenth, -
cenrury and the French Revolution, a tradition for which philosophy
is alread)1 politics and mWhich Lyotard ~uSt himsel,f clearly, be
ranged, The second is o(sQ~ Gennafllc and I-Iegehan tradmon
-a contemplative one, organized around the value of total~ rather
than that of commitment, an a tradition to which Lyotar s p I 0

sophical adversary, Habermas, still-however distantly-remains
affiliated, The conflicr can be dramatized and magnified if for these
n~mes we substitute even more prestigious ones whose philosophical
dl~fercnces are even more sharply arriculated: compare, for example,
~,lIes Deleuze's influential celebration of schizophrenia (in books
like the ",'ti·Oedipus) with T. W. Adorno's no less influential and
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charactcristic denunciations of cultural rcification and fctishization.
The opposition can also bc rotated in a psychoanalytical dircction, in
which case a characteristically French affirmation of the "decentered
subject" or the illusion of the coherent self or ego is set off against
more traditional Frankfurt School defenses of psychic "autonomy."

Still, these traditions are not altogether so continuous or symmet
rical as I have just suggested. Lyotard is, after all, writing in the wake
of a certain French "posb\1.arxism, It that is, an enormous reaction on
all levels against various Marxist and Communist traditions in France,
whose prime target on the philosophical level is the Hegel/Lukacs

Iconcept of "totaliry" (often overhastily assimilated to Stalinism or
even to the Leninist parry on the political le,'el). Lyotard's own
philosophical break with Marxism (he was a member of the impor·
tant Socialisme 011 barborie group in the 1950s and early 1960s)'-
largely antedates this more recent, rather McCarthyist moment in
France (itself since overtaken by the unexpected Socialist landslide of
1981); but it clearly makes for a situation in which Hahermascan still
stand in forrhetotalizingand dialectical German tradition, while Lyo·
tard's own philosophical relationship to the politicized French one
has become far more problematic and complex. Indeed, I want to

~ show a little later on that one significant "libidinal" subrext of the
present volume consists of a symbolic effort to clarify this tangled plot
as well. At any rate, Habermas's visio w-cyQ.!utipnary socialleap
into a new ty e of ration socle defined in communicational terms
as 'tile communication community of those affected, who as partici·
pants in a practical discourse test the validity claims of norms and, to
the extent that they accept them with reasons, arrive at the conviction
that in the given circumstances the pro2Qsed norm ---.. '''3 is
here explicifl~ reecfea y yotard as the unacce t b La
"totalizing' phllosop Ica traditIOn and as the valo ·zWpn pfconiorm·
in, whcn no erroTlSt, ' ideals of consensus. (Indeed, insofar as
Habermas wlI IOVO e a i erarory rhetoric as well, there is a sense in
which, for Lyotard, this philosophical position unites cverything that
is unacceptable about both·traditions and myths of legitimation.)

Before examining the position in terms of which such critiques arc
made, however, we must tum at least parenthetically to the method
ological perspective deVeloped here, in which legitimation is secured
in terms of master-narratives of the twO types already described(fhe
adn,lission to France of such Anglo·American linguistic notions as
that of Austin's "perfonnativc" is now largely an accomplished fact
(although a rather uncxpected development?] In a more general way,
the linguistic dimensions of what used to be called French structural·
ism and thc seemingly morc static possibilities of a dominant semiotics
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havc in recent years bC(:~ corrected an~ au~mcnted by a rerum to e
ragmatics, to the analySIS of language situations.and games, and of

language itself as an unstable exchange between ItS speaker~, :vhose
utterances arc now seen less. as :l process of the tranSmls~lon of
. formation or messages, or m tenns of some network of SignS or
,n d' f .evcn signifying systems, than as (to usc one of Lyotar s. av~mte

figures) the "taking of tricks,." the tru~ping .of a commu~lcatlonal
d\·ersary, an essentially contllctual relationship between trlcksters

and not as a well-regulated and noiscfree "passing.2f tokens from
~and to hand" (Mallanne on denotative speech).(1Ve have already
obsclVed Lyotard's promotion of the "performative" to th.e very
fundamental principle of contemporary science itself; what IS even
more striking in his methodological perspective, however-indeed, to
my knowledge he is one of the few professional philosophers of
stature anywhere fonnally to have (although Paul Ricoeur and
Alistair Mcintyre also come to mind) drawn this momentous conse·
quence-is the way in which n~rrative is ~finned, not merely-as a
significant new field of rescardi, but well beyond that as a central
instance of the human mind and a mode of thinkin full as I~iri

mateas that of a stract logici\
A lengthy mern 0 ogJcaI"""'parenthesis defends this proposition,

which at once itself becomes a kind of historical narrative in its own
right, since-particularly in the context of a discussion of sciellce-
it is obvious that one of the features that characterizes more "scien·
tific" periods of history, and most notably capitalism itself, is the
relati,'e retreat of the claims of narrative or storytelling knowledge in
the face of those of the abstract, denotative, or logical and cognitive
procedures generally associated with science or positivism. This
parenthesis once again complicates the arguments of The Postmodenl
Condition insofar as it becomes itself a symptom of the state it seeks
to diagnosc -its own return to narrative arguments being fuUy as
revealing an example of the legitimation crisis of the older cognitive
and epistemological scientific world-view as any of the other develop·
ments enumerated in the text. Lyotard does indeed characterize one
recent innovation in the analysis of science as a view of scientific
experiments as so many smaller narratives or stories to be wo~ked

OUt. On the other hand, paradoxically, this revival of an essentially t
narrative vicw of "truth," and the vitality of small narrative units at
work everywhcre locally in dlC present social system, are accom
panied by something like a more global or totalizing "crisis" in the
narrative function in general, since, as we have seen, the older master·
narratives of legitimation no longer function in the selVice of scientific
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research-nor, by implication, anywhere else (e.g., we no longer
believe in political or historical teleologies, or in the great "actors"
and "subjects"of history-the nation-state, the proletariat, the party,
the West, etc.). This seeming comradiction can be resolved, 1 believe,
by taking a further step that Lyotard seems unwilling to do in the
prcsent text, namely to posit, not the disappearance of the great
master-narratives, but their passage underground as it were" their
continuing but now unconscious cffectivity as a way of "thinking
about" and acting in our currem situation, This persistence of buried
master-narratives in what I have elsewhere called our "political
unconscious," I will try shortly to demonstrate on the occasion of
t~present text as wel1.

\Yhat is ~~st. str~k,i~f in Lyot~rd's .di~feremiation between story
te mg and sCientifIC abstractlon IS ItS unexpected modulation
towards a Nietzschean thematics of history. In effect, indeed, for
Lyotard the fundamental distinction between these two forms of
knowledge lies in their relationship to temporality, and in particular
in their relationship to the retention of the past. Narrative, whose
fonnal properties become magnified in prosody and in the rhythmic
features of traditional tales, proverbs, and the like, is here character
ized as a way of consuming thc past, a way of forgetting: "as meter
takes precedcnce over accent in the production of sound (spoken or
not), time ceases to be a support for memory to become an im
memorial beating that, in the absence of a noticeable separation
between periods, prevents their being numbered and consigns them
to oblivion" (section 6»)one recalls the great and still influential
essay of Nietzsche on the debilitating influence of historiography and
of the fidelity to the past and the dead that an obsession with history
seems to encourage. The Nietzschean "strength to forget the past"
in preparation for the mutation of the superman to come-is here
paradoxically redeployed as a property of storytelling itself, of pre~

cisely those narratives, heroic or other, in which we have been taught
to see a form of primitive data storage or of social reproduction.

@hat this formulation does very sharply achieve, at any rate, is the
radical differentiation between the consumption of the past in nar·
rative and its storage, hoarding, and capitalization in "science" and
scientific thought: a mode of understanding that, like the first sur
plus on the economic level, will little by little determine a whole
r~nge of ever more complex and extensive institutional objectifica
tlons-first in writing; then in libraries, universities, museums; with
the breakthrough in our own period to microstorage, computerized
data, and data banks of hitherto unimaginable proportions, whose
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control or even ownership is, as Herbert Schiller and others have
wamed us (and as Lyorard is very well aware), one of the crucial
political issues of our own timeJ

We thus return to the thcmatics of science and knowledge in its
social form: one that raises issues of social c1ass- is the technocracy
produced by such a primacy of knowledge a bureaucracy or a whole
new class?-and of socioeconomic analysis-is this moment of ad
vanced industrial society a structural vari:ll1t of classical capitalism
or 3 mutation and the dawning of a wholly new social structure in
which, as Daniel Bell and other theoreticians of the concept of a 0
properly "postindustrial society" have argued, it is now science,
knowledge, technological research, rather than industrial production
and the extraction of surplus value, that is the "ultimately determin
ing instance"?

In reality, twO distinct and overlapping questions are raised simul
taneously by these twO interrelated theoretical problems, which
to his credit Lyorard does nOt seek here in peremptory fashion to
resolve. The problem is finally that of the nature of a mode of 0
production, and in particular the nature of the capitalist mode of
production and the structural variations of which it is capable. The
question may therefore be rephrased as a question about Marxism:
do the categories developed there for the analysis of classical capital~

ism still retain their validity and their explanatory power when we
turn to the multinational and media societies of today with their
"third-stage" technologies? The persistence of issues of power and
control, particularly in the increasing monopolization of information
by private business, would seem to make an affirmative answer
unavoidable, and to reconfirm the privileged status of Marxism as
a mode of analysis of capitalism proper.

But the question has often been taken to involve a second set of
answers or consequences as weIl, having to do with the end of capi~

talism, the possibility of revolution, and, first and foremost, the con
tinuing function of the industrial working class· as the fundamental
reVOlutionary "subject of history." It has at least historically been
possible for intellectuals and militants to recognize the explanatory
p.ower of Marxism as the privileged mode of analysis of capitalism
(inclUding the particular social moment that is our own society) and,
at one and the same rime, to abandon the traditional J\larxian vision
of revolution and socialism, mainly out of a conviction that the in~
dust~ial working class (in any case defined by its relationship to pro
du.ctlve technologies of the first and second type, rather than the
third, cybernetic or nuclear variety) no longer occupies the strategic
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position of power in this social formation. A stronger theoretical
form of this proposition would then be derivable in the notion that
social. classes-of the classical type defined by Marxism-no longer

t function as ~uch today, but are rather displaced by different, non
class formations such as bureaucracy and technocracy (and this
would, seem to ?e, the position o~ Lyotard, whose formative political
work I.n the Soclaltsme ~II barbone group turned precisely around the
analysIs of bureaucracy In the Eastern countries).

The question of social class, and in particular of the "proletariat"
and its existence, is hopelessly, confused when such arguments con
n~te the pro~l~m of a t,heoretlcal category of analysis (social class)
with the empirical question about the mood or influence of workers
in t.h!s or that society today (they are no longer revolutionary, bour
geo.lslfied, etc,). More orthodox Marxists will agree with the most
radical post- or anti-Marxist positions in at least this, that Marxism
as a coherent philosophy (or better still, a "unity of theory and
praxis") stands or falls with the matter of social class.
~at ~me can at . least suggest h~re. is thatGith Ernest Mandel's

theonzanon of a third stage of capltahsm beyond that of the classi
cal or markct capitalism analyzed in Capital itself, and that of the
m~nopoly stage or stage of "imperialism" proposed by Lenin, there
exISts a properly Marxian alternative to non- or ami-Marxist theories
of '~consu";le~"or "postindustrial" society today, theories of which
Damel Bell s IS no doubt the most influentiaL Mandel indeed under
takes to show t~at .all of the features mobilized by Bell to document
th~ end of capitalism as such-in particular the new primacy of
science and tec~n.ological i~~ention, and of the technocracy gener
ated by that pnvileged pOS1tlOn, as well as the shift from the older
industrial technologies to the newer informational ones-can be
accounted for in classical Marxist tenns, as indices of a new and
powerful, original, glo~al expansion of capitalism, which now specifi
cally penetrates the hitherto prccapitalist enclaves of Third World
agriculture and of First World culture, in which, in other words, capi
tal more: definitively secures the colonization of Nature and the
Unconscious: ''This new period [1940 to 1965J was characterized
among other things, by the fact that alongside machine-made indus:
trial consumer goods (as from the early 19th century) and machine
m~de, machines (as from the mid-19th century), we now find ma
chme-produced. raw materials and foodstuffs~ Late capitalism, far
fro?1 r~pre~ntmg a 'post-industrial society,' thus appears as the
petlod In which all branches of the economy are fully industrialized
for the first time; fO which one could further add the increasing
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mechanization of the sphere of circulation (with the exception of
pure repair services) and the increasing mechanization of the super

'~Jstructure.
This description is also quite consistent with the Frankfurt School's

conccption of the "culture industry" and the penetration of com
modity fetishism into those realms of the imagination and the psyche
which had, since classical German philosophy. always been taken as
some last impregnable stronghold against the instrumental logic of
capital. What remains problematical about such conceptions-and
about mediatory formulations such as that of Guy Debord, for II

whom "the imagc is the last stage of commodity reification"-is of
course the difficulty of articulating cultural and informational
commodities with the labor theory of value, the methodological
problem of reconciling an analysis in terms of quantity and in
particular of labor time (or of the sale of labor power in so many
units) with the nature of "mental" work and of nonphysical and
nonmcasurable "commodities" of the type of informational bits or
indeed of media or entertainment "products," On the other hand,
the posing of the category of "mode of production" as the funda
mental one of Marxian social analysis and the endorsement of a
"problematic" that asks such systemic questions about contempor
ary society would seem to remain essential for political people who
are still committed to radical social change and transformation.
Indeed, it is precisely as a contribution to this general problematic 0

that Lyotard's little book is valuable, even though, as we shall see
shortly, its author by no means counts himself among revolutionaries
of the traditional kind.

If the changing status of science and knowledge (and of its ex
perts) leads us to the question about the nature of this mode of
production as a system and a functional whole, this second, larger
issue returns us, after a considerable detour, to the problem of cul
ture, and in particular of the existence or not of some properly
"postmodernist" culture. For although the category of the mode of
production has sometimes been misunderstood as a narrowly eco
nomic or "productionist" one, its adequate solution clearly demands
a structural examination and positioning of the superstructural levels
of a given social formation and, most urgently, the function and
space to be assigned to culture itself: tio satisfactory model of a given
mode of production can exist without a theory of the historically
and dialectically specific and unique role of "culture" within it.)

Here Lyorard's sketch is tantalizing and finally frustratingi for the
fonnal limitation of his essay to the problem of "knowledge" has
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tended to exclude an area-culture-that has been of the greatest
importance to him in his other writings, as he has been one of the most
keenly committed of contemporary thinkers anywhere to the whole
range and variety of avant-garde and experimental art today. This
very commitment to the experimental and the new, however, deter
mine an aesthetic that is far more closely related to the traditional
ideologies of high modernism proper than to current postmodern
isms, and is indeed -paradoxicaUy enough -very closely related to
the conception of the revolutionary nature of high modernism that
I-Iabermas faithfully inherited from the Frankfurt School.

Thus,[although he has polemically endorsed the slogan of a "pOst
modernism" and has been involved in the defense of some of its
more controversial productions, Lyotard is in reality quite unwill
ing to posit a posrmodemist stage radically different from the period
of high modernism and involving a fundamental historical and cul
tural break with this last. 5 Rather, seeing postmodernism as a discon
tent with an disintegration of this or that high modernist sryle-a
moment in the perpetual "revolution" and innovation of high
modernism, to be succeeded by a fresh burst of formal invention
in a striking formula he has characterized posrmodernism, not as

D that which foUows modernism and its particular legitimation crisis,
but rather as a cyclical moment that returns before the emergence of
ever "ew modernisms in the stricter sense.)

There is then here reproduced something of the celebration of
modernism as its first ideologues projected it-a constant and ever
more dynamic revolution in the languages, forms, and tastes of art
(not yct assimilated to the commercial revolutions in fashion and
commodity styling we have since come to grasp as an immanent
rhythm of capitalism itself) j to which a later wave of more explicitly
left-wing and often Marxist ideologues and aesthetes after World War
II will add an explicit political dimension-so that the revolutionary
aesthetic of the modern will sometimes be grasped by the Frankfurt
School, but also by the Tel Quel and Screen groups, in the more literal
sense of critical negation when not of outright social and psychologi
cal transformation. Lyotard's own aesthetic retains much of this pro
lopolitical thrust; his commitment to cultural and formal innovation
still valorizes culture and its powers in much the same spirit in which
the Western avam-g3rdc has done so since the fin de siC-cleo

On the oj:her hand, it would seem that the assimilation of post
modernism to this older conception of high modernism and its
negative, critical, or revolutionary vocation deproblematizes a far
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more interesting and complex situation, which is P~f[ of t~e dile~lma
posed by "late capitalism" (or c~:msumer or postmdusmal SOCI~ty,
etc.) in those other areas of sclcncc and tcchnology, productlon,
social change, and the like. Hcre it seems to ":,e that I-Iabermas.
working to be sure within the far more suffocatmg and McCarthYlst
atmosphere of the Federal Republic-has a much keener sense of the
political stakes involved in this seemingly theoretical. matter than
Lvotard has been willing to allow for. For Habermas, mdeed, post
m"odernism involves the explicit repudiation of the modernist tradi
tion -the return of the middle-class philistine or Spiessbuerger rejec
tion of modernist forms and ,'alues-and as such the expression of. r.
a new social conservatlsm ......

His diagnosis is confirmed by that area in which the question of
postmodernism has been mostly acutely posed, namely in architcc
ture/ whose great high modernists, the architects of the International
Style-u Corbusier, Frank Lloyd Wright-were very precisely
revolutionaries in the senses enumerated above: proponents of
innovations in fonn and transformations in architectural space that
could be e.xpeeted in and of themselves to transform social life as
a whole and, by replacing political revolution (as Le Corbusier put it),
to serve as the latter's substitute (but in that form, the idea is as old
as Schiller's Aestbetic Education of Humallki"d). Posrmodemism
certainly means a rerum of all the old antimodcrnist prejudices (as
in Tom Wolfe's recent From tbe Bauballs to Our House), but it was
also, objectively, the recognition of a basic failure on the architects'
own terms: the new buildings of Le Corbusier and Wright did not
finally change the world, nor even modify the junk space oc..late
capitalism, while the Mallarmean "zero degree" of Mies's ~owers

quite unexpectedly began to generate a whole overpopulanon of
the shoddiest glass boxes in all the major urban centers in the world.
This is the sense in which high modernism can be definitively certi
fied as dead and as a thing of the past: its Utopian ambitions were
unrealizable and its formal innovations exhausted.

This is however not at all the conclusion that Habermas and Lyo
tard draw from what they think of in their different ways as the
postmodernist movement: for both of them a return to the older ~
critical high modernism is still possible, just as (equally anachronis
tically) for Lukacs, writing in the thick of the high modernist period,
a return to some older premodernist realism was still possible. Yet if
one is willing-as both Habermas and Lyotard are-tO posit the
emergence of some new state of social relations (even leaving aside
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the question of whether this is to be considered a whole new mode
of production in its own right or not), then it does not seem partic
:.Jlarly daring to posit some equivalent modification in the very role
and dynamic of cultural production itself, something indeed one
ought to be able to entertain dialectically, without any needless
moralizing. Postmodernist architecture, for example, comes before us
as a peculiar analogue to neoclassicism, a play of ("historicist")

r allusion and quotation that has renounced the older high modernist
rigor and that itself seems to recapirulate a whole range of traditional
Western aesthetic strategies: we therefore have a mannerist post·
modernism (Michael Graves), a baroque postmodernism (the Japan·
esc), a rococo postmodernism (Charles Moore), a neoclassicist post·
modernism (the French, particularly Christian de Porrzamparc), and
probably even a "high modernist" postnlodernism in which modern·
ism is itself the object of the postmodernist pastiche. This is a rich
and creative movement, of the greatest aesthetic play and delight,
that can perhaps be most rapidly characterized as a whole by two

~ important features: first, the falling away of the protopolitical voca
tion and the terrorist stance of the older modernism and, second,
the eclipse of all of the affect (depth, anxiety, terror, the emotions
of the monumental) that marked high modernism and its replace'

I ment by what Coleridge would have called fancy or Schiller aesthetic
play, a commitment to surface and to the superficial in aU the senses
of the word.

It was, however, precisely to the superficial (in all those senses)
that a certain French poststructuralism invited us, not excluding the
earlier works of Lyotard himself: this is, however, the moment in
which aesthetics gives way to ethics, in which the problem of the
postmodern (even in its relationship to new forms of science and
knowledge) becomes that of one's more fundamental attitude
toward the new social formation-the moment, finally, in which
what I have called the deeper repressed or buried symbolic narrative
of The Postmodenl Condition comes at length into view.

Lyotard's affiliations here would seem to be with the Ami·Oedipus
of Gilles Delcuz.e and Felix Guattari, who also warned us, at the end
of that work, that the schizophrenic ethic they proposed was nOt at
all a revolutionary one, but a way of surviving under capitalism, pro
ducing fresh desires within the structural limits of the capitalist mode
of production as such.8 Lyorard's celebration of a relatcd ethic
emerges most dramatically in the context of that repudiation of
H,abermas's c;onsensus community already mentioned, in which the
dissolution of the self into a host of net\\lorks and relations, of
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contradictory codes and interfering mcs~~ges, is ~rophetically val.or
ized (section 4). This view.not surpnsmgly WIll then determme
Lyotard's ultimate vision of sCience and knowledge today as a search,
ot for consensus, but very precisely for "inStabilities, II as a practice

~f paralogism, in which the point is not to r~ach a~eement bu.t to
undermine from within the vcry framework 10 \~hl~h th~ prevlo~s
"normal science" had been conducted. The rhetone 10 which ~ll ~hls
is conveyed is to be sure one of struggle, conflict, the ago:a~c 10 a
quasi.heroic sense; nor ~ust we forget Lyotard's rel~ted VISion of
nonhegemonic Greek phdosophy (the .Stoles, the C~OICS, the Soph'
ists), as the guerrilla war of the margt:aals, the foret~ers, the no~·
Greeks, against the massive and repressIVe Order o~ Anstotle ~nd hiS
successors.9 On the other hand, aesthetics sometimes functlo,ns as
an unpleasant mirror; and we need perhaps at least mOl"?ent~nly. to
reflect on the peculiar consonance between ~yotard,s sCientific
"free play" and the way in which postmoderOist architecture has
taught us to "learn from Las Vegas" (Robert Venturi) and "to make
ourselves at home in our alienated being" (Marx on Hegel's concep·
tion of Absolute Spirit). (!hiS is, at any rate, the d:epest, most
contradictory, but also the most urgent level of Lyotard s ~ook.: that
of a narrative which -like all narrative-must generate the IllUSion of ./
"an imaginary resolution of real contradictions" (Levi.~rrauss)~ CJ

The formal problem involved might be ~xpr~sscd thiS way: h~\~ to
do without narrative by means of narrative Itself? On the pohtlcal
and social level indeed narrative in some sense always meant the
negation of capitalism:' on the one hand, for instance, narrative
knowledge is here opposed to "scientific" or abstract knowledge as
precapitalism to capitalism proper. Yet-as became clear. when the
narrative legitimations of seience itself were evoked at t~elr ~omcnt

of crisis and dissolution-narrative also means somethlOg lake tele·
ology. The great master·narratives here are tho~ that ~ggest_that
something beyond capitalism is possible, somethlOg r~d.lcally .~Iffcr
ent; and thC}' also "legitimate" the praxis where~y pohnc~1 m,ht~nts
seck to bring that radically diffcrent future SOCial order ,IOtO bemg.
Yet both master·narratives of science have become pecullarly repug
nant or embarrassing to First World intcllecruals today: the rh.etoric
of liberation has for example been denounced Wlt~ pa.sslOnate
ambivalence by Michel Foucault in the first volu~e ~f hiS 11lsWrr of
Sexuality; whilc the rhetoric of totality and totail.zanon ~~t d~nved
from what I have called thc Germanic or Hegelian tradition IS the
object of a kind of instinctive or automatic denunciation by just
about everybody,



Lyotard's insistence on narrative analysis in a situation in which
the narratives themselves henceforth seem impossible is his declara
tif'n of intent to remain political and contestatory; that is, to avoid
one possible and even logical resolution to the dilemma, which would
consist in becoming, like Daniel Bell, an ideologue of technocracy
and an apologist for the system itself. How he does this is to transfer
the older ideologies of aesthetic high modernism, the celebration of
its revolutionary power, to science and scientific research proper.
Now it is the latter's infmite capacity for innovation, change, break,
renewal, which will infuse: the otherwise repressive system with the
disalienating excitement of the new and the "unknown" (the' last
word of Lyotard's text), as well as of adventure, the refusal of con
formity, and the heterogeneities of desire.

Unfortunately, the other conjoined value of the book's conclusion
-that of justice-tends, as in all interesting narratives, to return on
this one and undennine its seeming certainties. The dynamic of per
petual change is, as Marx showed in the Manifesto, not some alien
rhythm within capital-a rhythm specific to those noninstrumental
activities that are art and science-but rather is the very "permanent
revolution" of capitalist production itself: at which point the exhila
ration with such revolutionary dynamism is a feature of the bonus of
pleasure and the reward of the social reproduction of the system it
self. The moment of truth, in this respect, comes when the matter of
the ownership and control of the new information banks-the profit
ability of the ncw technological and information revolution -returns
in these last pages with a vengeance: the dystopian prospect of a
global private monopoly of information weighs heavily in the balance
against the pleasures of paralogisms and of "anarchist science"
(Feyerabend). Yet that monopoly, like the rest of the private proper
ty system, cannot be expected to be reformed by however benign a
technocratic e1jre, but can be challenged only by genuinely political
(and not symbolic or protopolitical) action.
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Introduction

The ob~ct of chis srudy is the condition of knowledge in the most
highly developed societies. 1- ave eCicre to use the word post
modem to describe that condition. The word is in current use on the
American continent among sociologists and critics; it designates
the state of our culcure following the transformations which, since the
end of me nineteenth century. have altered the game rules for
sc~nce~thc..aus. The present study will place these
transfonnations in the context of the crisis of narrative!:

cience as \Va s cen In con iet with narratives. Judged by the
yardstlck ofscience, the majority of them prove to be fables. But to
the extent that science does not restrict itself (0 stating useful
regularities and seeks the truth, it is obliged to legitimate the rules of
its own game. It then produces a discourse of legitimation with
respect to its own status, a discourse called phi osophy. I will use the
term modem to designate any science that legitimates itself with
reference to a metadiscourse of this kind making an explicit appeal
to some grand narrative, such as the dialectics of Spirit, the her
meneutics of meaning, the emancipation of the rational or working
subject, or the creation of wcalth)For example, the rule of consensus
between the sender and addressee of a statement with truth-value is
deemed acceptable if it is cast in terms of a possible unanimity be
tween rational minds: this is the Enlightenment narrative, in which

xxiii
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!.he hero of knowledge works toward a good ethico-political end
universal peace. As can be seen from this example, if a metanarrative
implying a philosophy of history is used to legitimate knowledge,
questions arc raised concerning the validity of the institutions govern
ing the social bond: these must be legitimated as well. Thus justice is
consigned to the grand narrative in the same way as truth.

_~imPlifYing to the extreme, I define postmodem as incredulity
toward meranarratives. This incredulity is undoubtedly a product
of progress in the sciences: but that progress in rum presupposes it.
To the obsolescence of the mctanarrative apparatus of legitimation
corresponds; most notably, the crisis of metaphysical philosophy
and of the university institution which in the past relied on it. The
narrative. function is losing, its functors, its .~eat. hero, its ~eat

angers, Its cat voyages, Its great goar It IS bemg disperse in
-clOu s 0 narratlvelanguage e emenr:s:=narrative, but also denotative,
prescriptive, descriptive, and so on. Conveyed within each cloud arc
pragmatic valencies specific to its kind. Each of us lives at the inter
section of many of these. However, we do not necessarily establish
stable language combinations, and the properties of the ones we do
establish arc not necessarily communicable)

Thus the society of the future falls less within the province of a
Newtonian anthropology (such as srucruralism or systems theory)
than a pragmatics of language particles. There are many different

~1 language games-a heterogeneity of elements. They only give rise to
Y institutions in patches-local determinism. _.
o liCdecision malrers, owcver, anempt to manage these douds of

sociality according to input/output matrices, following a logic which
implies that their elements arc commensurable and that the whole is
determinable. They allocate our lives for the growth of power. In
matters of social justice and of scientific truth alike, the legitimation I
of that power is based on its optimizing the systcm~normance- ,. -;
efficiency. The application of this criterion to all of our games neccs
'SariIY entails a certain level of terror, whether soft or hard: be opera
tional (that is, commensurable) or disappear.

The logic of ma;ximum performance is no doubt inconsistent in
many ways, panicularly with rcspect to contradiction in the socio
economic field: it demands both less work (to lowcr production
cOSts) and morc (to lessen the social burden of the idle population).
But our incredulity is now such that we no longer expect salvation to
rise from these inconsistencies, as did I\hrx.

Still, the postmodern condition is as much a stranger to disenchant
ment as it is to the blind positivity of delegitimation. Where, after
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the mctanarratives, can legitimacy resid.e? ~he opera~ivity critc!ion
is technological; it has no relevance for Jud~lI1g what IS tru~ or J~st.
Is legitimacy to be found in consensus obtall1ed thro~gh diSCUSSion,
as Jurgen Haberm3s thinks? Such con~nsus. d~s Violence to the
heterogeneity of language games. ~d lI1~ention IS always born of
dissension . .£nstmodem...knowlcdge IS nOL5lJDpIY..Jl.too..LQLthe a~?~ /
.~ it rcfwcs OIlT sensiti\'iry to differences and rell1forccs oUI-abllity

-~o tolerate the iO£ommcnsunblc. Its principle is not the expert's
homology, but the i~vent~r's par~l~gy_. . .

I-Jere is the question: IS a legitimation of the SOCial bond! a J.u~t
society, feasible in terms of a paradox analogous to tbat of SCientifIC
activity? What would such a paradox be? .

The text that follows is an occasional one. It IS a report on know
ledge in the most highly developed societies and was presented to
the Conscil des Universities of the government of Quebec at the
requcst of its president. I would like to thank him for his kindness
in allowing its publication. . .

It remains to be said that the author of the report IS a philosopher,
not an expert. The laner knows what he knows and what h:: does not
know: the former does not. One concludes, the other questions-two
very different language games. I combine them here with the result
that neither quite succeeds. . '

The philosopher at least can console himself :-Vlth ~e tho~ght that
the formal and pragmatic analysis of ccrtall1 phd~sophlcal and
ethico-political discourses ~f legitimation, which und~rlles the report,
will subsequently sec the light of day. The r~por~ \~IIl have served to
introduce that analysis from a somewhat soclologlzmg slam, one that
truncates but at the same time situates it.

Such as it is, I dedicate this report to the Instirut polytechni9ue de
Philosophic of the Universitc de Paris VIII (Vincennes)-at thiS very
postmodem moment that finds. the Unive:sity nearing what may be
its end, while the Institute may Just be begmnmg.
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The Postmodem Condition

1. The Field: Knowledge in Computerized Societies

Our \,"orking hypothesis is that the status of knowledge is altered as
§ocietie.!.,..CDUT what is known as the~ustriaLagt...and ~J1IDlres
enter what is known as thc..postmodern ags; 1 This transition has been
under way sines: at least the end oWh 9-SOs; which for Europe
marks the completion of reconstruction. The pace is faster or slower
depending on the country, and within countries it varies according to
the sector of activity: the general situation is one of temporal dis
junction which makes sketching an overview difficult.2 A portion of
the description would necessarily be conjectural. At any rate, we
know that it is unwise to put toO much faith in futurology. 3

Rather than painting a picture that would inevitably remain in-
complete, I will take as my point of departure a single feature, one

II
thar immediately defines our object of study. Scientific knowledge is ..
a kind of discourse. And it is fair to say that rorthe last forty years
the "leading" sciences and technologies have had to do with language: I

fi phonology a'1cl.!Jl~[ics,"'_problcmsat communit'ation
11 :lOd cybernctics,5 modern th~orics of algebra andlilformatics,6 ~J

computcrs and their anguages,7 problcms of translation and the,
search for arcas of compatibility among computer languages,S prob
lems of information storage and data banks,9 te1cmatics and the

)

•
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f · f· II· . I" di" Th fper ectlon 0 lOre Igent lcrmma S, para oxa agy. c acts
speak for themselves (and this list is not exhaustive).

These technological rransformations can be expected to have a

I
conSidcrablC impact on knowledge. Its two ptirLcip..aLfunetions-

l..L rcxar.ch and [h~m.issiQn of acquired learning-are already feel·
iog the effect, or will in the future. With respect (0 the first function,
genetics provides an example that is accessible to the layman: it owes
its theoretical paradigm to cybernetics. Many other examples could
be cited. As for the second function, it is common knowledge that
the !!!iniaW[jzatjon aneJ_commcrcia1iz.atio oLmachines is already
changin(: tl.!£-w.ay in which learning is acquired, classified, made avail-

... able, and cxploited.12[ft is reasonable to suppose that thc prolifera
tion of information-processing machines is having, and will continue
to have, as much of an effect on the circulation of learning as did ad
vancements in human circulation (transportation systems) and later,
in the circulation of sounds and visual images (the media).lJ.J

.I The [lihue at knowledge cannot 9'P'ive unchanged within this
context of general transformation. It can fit into the new channels,

- and become operational, only if learning IS trans ated mto quantities·
of-ffiformation.t4 We can predict that anything in the constituted
J)odyof knowledge that is not translatable in this way will be aban
doned and that the direction of new research will be dictated by the
possibility of its eventual results being translatable into computer
language. The "producers" and users of knowledge must now, and
will have to, possess the means of translating into these languages
whatever they want to invent or learn. Research on translating
machines is already. well advanced. 1S Alon with the he emony _of'
com uters comes a cer.tain lo~. and t ere ore a certam set of pre
scriptions d ermining which statements are accepted as "knowledge" I

statements.
We may thus expect a thorough exteriorization of knowledge with

respect to the "knower," at whatever point he or she may occupy in
the knowledge process.~The old principle that the acquisition of
knowledge is indissociable from the training (Bildung) of minds, or
even of individuals, is becoming obsolete and will become evcr more
so. The relationship of the suppliers and users of knowledge to the
knowledge they supply and use is now tending, and will increasingly
tend, to assume the form already takcn by the relationship of com
modity producers and consumers to the commodities they producc
and Consume -that is, the form of valuerKnowledge is and will be
produced in order to be sold, it is and wilt be consumed in order to ,t
be valorized in a new production: in both cases, thc goal is exchange.
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Knowledge ceases to be an end in itself, it loses its "use-val~e..'~ ,-
It is widely accepted that .knowledge has become th pooapleV

force of production over the last few decades;17 this has already had
a noticeable effect on the camp-osition of the work for~e of the most
highly developed countriesl8 and constitutes the major bottleneck
for the developing countries. In the postindustria.1 and po~tmode~
age science will maintain and no doubt strengthen ItS prcemmence I~

thc' arsenal of productive capacities of the nation-states. Indeed, thiS
situation is one of the reasons leading to the conclusion that t~e g~p
betwcen developed and developing countrics will grow ever Wider m
the futurc.t 9

Bur this aspcCt of the problem should not be allowed to. over-\ Ii)., 1:
shadow the other, which is complementary to it. Knowledge In t.he, J
fonn of an informational commodity indispensable to productIVe
power is already, and will. continue ~o. be, a major-p~rhaps t~}e
major-stake in the worldWide competition for power. t IS conceiv-
able that the nation-states will one day fight for control 0 mforma~ \
rion, j1IS as they Dattled in the past for control OYer territory, ~d
afterwards for control of access to and exploitation of raw materl~s
and cheap labol). A new field is opened for industrial and com~erclal
strategies on the one hand, and political and military strategtes on
the other. 20

However, the perspective I have outlined above is not as simple ~s

I have made it appear. For the mercantilization o~ n'owledgS:-;ls) if
bound to affect the privilege tfie nation-states have enjoyed, and ~t1I1
enjoy, w!lh re..sp.e.c.LtQ..J:he production and distribution of learnmg. I-

The notion that learning falls within the purview of the State, as ~e
brain or mind of society, will become more and more o~tdated w~th

the increasing strength of the oppo~ingprinciple, ac~ordm~ to v.:hl~h
society exists and progresses only If the mess~es c~rculatlng wtthm -
it are rich in information and easy to decode.LTh~ Ideolo~~f com=,
municational "transparency," which goes hand m hand With the
commercialization of knQ1Yledge, will begin to perceive the State as £ ...

a factor of opacity and "noise." It is from this. point of view that " ... 'l
the problem of the relationsmp between economic and State powers
threatens to arise with a new urgency.J . ~

Alrcady in the last few decades, economIc powers have reached
the point of imperiling the stability of the State t1~rough new form.s
of the circulation of capital that go by the genetic ?am~ of muit.!.:....
/fatiollal corporations. These new forms of circulation Imply that
investment decisions have, at least in part, passed beyond the control
of the nation-states. 2I The question threatens to become even more
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thorny with the development of computer technology and relcmarics.
SUPPo~, for cxamp!c, rha.t a fi~m such as IBM is authorized to occupy
a belt In the earth 5 orbital field and launch communications satel
lites or satellites .housing data banks. Who will have access to them?
Who will determine which channels or data are forbidden? The
~ta~e? ~r will t~e State si~ply be one user among orhcrs?_New lcg&
Issues will be rals.e.d-and with them the question: "who will know?"

Transf~rmation in the nature of knowledge, then, could well have
r~percus~lons o,n the existing public powers, forcing them to reeon
sl~er thelf relatlons (both de j~re a~d. de facto) with the large corpor
ations and, more generally,. With CIVil society. The reopening of the
world market, a return to vigorous economic competition, the break
do~n. of the hegemony of American capitalism, the decline of the
soclahst alternative, a probable opening qf the Chinese market
these ~nd many other factors are already, at the end of the 1970s,
preparmg States for ~ ser~ous reappraisal of the role they have been
a~cus~om~d to playm! smce. th~ 1930s: that of guiding, or even
~ilrectmg mvestments. In thiS light, the new technologies can only
~ncrease .the urgency of such a reexamination, since they make the
mformatlon used in decision making (and therefore the means of
conte,oI) even more m.obile and subject to piracy.

It IS not, hard to Visualize kWling cjtc:ulating-along..the-same.lines
a.t ~oney! 11lstea~ of ~~ts~ucational"value or political (adminis
trative, diplomatic, mlhtary) Importance; the pertinent distinction
~vould no lo~ger be between knowledge and ignorance, but rather, as .
lS the case With money, between "payment knowledge" and "invest
ment k.n?wledg~"-in,other words, betwecn units of knowledge ex
changed m a daily mamtenance framework (the rcconstitution of the
wo~k ,f?rce, "survival") versus funds of knowledge dedicated to
optimIZIng the performance of a project,

I. I~ this \~ere the case, communicaqonaI transparency would be
sl,nular to iJberalism-; Li.berali~m does not preclude an organization
of the flow of money In whlch some channels are used in decision
making. w~ile o,ther~ are only good for the payment of debts. One
could slmilar.ly Im.agmc flows of kn9wledge traveling along idcntical
channels of 'Identical nature, some of which would be reserved for
the "decision makers," whilc the others would be used to repay each
person's perpetual debt with respect to the social bond.

2. The Problcm: Legitimation

~rhat is the working hypothesis defining the field within which I
mtend to consider the question of the status of knowledge. This
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scenario, akin to the one that g~es by the n~me "tIM:, s:-omB~teriza- ...ll/
. n of socierv" <although ours IS advanced 10 an enmely dlffere~t~~no 'J__ .., 1 IVl (

spiri07"'makes no ~laims of be;~_&.. Orlgl~a, or e~en true.. .1a, IS

required of a working hypothe!!.ls I.S_:1, fmc capacity for .dlscnmma
lion. The scenario of the computenzatlon of the mos.t highly ev:el
oped societies allows us to spotlight (though with t~e risk of exces~lVe

magnification) certain aspects of the tra~~fo~ma.no~ of knowleag.e
'lIld its effects on public power and CIVil U1stlrutlons~effects ItJ
~vould be difficult to eerce~e from o~er o~t~ of view,.Our h~poth
esis, there' ore, s ould not be acc?r ca E!edlcgy~valu~ m relation to
reality, but strategic value in relation to the question raised. .

Nevertheless:-TI bas strong credibility, and in that sense our c~OIce

of this hypothesis is not arbitrary. It, h.as been ~escrib:~ extensively
by the experts23 and is already gul?mg cerum. deCISions by the
governmental agencie!i and private fums. m~st d,-recdy concerned,
such as those managing the telecommuOlcations mdustry. To so~e

extent, then, it is already a part of observable reality, Finally, barnng
economic stagnation or a general recession (resulting, for example,
from a continued failure to solve the world's energy problems),
there is a good chance that this scenario will come to pass: it is hard
to see what other direction contemporary technology could take as
an alternative to the computerization of society.

This is as much as to say that the hypothesis is banal. But only to
lhe extent that it fails to chaUenge the general paradigm of progress
in science and technology, to which economic growth and the expan
sion of sociopolitic~1 power seem ~6 be natu!al .complements: That!
scientific and techOlcal knowledge IS cumulative IS n~ver questiOned.
At most what is debated is the form that accumulation takes-some
piculre {t as regular, continuous, and unanimous, others as periodic,
discontinuous and conflictual. 24

But these t~uisms are fallacious, I~ the first place@jsnti~,if k~V.'!' ~
ledge does nor represent the totality. of knowledg:e; It. has always
existcd in addition to and in competltlon and conflict With, another
kind of knowledge ~hich I will call narrative in the interests of
simplicity (its chara~teristics will be oe~ribe~ later), 1. do not me~n
to say that narrative knowledge can prevail over SCience, but ItS
model is related to ideas of internal equilibrium and convivia~ity2S
next to which contemporary scientific knowledge cutS a poor figure,
especially if it is to undergo an exteriorization with respect to the
"knower" and an alienation from its user even greater than has
previously been the case. The resulting demoralization of rese?rchers
and teachers is far from negligible; it is well known that dUring the
1960s, in all of the most highly developed societies, it reached such
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explosive dimensions among those preparing to practice these profes·
sions-the students-that there was noticeable decrease in productiv·
ity at laboratories and universities unable to protect themselves from
its contamination.~ Expecting this, with hope or fear, to lead to a
revolution (as was then often the case) is out of the question: it will
not change the order of things in postindustrial society overnight.
But this doubt on the part of scientists must be taken into account as
a major factor in evaluating the present and future status of scientific
knowledge.

It is all the more necessary to take it into consideration since-and
this is the second point-the scientists' demoralization has an impact
on the central problem of legitimation. I use the word in a broader
sense tha~ do eontemp~r~German the~ri~ts in their discussions of
the question ?f authomy. T~~e any CIVil law as an example: it
states .that a g~v~n e~teg?ry of cItizens must perform a specific kind
of action. legitimation IS the process by which a legislator is author·
ized to promulgate such a law as a norm. Now take the example of a
scientific statement: it is subject to the rule that a statement must
fulfiU a given set of conditions in order to be accepted as scientific.
!n th~ case,. leg~t~mat.ion is th~ process by which a "legislator" deal·
mg With sCientifiC discourse IS authorized to prescribe the stated
conditions. (in ~eneral, con.di.tions of internal consistency and experi·
mental verification) determmmg whether a statement is to be included

lin that discourse for consideration by the scientific community.
The parallel may appear forced. But as we will sec, it is not. The

question of the ~~giti":,acy of science has been indissociably linked to

~
that of the legitimation of the legislator since the time of Plato.
From this point ~f view,Me. right to decide what is true is not inde
pendent of the right to deCide what is just, even if the statements

I
consigned to these two authorities differ in nature. The point is that
there is a strict interlinkage between the kind of language called
science and the kind called ethics and politics: they both stem from
the same perspective, the same "choice" if you will-the choice
calJed the Occid~
. When we e~amine the current statu~ of scientific knowledge -at a
rn~~ when SCLencc seems more completely subordinated to the pre
~'al.11Og powers than cver before and, along with the new technologies,
I~ 10 danger of be~~lTlin¥ a major stake in their conflicts-fthe ques
[lon of ?ouble lcgmmatlon, far from rece~ing into thc bad:ground,

I
necessanly comes to the fore. For it appears in its most complete
(orm, that of reversion, revealing that knowledge and power arc
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simply twO sides of the same question: w~o decides what knowledge l
'. and who knows what needs to be deCided? In thc computer age,
1>. h' fthe question of knowledge is now more t an ever a questlon 0

govcrnmentJ

3. The Method: Language Games

The reader will already have noticed that in analyzing this problem
within the framework set forth I have favored a certain procedure:
emphasizing facts of language and in particular their pragmatic. as·
pe([.28 To help clarify what follows it would be useful to. summanze,
however briefly, what is meant here by the term.eragmatt0 .

A denotative utterance29 such as "The university is sick," made 10

(he context of a conversation or an interview, positions its sender
(the person who utters (he statement), its addressee (the per:son ~ho

receives it), and its referent (what the statement deals W1th~ 10 a
specific way: the utterance places (and e~po~s) ~e .scnd~r 10. the
position of "knower" (he knows what the sltuatlon IS Wlth the uOlver·
siry), the addressee is put in the position of having to give or refuse
his assent, and the referent itself is handled in a way unique to
denotatives, as something that demands to be correctly identified
and expressed by the statement that refers to it.

If we consider a declaration such as "The university is open,"
pronounced by a dean or rector at convocation, it is clear that the
previous specifications no longer apply. Of course, the meaning of
the utterance has to be understood, but that is a general condition
of communication and docs not aid us in distinguishing the differ'
em kinds of utterances or their specific effects. The distinctive
feature of this second, "performative,"JO utterance is that its effect ~
upon the referent coincides with its enunciation. The university is
open because it has been declared open in the above·mentioned
circumstances. That this is so is not subject to discussion or verifica
tion on the part of the addressee, who is immediately placed within
the new context created by the utterance. As for the sender, he must
be invested with the authority to make such a statement. Actually,
we could say it rhe other way around: the sender is dean or rector
that is, he is invested with the authority to make this kind of state·
ment-only insofar as he can directly affect both the referent, (the
university) and the addressee (the university staff) in the manner I
have indicated.

A different case involves utterances of the type, "Give money to

'\
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the university"; these arc prescriptions,> They can be modulated as
orders, commands, instructions, recommendations, requests, prayers,
pleas, etc, Here, the sender is clearly placed in a position of authority,
using the term broadly (including the authority of a sinner over a god
who claims to be merciful): that is, he expects the addressee to per
form the action rderred to. The pragmatics of prescription entail
concomitant changes in the posts of addressee and referent. Jl

Of a different order again is the efficiency of a question, a promise,
a literary description, a narration, etc. I am summarizing. ~iugcn·
stein, taking up the study oflanguage again from scratch, focuses his
attention on the effects of different..J1lodes of discourse; he calls the
various types of utterances he identifies along the way (a few of
which I have listed) Irmguage games..u What he means by this term is
that each of the various categories of utterance can be defined in
terms of rules specifying their properties and the uses to which they
can be put-in exactly the same way as the game of chess is defined
by a set of rules detcnnining the properties of each of the pieces, in
other words, the proper way to move them.

It is useful to make the following three observations about lan
guage games. The first is that their rules do not carry within them
selves their own legitimation, but are the object of a contract, explicit
or not, between players (which is not to say that the players invent
the rules). The second is that if there arc no rules, there is no game, H

that even an infinitesimal modification of one rule alters the nature
of the game, that a "move" or utterance that docs not satisfy the
rules does not belong to the game they define. The third remark is
suggested by what has just been said: e~ery utterance should be
thought of as a "move" in a game.

This last observation brings us to the first principle underlying our
method as a whole: to? speak is to fight, in the sense of playil~, and
speech acrsJ4 fall within the domain of ageneral agonistics.3 This
does not necessarily mean that one plays in order to win. A move can
be made for the sheer pleasure of its invention: what else is involved
in that labor of language harassment undertaken by popular speech
and by literature? Great joy is had in the endless invention of turns
of phrase, of words and meanings, the process behind the evolution
of language on the level of parole. But undoubtedly even this plea
sure depends on a feeling of success won at the expense of an adver
sary-at least one adversary, and a formidable onc: the accepted
language, or connotation. 36

This idea of an agonistics of language should nor make us lose
sight of the second principle, which stands as a complement to it
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'lnd governs our analysis: that the observable social bond is com
~oscd of language "moves." An elucidation of this proposition will
rake us to the heart of the matter at hand.

4. The Nature of the Social Bond: The Modern Alternative

If we wish to discuss knowledge in the most highly developed con·
temporary society, we must answer the preliminary question of what
mcthodological representation to apply to that society. Simplifying
to thc extreme, it is fair to say that in principle there have been, at "
least ovcr ~he last ~a1f-century, tW~J2~ic.re~se~ti~n~ m~e1s f?r
society: either society foons a lUnctional whole, or It IS dIVIded 10

(wo. An illustration of the first model is suggested by Talcott Parsons
(at least the postwar Parsons) and his school, and of the second, by
the Marxist current (all of its component schools, whatever differ·
ences they may have, accept both the principle of class struggle and
dialectics as a duality operating within society).31

This methodological split, which defines twO major kinds of dis
course "On society, has been handed down from the nineteenth
century. The idea that society fonns_an organic~ole. in the absence
of which it ceases to be a soeiety (and sociology ceases to have an
object of study), dominated the minds of the founders of the French
school. Added detail was supplied by functionalism1" it took yet
another rum in the 19505 with Parsons's conception of socieZJ as a
self-regulating system. The theoretical and even materiil m eI is
no longer the living organism; it is provided by cybernetics, which,
during and after the Second World War, expanded the model's
applications.

In Parsons's work, the principle behind the system is still, if I
may say so, optimistic: it corresponds to the stabilization of the
growth cconomies and societies of abundance under the aegis of a
moderate welfare state. 38 an the work of contemporary German
theorists, syslcmlbcorie is technocratic, even cynical, not to men
tion dcspairing: the harmony between the needs and hopes of
individuals or groups and the functions guaranteed by the system is "V
now only a secondary component of its functioning. The true goal ,-;;
of the system, the reason it programs itself like a compu er, is the ! \
Optimization of the global relationship between input and output-
in other wC;>rds, performativit>'§£vcn when its rules are in the process
~f Changing and innovations are occurring, even when its dysfunc-
~Ions (such as strikes, crises, unemployment, or political revolutions)
Inspire hope and lead to belief in an alternative, even then what is
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acrually taking place is only an internal readjustment, and its result
can be no morc than an increase in the system 's " ...iabilit~he-on\y
alternative to this kind of per£ormaQ~proyement' emropy,..vr

ds<line-." h·1 ·d· th . J·fi . . -h . . J
Here again, W I C avO! 109 e simp I IcatlOns In crent In a SOCIO-

ogy of social theory. it is difficult [Q deny at least a parallel between
this "hard" technocratic version of society and the ascetic effort that
\Vas demanded (the fact that it was done in name of "advanced
liberalism" is beside the point) of the most highly developed industrial
societies in order to make them competitive-and thus optimize their
"rationality"-within the framework of the resumption of economic
world war in the 1960s.

Even taking into account the massive displacement intervening be
tween the thought of a man like Comte and the thought of Luhmann,
we can discern a common conception of the social: socie is a uni·
fied totality, a "unic' "farsons formulates this clear y: hT e most
essen "il"conoltlon of successful dynamic analysis is a continual and
systematic reference of every problem to the state of the system as a
whole.... A process or set of conditions either 'contributes' to the
maintenance (or development) of the system or it is 'dysfunctional'
in that it detracts from the integration, effectiveness, etc., of the
system.'~ The "technocrats41 also subscribe to this idea. Whence
its credillility: it has the means to become a reality, and that is all
the proof it needs. This is what Horkheimer called the "paranoia" of
rej1SPn:~2

taut this realjsm of systemic self-regulation, and this perfectly
scaled circle of facts and interpretations, can be judged paranoid only
if one has, or claims to have, at one's disposal a viewpoint that is in
principle immune from their allure. This is the function of the prin
ciple of class struggle in theories of society based on the work of
Marx"'l

"TFttditional" theory is always in danger of being incorporated
into the programming of the social whole as a simple tool for the
optimization of its performance; this is because its desire for a uni
tary and totalizing truth lends itself to the-unitary and totalizing
practice of the system's managers. t~tical" theory ,43 based on a
principle of dualism and wary of iy{ltheses and reconciliations,

I should be in a position to avoid this fate. What guides Marxism, then,
~ is a different model of society, and a different conception of thc

\

function of the knowledge that can be produced by society and
acquired from it. This model was born of thc s(rugglcs accompanying
thc process of capi(alism's encroachment upon tradi(ional civil

•
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cieties. There is insufficien( space here to chart (he vicissi(udes of
~~csc struggles, which fill more than a century of social,. political, and
ideological history. We will have to content ourselves With a glance at
he balance sheet, which is possible for us to tally today no\~ that
~heir fatc is known: in countries with liberal or advanced hberal
management, (he struggles and their i~struments ~ave bee~ trans
formed into regulators of (he sys(em; III commuOls( countries, t~c

totalizing model and its totalitarian effect ha~e mad~ a comeb~ck m
thc name of Marxism itself, and (he struggles In qucstlon hav.c.slmply
been deprived of the right (Q exist.'H Every,,:here, the. Cntlque of
political economy (the sub6de of i\-tarx's Capital) and Its correlate,
the critique of alienated society, arc used in one way or another asl

. . th " "-aids m programmmg e system.
Of course, certain minorities, such as the Frankfurt School o~.the

group Socialisme ou barbarie,-46 preserved" and. refin~ critical
model in opposition to this process. But the SOCial foundation ,?f the.<"'
principle of ~ivisio;!1 ?r class st~le, was blurre to e pOlnrof l~
losing all of ItS radlcaJIEY.; we cannot concealme ac at t e cn ~
model In t e end ost itstheoretical standing and was reduced to the
statuS of a "utopia" or "hope,'>47 a token protest raise? in the name
of man or reason or creativity, or again of some SOCial category
such as the Third World or the studenrs;48-on which is conferred in
extremis the henceforth improbable function of critical subject.

The sole purpose of this schematic (or skeletal) reminder h~ been
to specify the problematic in which I intend to frame the question of
knowledge in advanced industrial societies. or it is impOSSibl<;....10}
know wha( the state of knowledge is-in other words, the roblems
its deve opment and distribution are facing today-without nowmg
somethingof the~ty within which it is situated. And today ffi,?re \
than ever, knowing about that society involves first of al~ choosmg
what approach the inquiry will pke, and th~t necessanly me.ans
choosing how society can answer{...One can decide. that the pn~clpal

role of knowledge is as an indiSpen~able eleme~t. m the fu~ctlOnmg P
of society and act in accordance wI(h that deCISion, only If one has J

already de~ided that socicty is a giant machine.49
.

Conversely, one can count on its c~itica.l function, an~ orient ItS

development and distribution in that directIOn, only after It has be.cn
decided that soc.ic~ docs not fo.r~l an int~gratcd wh~le. b.l!! rem~ms\
~la~nted by a princi Ie ofo osmon. 50 lhc alt5=r.nau.ve.seems~lear:
It IS a choice bctween the lomogenelty and (he mtrlnSIC duahty of
the social, bC(wccn functional and critical knowledge. Bu( the deci
sion seems difficult, or arbitrary.
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It is tempting to avoid the decisio~ .al.toge~er by distin~ishing
twO kinds of knowledge. One, me posmvlst kmd, would be directly

f
3PPliC3b'C to technologies bearing on men and mate~ials, and w.ou~d
lend itself to operating as an indispensable productive force Wlthm
rhe system. The other-the critical. reflexive, o~ hermeneutic .kind
by renecting directly or indirectly on values or alms, would resist any
such "recuperation."~

5. The Nature ofthe Social Bond:
The Postmodern Perspective

I find this partition solution unacceptable. I suggest that the alterna
tive it attempts [0 resolve, but only reproduces, is no longer rclev~t
for the societies with which we arc concerned and that the solution
itself is still caught within a type of oppositional thinking that is out
of step with the most vital modes of postmodern knowledge. As I
have already said, economic "redeployment" in the current phase of
capitalism, aided by a shift in techniques and technolo~y, goes han~
in hand with a change in the function of the State: the Image of SOCI
ety this syndrome suggests necessitate.s a, serious revision. of the alter
nate approaches considered. For breVity s sake, su~fice It to ~y that
functions of regulation, and therefore of reproduction, are bemg and
will be further withdrawn from administrators and entrusted to

,machines. Increasingly, the central question is becoming who will
have access to the information these machines must have in storage
to guarantee that the right decisions are made. ~c:..cess t~ data is, and

, will continue to be, the prerogative of experts of all stripes. The rul
e in class is and will continue to be the class of deCision ril1iRers. Even

now It IS no longer composed of the traditional political class, but
of a composite layer of corporate leaders, high-le~~1 administr~~ors,

and the heads of the major professional, labor, political, and rehglous
organizations.52 .

What is new in all of this is that the old poles of attraction repre
scored by nation-states, parties, professions, instirutions, and histori
cal traditions are losing their attraction. And i! does not look as
though they will be replaced, at least not on their for.mer scale. ~he
Trilateral Commission is not a popular pole of attraction. "Identify
ing" with the great names,. the heroes o.f c<?ntcmporary ~,istory: is
becoming more and more dl.fficult. 53 Dedlcatmg onesc.lf to cat.chlng
up with Germany," the !lfe goal the French preSident (Glseard
d'Estaing at the time this b~ok was publishe? i~ France] seems .to
be offering his countrymen, IS not exactly eXlctlng. But then again,
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it is not exactly a life goal. It depends on each individual's industri
ousness. Each individual is referred (Q himself. And each of us knows
that our self does not amount to much. 54

This breaking up of the grand Narratives (discussed below, sections
9 and 10) leads to what some authors analyze-in terms of the dissolu- ;1
tion of the social bond and the disintegration of social aggregates
into a mass of individual atoms thrown into the absurdity of Brownian I
motion. 55 Nothing of the kind is happening: this point of view, it '
seems to me, is haunted by the paradisaic representation of a lost
"organie" society.

A self docs not amount to much, but no self is an island; each
exists in a fabric of relations that is now more complex and mobile
than ever b:cf~. Young or old, man or woman, rich or poor, a per·
son is always located at "nodal pointS" of specific communication I
circuits, however tiny these may be.56 Or bener: one is always
located at a post through which various kinds of messages pass. No r'
one, not even the least privileged among us, is ever entirely powerless
over the messages that traverse and position him at the post of sender,
addressee, or referent. One's mobility in relation to these language ...
game effects (language games, of course, are what this is all about)
is rolerable, at least within certain limits (and the limits are vague);
it is even solicited by regulatory mechanisms, and in particular by
the self-adjustments the system undertakes in order to improve it~

performance. It may even be said that the system can and must
encourage such movement to the extent that it combats its own
entropy; the novel of an unexpected "move," with its correlative
displacement -0 a partneror l,'TOUp ot partners, can supply the
system with that increased performativity it forever demands and
Consumes. 57 r

( It should now be clear from which perspective I chose language
<games as my general methodological approach. I am not claiming
I that the entirety of social relations is of this nature-that will rcmain

an open question. But there iT.Jlo need to resort to some fiction of
s?,ial origins to establish thaWnguage games arc the minimum rela· __
tl.on required for socit:ry to exist: even before he is born, if only by
Virtue of the name he is given, the human child is already positioned
a~ the referent in the story recounted by those around him, in rela-
tE?" to which he will inevitably chart his coursc. S8 Or m7frcsimply
~tlll, the question of the social bond, insofar as it is a question, is I
Itself a language game, the game of inquiry. It immediately positions
the person who asks, as well as the addressee and the referent asked
about: it is already the social bon~
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On the other hand, in a society whose communication component
is becoming more prominent day by day, both as a reality and as an
issue,59 it is clear that language-assumes a new ~meortance. It would
be superficial to reduce its significance t~ the tradition.al. alternative
between manipulatory speech and the unilateral transmiSSiOn of mes
sages on the one hand, and free expression and dialogue on the other.

A word on this last point. If the problem is described simply in
terms of communication theory, two things are overlooked: first,
messages have quite different forms and effects depending on whether
they are, for example, denotatives, prescriptives, evaluatives, per
formatives, etc. It is clear that what is important is not simply the
fact that they communicate infonnation. Reducing them to this
function is to adopt an outlook which unduly privileges the system's
own interests and point of view. A cybernetic machine does indeed
run on information, but the goals programmed into it, for example,
originate in prescriptive and evaluative statements it has no way to
correct in the course of its functioning-for example, maximizing
its own performance. How can one guarantee that performance
maximization is the best goal for the social system in every case? In
any case the "atoms" forming its matter are competent to handle
statements sueh as these-and this question in particular.

Second, the trivial cybernetic version of information theory misses
something of decisive importance, to which I have already called at
tention: the agonistic aspect of society. Thc atoms are placed at the
crossroads of pragmatic relationships, but they are also displaced by
the messages that traverse them, in perpetual motion. Each language
partner, when a "movc" pertaining to him is made, undergoes a
"displaccment," an alteration of some kind that not only affects him
in his capactiy as addressee and referent, but also as sender. These
"moves" necessarily provoke "countennoves"-and everyone knows
that a countermove that is merely reactional is not a "good" move.
Reactional countermoves arc no more than programmed cffects in
the opponent's strategy; they play into his hands and thus have no
effect on the balance of power. That is why it is imporrant to increase
displacement in the games, and even to disorient it, in such a way as
to make an unexpected "move" (a new statement).

What is needed if we are to understand social relations in this

\

manner, on whatever scale we choose, isJlot onlx. a theory of co..m-
o munication,-hut a theory of gam~s whj.ch. accepts-agDOistics as a

founding principle. In this context, it is easy to see that the essential
clement of newness is not simply "innovation." Supporr for this ap
proach can be found in the work of a number of contemporary
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sociologists,60 in addition to linguists and philosophers of language.
This "atomization" of the social into flexible networks of lan

guage games mayseem far removed from the rna ern reality, which
is depicted, on the contrary, as afflicted with bureaucratic paraly
sis.t;J rrhe objection will be made, at least, that the weight of certain
institutions imposes limits on the games, and thus restricts the in
ventiveness of the players in making their moves. But I think this can
be mken into account without causing any particular difficulty.

In the ordinary use of discourse-for example, in a discussion
between two friends-the interlocutors usc any available ammuni- \
tion, changing games from one utterance to the next: questions,
requests, asserrions, and narra[ives are launched pell-mell into battle.
The war is not without rules,62 but the rules allow and encourage the
greatest possible flexibility of utterance.

From this point of view, an institution differs from a conversation
in that it always requires supplementary constraints for statements to
be declared admissible within its bounds. The constraints function to
filter discursive potentials, interrupting possit5le connections in the
communication networks: there are things that should not be said.
They also priVI ege certain classes of statements (sometimes only
one) whose predominance charactcrizes the discourse of the parti
cular instirution: there are things that should be said, and there are
ways of saying them. Thus: orders in the army.; prayer in church,
denotation in the schoOIS,"" narration-in familie~, que~tions-in philo
sophy, performativity in businesses. Bureaucratization is the Oii'tCr
limit oftliistendency. ~

However, this hypothesis about the ins[itution is still too "un
~vi~ldy": its point of departure is an overly "reifying" view of what
IS lIlstitutionalized. We know today that the limits the institution im
poses on potential lang:u-age "moves" arc never established once and
for all (even if they have been formally defined).63 Rather, the limits
a~e [hemselves the stakes and provisional results of language strate
g.ICS, within the institutiOiliild witnout. Examples: Does the univer
Slty. have a place Tor language experiments (poetics)? Can you tell
S[oncs in a cabinet meeting? Advocate a cause in the barracks? The
answ.crs are clear: yes, if the university opens creative workshops;
yes, If the cabinet works with prospective scenarios; yes, if the limits
of the old institution arc displaced.6+ Reciprocally, it can be said that
the boundaries only stabilize when they cease to be stakes in the
game. ..... - __

. This, I think, is the appropriate approach to contemporary institu
tIons of knowledge.
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6. The Pragmatics of Narrative Knowledge

In Section I, I leveled twO objections against the unquestioning ac
ceptance of an instrumental conception of knowledge in the most
highly developed societies. Knowledge is not the same as science, es
pecially in its contemporary form; and science, far from successfully
obscuring the problem of its legitimacy, cannot avoid raising it with
all of its implications, which are no less sociopolitical than episte
mological. Let us begin with an analysis of the nature of "narrative"
knowledge; by providing a point of comparison, our examination will
clarify at least some of the characteristics of the form assumed by
scientific knowledge in contemporary society. In addition, it will aid
us in understanding how the question of legitimacy is raised or fails
to be raised today.

Knowledge [savoir) in general cannot be reduced to science, nor
even to learning (c01maissallce). Learning is the set of statements
which, to the exclusion of all other statements, denote or describe
objects and may be declared nue or false. 65 Science is a subset of
learning. It is also composed of denotative statements, but imposes
two supplementary conditions on their acceptability: the objects to
which they refer .must be available for repeated access, in othcr
words, they must be accessible in explicit conditions of observation;

,... and it must be possible to decide whether or not a given statement
~ pertains to the language judged relevant by the experts."
q~", But what is meant by the term kllow/edge is not only a set of

) denotative statements, far from it. It also includes notions of "know·
-- how," "knowing how to live," "how to listen" [savoir-faire, sauoir-
~ vivre, savoir-ecouter] , etc. Knowledge, then, is a question of compe-
§ tence that goes beyond the simple determination and application of
.Ie the criterion of truth, extending to the determination and applica

tion of criteria of efficiency (technical qualification), of justice and I
or happiness (ethical wisdom), of the beauty of a sound or color
(auditory and visual sensibility), etc. Understood in this way, know
ledge is what makes someone capable of forming "good" denotative
utterances, but also "good" prescriptive and "good" evaluative
utterances.... It is not a competence relaci\'e to a particular class
of statements (for example, cognitive ones) to the exclusion of aU
others. On the contrary, it makes "good" performances in relation to
a variety of objects of discourse possible: objects to be known, de
cided on. evaluated, transformed.... From this derives one of the
principal features of knowledge: it coincides with an extensive array
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of competence-building measures and is the only form embodied in
a subject constiruted by the various areas of competence composing
it.

Another characteristic meriting special attention is the rclation
he~\V~cn this kind ?f knowledge and Custom. What is a "good" pre-·
scnptlvc or evaluative utterance, a "good" performance in denotative
or technical matters? They are all judged to be "good" because they
conform to th.e relevant criteria (of justice, beauty, nuth, and effi
ciency respectl\'eJy) accepted in the social circle of the "knower's"
interlocutors. The early philosophers called this mode of lecritimaring

•• 67 ~.

stat~ments opmlon. The consensus that permits such knowledge to
be clrcumscn e and makes it possible to distinguish one who knowsI
from one who doesn't (the foreigner, the child) is what constitutes
the culture of a people. 68

. This briel reminder of what knowledge can be in the way of train
I~g ~d culture draws ~n eumo!ogical d:scription for its justifica
tion. .But an~~opologtc~1 stu~hes and hterature that take rapidly
develop109 SOCieties as their object can attest to the survival of this
type of knowledge within them, at least in some of their sectors.70
The very idea. o~ development pres~pposes a horizon of nondevelop
ment wher~, It IS as~umed, the vanous areas of competence remain
ellveloped 10 the umty of a tradition and are not differentiated ac
cording to separate qualifications subject to specific innovations de
b~tcs, and .inquiries. This opposition does nOt necessarily impiy a
difference 10 nature becween "primitive" and "civilized" man 71
but is compatible with the premise of a formal identity becween "~e
savage mind" and scientific.thought;71: it is even compatible with the
(apparently contrary) premise of the superiority of customary know
Jc~c. ove.r the contemporary dispersion of competence.7J

{

~It IS fair to say that there is. one poin~ on which all of the investiga
tions agree, regardless of which scenano they propose to dramatize
and understand [he distance separating the customary state of know
ledge from its ~tate in the scientific age: the preeminence of the
narrauve. form 10 th~ formulation of traditional knowledge. Some
stUdy thiS form for ItS own sake;74 others see it as the diachronic
COStu~1e of the structural operators that, according to them, properly
~onstltute the knowledge in questioni7S still others bring to it an
'economic" interpretation in the Freudian sense of the term. 76 All
~hat is important here is the fact that its form is narrative. Narration-4- ___
Isth' ·alf - ,-e qumtesscntl orm of customary knowledge, in mOfe ways
than one:]

First, the popular stories themselves recount what could be called
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positive or negative apprenticeships (Bildungen); in other words, the
successes or failures greeting me hero's undertakings. These successes
or failures either bestow legitimacy upon social institutions (the
function of myths), or represent positive or negative models (me
successful or unsuccessful hero) of integration into established insti-

{

tutions (legends and tales). ThusUhe narratives allow the society in
which they arc told, on me one hand, to define its criteria of compe
tence and, on me other, to evaluate according to those criteria what
is ,E.crformed or can be performed within ir.:J

LSecond, the narrative form, unlike the developed forms of the dis
course of knowledge, lends itself to a great variety of language games.
Denotative statements concerning, for example, the state of the sky
and the flora and fauna easily sup in; SO do dean tic statements pre
scribing what should be done with respect to these same referents, or
with respect to kinship, the difference between the sexes, children,
neighbors, foreigners, etc. Intcrrogative statements are implied, for
example, in episodes involving challenges (respond to a question,
choose one from a number of things); evaluative statements also
enter in, etc~The areas of competence whose criteria the narrative
supplies or applies are thus tightly woven together in the web it
forms, ordered by the unified viewpoint characteristic of this kind of
knowledge.

We shall examine in somewhat more detair a Uhird pro er ,f which relates to the transmission of narrativc:i Their narration
usually obeys rules that define the pragmatics of their transmission. I
do not mean to say that a given society institutionally assigns the
role of narrator to certain categories on the basis of age, sex, or
family or professional group. What I am gening at is a pragmatics of
popular narratives that is, so to speak, intrinsic (Q them. For example,
a Cashinahua77 storyteller always begins his narration with a fixed
formula: "Here is the story of-, as I've always heard it told. I will
teU it to you in my tum. Listen." And he brings it to a close with
another, also invariable, formula: "Here ends the story of-. The
man who has told it to you is- (Cashinahua name), or (Q me
Whites- (Spanish or Portuguese name)."'s

A quick anaJysis of this double pragmatic instruction reveals the
following: the narrator's only claim to competence for tclling the
story is the fact that he has hcard it himself. The current narratee
gains potential access to the same authority simply by listening. It is
claimed that the narrative is a faithful transmission (even if the narra
tive performance is highly inventive) and that it has been told "for
ever": therefore me hero, a Cashinahuan, was himself once a narratee,
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and perhaps a narrator, of the very same story. This similarity of can"
dition allows for the possibility that the current narrator could be
the hero of a narrative.just as the Ancestor was. In fact,he is necessarily
such ahero becauSt: he bears a name,declined at the end ofhis narration,
and that namewasgi\en tohim inconformity with thecanonic narrative
legitimating the assignment of patronyms among the Cashinahua.

The pragmatic rule illustrated by this example cannOt, of course,
be universalized." But it gives insight into what is a generally recog
nized property of traditional knowledge. The narrative "POStS"
(sender. addressee, hero) are so organized that the right to occupy
the post of .sender receives the following double grounding: it is
based upon the fact of having occupied the post of addressee, and of
having been recounted oneself, by virtue of the name one bears, by a
previous narrative-in other words, having been positioned as the
diegctic reference of other narrative events. 1IO The knowledge trans
mitted by these narrations is in no way limited to the functions of
enunciation; it determines in a single stroke what one must say in
ordcr to be heard, what one must listen [0 in order to speak, and
what role one must play (on the scene of diegetic reality) to be the
object of a narrative.

Thus.,ne speech acts81 relevant to this form of knowledge are per
fonned ilOf only by the speaker, but also by the listener, as well as I

by the third party referred to. The knowledge arising from such an
apparatus may seem "condensed" in comparison with what I call
"developed" knowledge. Our example clearly illustrates that a narra
tive tradition is also the tradition of the criteria defining a threefold
competence-"know-how," "knowing how to speak," and "knowing
how to hear" (savoirlaire, savoir-dire, savoir-entcndre] -through
which the community's relationship to itself and its environment is
played out. What is transmitted through these narratives is the set of
pragmatic rules that constitutes the social bond:l( .I."" fourth aspect of narrative knowledge meriting careful examina

( tion is its effect on time. Narrative form follows a rhythm; it is the
synthesis of a meter beating time in regular periods and of accent
~odifying the length or amplitude of certain of those periods:F This
v.1bratory, musical property of narrative is clearly reveale'din the
mual perfonnance of certain Cashinahua tales: they are handed
down in initiation ceremonies, in absolutely fixed form, in a language
Whose meaning is obscured by lexical and syntactic anomalies, and
they arc sung as interminable, monotonous chants. llJ It is a strange
brand of knowledge, you may say, that docs not even make itself
understood to the young men to whom it is addressed!
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And yet this kind of knowlt::dgt:: is quite common; nursc:ry rh)'mes
are of this type, and repetitive forms of contemporary music have
tried to recaprure or at least approximate it. It exhibits a surprising
feature: as meter takes precedence over accent in the production of
sound (spoken or not), time ceases to be a support for memory to
become an immemorial beating that, in the absence of a noticeable
separation betwecn perio~ prevents their being numbered and con
signs them to oblivion.84lfonsidcr the form of popular sayings, pro
verbs, and maxims: they are like little splinters of potential narratives,
or molds of old ones, which have continued to circulate on certain
levels of the contemporary social edifice. In their prosod)' can be
recognized the mark of that strange temporalization that jars the
golden rule of our knowledge: "never forget.~.:J.

Now there must be a congruence betWeen this lethal function of
narrative knowledge and the functions, cited earlier, of critt::ria for
mation, the unification of areas of competence, and social regulation.

lFy way of a simplifying fiction, we can hypothesize that, against all
expectations, a collectivity that takes narrative as its kcy form of
competcnce has no need to remember its past. It finds the raw ma
terial for its social bond not only in the meaning of the narratives it
recounts, but also in the act of reciting them_ The narratives' refer
ence may seem to belong to the past, but in reality it is always con·
temporaneous with the act of recitation,;) is the present act that on
each of its occurrences marshals in the ephemeral temporality in
habiting the space berween the "I have heard" and the "you will
hear."

The important thing about the pragmatic protocol of this kind of
narration is that it betokens a theoretical identity between each of
the narrative's occurrences. This may not in fact be the case, and
often is not, and we should not blind ourselves to the element of
humor or anxiety noticeable in the respect this etiquette inspires.
The fact remains that what is emphasized is the metrical beat of the
narrative occurrences, not each performance's differences in accent.
It is in this .sense that this mode of temporality can be said to be si·
multaneously evanescent and immemorial. as

Finally, a culture that gives precedence to the narrative form
doubtlcss has no more of a nced for special procedures to authorize
its narratives than it has to remember its past. It is hard to imagine
such a culture first isolating the POSt of narraror from the others in
order to give it a privileged status in narrative pragmatics, then in
quiring into what right thc narrator (who is thus disconnected from
the narr:uee and diegesis) might have to recount what he recounts,
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and finally undcrtaking the analysis or anamnesis of its own legiti
macy. It is even harder to imagine it handing over the authority for
irs ~arrati\'es [0 some incomprehensible subject of narration. The
narratives themselves have this authorityUn a sense, the people are
onIv that which actualizes the narratives: once again, they do this
not only by recounting them, but also by listening to them and re
counting themselves through them; in other words, by putting them
intO "pby" in their institutions-thus by assigning themselvcs the
pOStS of narratee and diegesis as well as the POSt of narrator]

There is, then, an incommensurability between popular narrative
pragmatics, which provides immediate legitimation, and the language
game known to -me West as the question of~eirimacy-or rather,
legitimacy as a referent in the game of inquiry arratives, as we have
seen, determine criteria of competence and/or i ustrate how they are
to be applied. They thus define what has jhe right to~id and ,
done in the culture in question, and since they are themselves a part
of that culturedl!!:y"'are Icgjjimat~d...Q~simple fact that they do
what the dij _

7. The Pragmatics of Scientific Knowledge

Let us attempt to characterize, if only in summary fashion, the
classical conception of the pragmatics of scientific knowledge. In the
process, we will distinguish between the research game and the teach
ing game.

Copernicus states that the path of thc planets is circular.86 Whether
this proposition is true or false, it carries within it a set of tensions,
all of which affect each of the pragmatic posts it brings into play:
sender, addressee, and referent. These "tensions" are classes of pre
scriptions which regulate the admissibility of d1e statement as
'·scientific...

First, the sender should speak the truth about the referent, the
path of the planets. What docs this mean? That on the one hand he
is supposed to be able to provide proof of what he sa)'s, and on the
other hand he is supposed to be able to refute any opposing or
contradiCtory statements concerning the same referent.

Second, it should be possible for the addressee validly to give (or
refuse) his assent to the statement he hears. This implies that he is
himself a potential sender, since when he formulates his agreement or
disagreement he will be subject to the same double requirement (or
proof or refutation) that Copernicus was. He is therefore supposed (Q

have, pOtentially, the same qualities as Copernicus: he is his equal.
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But this will only become known when he speaks and under the
above conditions. Before that, it will be impossible to say whether
or not he is a scicntific scholar.

Third, the referent (the path of the planets) of which Copernicus
speaks is supposed to be "expressed" by his statement in conformity
with what it actually is. But since what it is can only be known
through statements of the same order as that of Copernicus, the rule
of adequation becomes problematical. What I say is true because I
p.l...0ve that it is-but what proof is there that my proof is.true?
L-The scientific solution of this difficulty consists in the observance
pf t\v~ rules. The firsr of these is dialectical or even rhetorical in the
forenSIc sense: 87 a referent is that which is susceptible to proof and
can be used as evidence in a debate. Not: I can prove something be
~a~sc reali~ .is the waY.1 say it is. But: a~ long as I can produce ~roof,
It IS permIssIble to thmk that reality IS the way I say it is.8 The
second rule is metaphysical; the sa.me referent cannOt supply a plural
ity of contradictory or inconsistent proofs. Or stated differently:
"God" is not deceptive. 89

These two rules underlie what nineteenth--eenrury science calls
verification and twentieth-eentury science, falsification,90 They
allow a~n of consen~ be brought to the debate between
partners (the sender and the addressee). Not every consensus is a sign
of truth; but it is presumed that the truth of a statement necessarily
draws a consensus.

That covers researC41t should be evident that research appeals to
teaching as its necessary complement: the scientists needs an addres
see who can in tum become the sender; he needs aparrneDOther
wise, the verification of his statements would be impossible, since the
nonrenewal of the requisite skills would eventually bring an end to
the necessary, contradictory debate. Not only the truth of a scientist's
statement, but also his competencc, is at stake in that debate_ One's
competence is never an accomplished fact. It depends on whether or

Inot the statement proposed is considered by one's peers to be worth
discussion in a sequence of argumentation and refutation. The truth
of the statement and the competence of its sender arc thus subject to
the collective approval of a group of persons who arc competent on
an equal basis. Equals are needed and must bc created.

~
O)idactics is what ensures that this reproduction takes place. It is

different from the dialectical game of research. Briefly. its first prc
upposition is that the addressee. the student, does not know what

the sender knows: obviously. that is why he has something to learn.
Its second presupposition is that the studcnt can learn what the
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der knows and become an e;<pert whose competence is equal to
sen . I . d ththat of his master.91 This double reqUIrement supposes a tur: at
there arc statements for wh,ich. the exchange of. arbrumen~s and the

roduction of proof constl.n.~tlllg the pr.agmatlcs of research are
~onsidered to have been suffiCient, and w.hlCh can ,theref~re .be trans·
mined through teaching as they stand, III the gUIse of IIldlsputable
truths.

In other words, you teach what you know: such is the expert. B~t

as the student (the addrcssee of the didactic process) improves h~s

skills, the expert can confide to him .what h: does n~t know bur IS
trying to learn (at least if the expert IS also l!1volv~d III research), In
tllis way, the student is introduced to the dIalectics of research, or
the game of producing scientific knowledgw .

If we compare the pragmatics of scicnce to that of narrative
knowledge, we note the following properties:
[1. Scientific knowledge requires that one language,game, denot~·
tion be retained and all others exciuded,jA statement s tru~-value IS

the ~riterion determining its acceptability, Of course, we fmd oth~r
classes of statements, such as interrogatives ("How can we explalll
that ... ?") and prescriptives ("Take a finite series of el.emen.ts ... ").
But they are only present as turning points in the dialectical ar~
mentation, which must end in a denotative statement.92 In thiS
context, then, one is "learned" if one can produce a true stat~~ent

about a referent, and one is a scientist if one. can produce verifiable
or falsifiable statements abour referents accessible to the experts.

2. Scientific knowledge is in this way set apart from th~ language
games that combine to ~onn the social bond. Unlike narrative knowl
edge, it is no longer a dIrect and ~hared com~onent of the. bond, Bur
it is indirectly a component of It, because It develo~es.lIlto a pro
fession and gives rise to instiru tions, and in modc~n ~cle~les language
games consolidate themselves i.n the fgrm of lllstltu~Ons run by
qualified partners (the profeSSional class). The relation be.tween
knowledge and society (.that ~s, t,he ~um t?tal of ~artners III .the
gcneral agonistics, excludmg SCIentISts In their profeSSIOnal capacity)
becomes one of mutual exterioritiJ A new problem appears,- that. of
the relationship between the scientific institution and socleo/. Can
thi~ problem be solved by didactics, for example, by the premise that
anv social atom can acquire scientific competence?

'313Vithin the bounds of the game of r~s.earch.' the competence re·
quired concerns the post of sender a.lo~e. Ihe.re IS no p~rtlc~lar ~om
pC-tence requircd of the addres.see (It IS reqUIred only III dldactl~s

the student must be intelligent>,..And there is no competence requIred
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of the referent. Even in rhe case of rhe human sciences, where it is
an aspect of human conduct, the referent is in principle external to
the partners engaged in scientific dialectics[tlere, in contrast to the
narrative game, a person does nor have to know how to be what
knowledge says he is.:J

4CA statement of science gains no validity from the fact of being
reported. Even in the case of pedagogy, it is taught only if it is still
verifiable in the present through argumentation and proof. In itself,
it is never secure from "falsification.'~The knowledge that has ac
cumulated in the form of already accepted statements can always be
challenged. But conversely, any new statement that contradicts a
previously approved statement regarding the same referent can be
accepted as valid only if it refu tes the previous statement by pro
duci~ arguments and proofs.

II
' Srrhe game of science thus implies a diachronic temporality, that

is, a memory and a project. The current sender of a scientific state
ment is supposed to be acquainted with previous statements concern
ing its referent (bibliography) and only proposes a new statement on
the subject if it differs from the· previous ones. Here, what J have
c~led the ".accent" of each performance, and by that token the pole-
mical function of the game, takes precedence over the "meter." This
diachrony, which assumes memory and a search for the new, repre
sents in principle a cumulative process. I[s "rhy[hm," or the rela
tionship betvveen accent and meter, is variable. 9.:J

These properties are well known. But they are worth recalling for
two reasons. Firs[, drawing a parallel between science and nonscien
tific (narrative) knowledge helps us understand, or at least sense, that
the former's existence is no more-and no less-necessary [han the
latter's. Both are composed of setS of statements; the statements are
"mo~es" made by the players within the framework of generally
apphcable rules; these rules are specific to each particular kind of
knowledge, and the "moves" judged to be "good" in one cannot be
of the same type as those judged "good" in another, unless it hap'
pens that way by chance.

It is therefore impossible to judge the existence or validity of
narrative knowledge on the basis of scientific knowledge and vice
versa: the relevant criteria arc different. All we can do is gaze in
wonderment at the diversity of discursive species, JUSt as we do at the
?iversity of plant or animal spccics.[tamenting the "loss of meaning"
In postmodernity boils down to mourning the fact that knowledge is
no longer principally narrative..jiuch a reaction docs not necessarily
follow. Neither does an attempt to derive or engender (using operators
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like development) scientific knO\~ledge from na~rativc knowledge, as
'f the former contained the latter In an embryonl: state..
1 Nevertheless, language species, like li~ing speCies, arc Inte~rel~tc~,
:llld their relations are far from harmolll~us. The second POlllt JUStl
f"ing this quick remin~er on .the pro1?ertleS of the .Ianguage game of
.. nee concerns preCisely, ItS relation [Q narrative knowledge. ISCle, . .' h s

have said tha narrative knowled e does. not IV' nont to t e ue-
tion of its own e Itimat [h ~ ag
matiCS of its own transmission without havm recourse to ar~n·
tation and roof. This is why its incompre enslo~ 0 the proble~s of
cientific discourse is accompanied by a certam tolerance: It ~p-

s roaches such discourse primarily as a varian.t in ~he fami~y of narrat~ve I
~ultures.95 The opposite is not true. The SCientist questions the v~hd
ity of narrative statements and conclud~~ that they are neve~ subject
to argumentation or proof.~ I~e .c~asslfles them as belongln~ to a
different mentality: savage, primitiVe, underdevel.oped, ~ac~wa~d,
alienated, composed of opinions, customs, authonty, pr~Judlce, Ig
norance, ideology. Narratives ar~ .fables, myths, legends, fit only for
,..Iomen and children. At best, attempts are made to throw some rays
oiJight into this obscurantis":" to ~ivil~ze~ educate, develop. . .
lThis unequal relationship IS an intrinSIC eff~et of the.rulc~ speCifiC

to each game. We all know its symptoms. It IS the ~n~l.rc ~IStory ~f
cultural imperialism from the. dawn of W~stern c~vlhzatlon. lt IS
important to recognize its speCial tenor, which sets I[ apart from ~n
other forms of imperialism: it is governed by the demand for leglt
ima[iori)

8. The Narrative Function and the Legitimation of Knowledge

Today the problem of legitimation is no longer considered a failing
of the language game of science. It would be more ~eeurate to.sa.y
that it has itself been legitima[ed as a problem, that.ls, as a ~eun~tlc
driving force. But this way of dealing wi.th it .by reversmg the sltuatl?~
is of recent date. Before it came to thIS pomt (what s0':le call POSltl- I
vism), scientific knowledge sought other solu.tions. I~ IS rem~rkable
that for a long time it could not help resortmg for ItS solutions [Q

procedures that, overtly or not, belong to narrativ~ kn?wledge.
This rerum of the narrative in the non-narrative, m one form or

another, should not be thought of as having ?ee~ superseded once
and for all. A crude proof of this: what do sCientists do when they
appear on television or arc interviewed. in the newspapers af.tc~ mak
ing a "discovery"? They recount an epic of knowledge that IS III fact
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wholly unepi.c. They.play by the rules of the narrative game; its in
fluence remallls considerable not only on the users of the media, but
also on the scientist's sentiments. This fact is neither trivial nor acces
sory: it concerns the relationship of scientific knowledge to "popular"
knowledge, or what is left of it.erhe state spends large amounts of
mon~>: .to e.nable science to pass itself off as an epic: the State's own
credibility IS based on that epic, which it uses to obtain the public
consent its decision makers need.9.?)

It is not inconceivable that the recourse to narrative is inevitable
at least to the extent that the language game of science desires it~
sta~cments to ?e true but does not have the resources to legitimate
~helr tr.uth on Its own: If this is the case, it is necessary to admit an
meduclble need for history understood, as outlined above-not as a
need to remember or to project (a need for historicity, for accent),

./ bur .on the contrary as a need to forget (a need for metrum.) (see
section 6).

.We are anticip:lting ourselves. But as we proceed we should keep in
mmd that the apparently obsolete solutions that have been found for
the. problem .of legitimation are not obsolete in principle, but only in
thCl~ expresslo~; we sh~)Uld not be surprised if we find that they have
perSisted to thiS day In other forms. Do not we ourselves, at this
moment, feel obliged to mount a narrative of scientific knowledge in
the West in order to clarify its status?

J T?e n~w language game of science posed the problem of its own
(Iegltlmatlon at the .very beginning-in. Plato. This is not the proper

place for an exegesIs of the passages m the Dialogues in which the
pragl.n~tics of science is set in motion, either explicitly as a theme or
Impl~cltly as a presupposition. The game of dialogue, with its specific
~eqUirements: encapsulates that pragmatics, enveloping within itself
Its two funcnons of research and teaching. We encounter some of the
same rules previously enumerated: argumentation with a view only
to consensus. (~)?mologia); the unicity of the referent as a guarantee
for the pOSSIbility of agreement; parity between partners; and even
an i.ndire~t recognition that it is :I question of a game and not a
destllly, slilce those who refuse to accept the rules, out of weakness
or crudeness, are excluded.98

l'here remains the fact that, given the scientific nature of the
~ame, ~e question of its own legitimacy must be among those raised
~Il the dIalogues. A well-known example of this, which is all the more
~mportant since it links this question to that of sociopolitical author
Ity from the start, is to be found in books 6 and 7 of Tbe Republic.
As we know, rhe answer, at least part of it, comes in the form of
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a narrative-the a1legon: oCt.h~-c.a~e, whi~h recounts how and why
nen yearn for narratives and fall to recognrl.c knowledge. Knowledge
:s thus founded on the narrative of its own martyrd?m.

There is more. The legitimation effort, the Dialogues of Plato,
gives ammunition to narrative by virtue of its .ow~ ~o~: eac.h of th.c
dialogues takes the form of a narrative of a SCientifIC dlscus~lon. It IS

f littlc consequence here that the story of the debate IS shown
~ather than reported, staged rather than narrated,99 and is therefo~e
more closely related to tragedy than ~pic. The. fac.t ~s that ~e PlatOniC
discourse that inauguratcs sciencc IS no~ sclentlfl.c, p.r:clsely to the
extent that it attempts to legitimarc SClcncc. SCientifIC knO\.~ledge
cannot know and make known that it is the true knowle?ge wltho!Jt
resorting to the other, narrative, kind ~f knowledgc, which .from ItS
point of view is no knowledge at. all ..Wlthout 5O::h. recourse It would
be in the position of presupposmg.1tS own vah~lty and w0':lld be
stooping to what it condemns: begglllg thc question, pr.oceedmg?n
prejudice. But does it not fall into the same trap by uSlllg narratlvc
as its authority? . .

This is not thc place to chart the recurrence of th~ .narr~tlve III ~he
scientific by way of the latter's discourse.s of leglt.lmatlon, whlc~
include but are not limitec:1 to the great anCient, medlcval, and claSSI
cal philosophies. Endless torment. As resol~tc a phil?sophy as that of
Dcscartes can only demonstrate the l~itlmacy ot SCIence through
what Valery called the story of a mind, I or else in a Bildu.1/gsroman,
which is what the Discourse 0'1 Metbod amounts to. Anstotle was
doubtless one of the most modern of all in separating the rules to
which statements declared scientific must conform (the Organon)
from the search for their legitimacy in a discourse on Bei~g (~c
Metaphysics). Even more modern was his suggcstio~ that SCientifiC
knowledgc, including its pretension to express the.bemg of the refcr
ent, is composed only of arguments a.nd proofS-ill other words, of
dialectics. 101 . •

With modern science, twO new features appear in the problel11~tlc
of legitimation. To begin with, it Icaves behin~ the metaphySical
search for a first proof or transcendental authonty as a response to
the question: "How do you prove the proof?" or, more generally,
"Who decides the conditions of truth?'[It is recognized .th~t the
conditions of truth in other words, the rules of the gamc ot SClcnce,
are immanent in th~t gamc, that they can only be established within
the bonds of a debate that is already scientific in nature, and that
there is no other proof that thc rules arc good than the consensus ex-

, tended to them by the expenO
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. Accom~anyin.g the modern proclivit~ ~o de.fine the conditions of a
dlscou.rse m a discourse on those conditions IS a renewed dignity for

. narratIve (popular) cultures, already noticeable in Renaissance

. Humanism and variously prescnt in the Enlightenment, the Stunn
und Dral1g, German idealist philosophy, and the historical school in
~rance. Narration is no longer an involuntary lapse in the legitima
tlon proccs.s. The explicit appeal to narrative in the problematic of
knowledge IS concomitant with the liberation of the bourgeois classes
from t~e traditional authorities, Narrative knowledge makes a resur-'
genee In th~ ~Vest a~ a way of solving the problem of legitimating the
new authorities. It IS natural in a narrative problematic for such a
q.uestion to .~Iicit the name of a hero as its response: Who has thc
fight to declae tor society? Who is the subject whose prescriptions
arc norms for those they obligate?

This way of inquiring into sociopolitical legitimacy combines with
t~e new ~i~ntific attitude: the name of the hero is the people, the
~Ign of legltunacy is the people's consensus, and their mode of creat
mg norms is ~cliberation. The notion of progress is a necessary out
gro,wth of thiS. It. represents nothing other than the movement by
which knowledge 1S presumed to accumulate-but this movement is
extended to the new sociopolitical subject, The people debate among
th~ms~l.ves about ~hat is just or unjust in the same way that the
sCientific con:~unJty ?ebates about what is true or false; they
accumulate CIVIl laws Just as scientists accumulate scientific laws'
they perfect their rules of consensus just as the scientists produc;
new "paradigms" to revise their rules in light of what they have
learned 102

[It is ~Iear that w~at.is m~ant here b~ "the people" is entirely dif
fer:nt from what IS Implied by traditional narrative knowlcdge,
which, ~ we have. scen, requires to instituting deliberation, no
cumulatlve progreSSIOn, no pretension to universality; these are the
operators of scientif!e knowledge, It is therefore not at all surprising
that the representatives of the new process of legitimation by "the
people". s~10uld be at the same time actively involved in destroying
the tradltl~nal ,k,nowledge of peoples, percelVed from that point for
ward as mmontles or potential separatist movements destined only
to spread obscuramism. 103""

\ye ca~ ~ee too that the real existence of this necessarily abstract
subject (It .IS abstract because it is uniquely modeled on the paradigm
o,f the subject of knowledge - that is, one who sends-receives denota
tive statements with truth-value to the exclusion of other language
games) depends on the institutions within which that subject is
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supposed to delibcrat.e and decide, and which cO,ml~rise all or pa~t of
the State. The question of the State becomes intimately entWined
with that of scientific knowledge .

But it is also clear that this interlocking is many sided. The "peo
ple" (t~e nation, or even humanity), and espec,ially t~eir ~olitical

institutions. are not content to know-they legIslate, rhat IS, they
formulate prescriptions that have the status of norms. 104 They there
fore exercise their competence not only with respect to denotative'
utterances concerning what is true, but also prescriptive utterances
with pretemions to justice. As already said, what characterizes narra
tive knowledge, what forms the basis of our conception of it, pre
cisely that it combines both of these kinds of competence, not to
mention aU the others,
. The_ mode of legit.i!:nW.QD we arc discussing, which reintroduces
narrative as the validity of knowledge, 9:n_mu~ take !W-O rou-ies, de
pcnding on whether it represents the subject of the narra~ive as cog·
nitive or practical, as a hero of knowledge or a hero of hberry. Be
cause of this alternative, not orlIY does rhe meaning of legitimation
vary, but it is already apparent that narrative itself is incapable of .)L.
des'eribing that meaning adequately.

. -- -- -
9. Narratives of the Legitimation of Knowledge

We shaU examine twO major versions of the narrative of legitimation.
One is more olitlcaf,- theother more philosophical; both arc of
great importance in modern history, in parilCii ar IIfthe history of
knowledge and its institutions, .

The subject of the fitsl of these versions is humanity as the hero of
liberty. All peoples have a right to science. If the social subject is
not already the subject of scientific knowledge, it is because that has
been forbidden by priests and tyrants. The right to science must be
reconquered. It is understandable that this narrative would be directed
more toward a politics of primary education, rather than of univer
sities and high schools. 105 The educational policy of the French
Third Republic powerfully illustrates these presuppositions.

It seems that this narrative finds it necessary to de-emphasize
higher education. Accordingly, rhe measures adopted by Napoleon
regarding higher education are generally considered to have been
motivated by the desire to produce the administrative and profes
sional skills necessary for the stability of the State. 106 This overlooks
the fact that in the context of the narrative of freedom, the State
receives its legitimacy not from itself but from the people. So even if
imperial politics designated the institutions of higher education as a
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breeding ground for the officers of the State and secondarily, for the
managers of civil society, it did so because the narion as a whole was
supposed to win irs freedom through the spread of new domains of
knowledge [Q the population, a process to be effected through agen
cies and professions within which those cadres would fulfill their
functions. The same reasoning is a foniori valid for the foundation
of properly scientific institutions. The Stare resons to the narrative of
freedom every time it assumes direct control over the training of the
"people," under the name of the "nation," in order to point them
down the path of progress. 107

With the second narrative of legitimation, the relation between
science, the natIon, and the State develops quite differently. It first
appears with the founding, bet\\leen 1807 and 1810, of the University
of Berlin,l08 whose influence on the organization of higher education
in the young countries of the world was to be considerable in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

At the time of the University's creation, the Prussian ministry
had before it a project conceived by Fichte and counterproposals
by Schleiermacher. Wilhelm von Humboldt had to decide the maner
and came down on the side of Schleiermacher's more "liberal"
option.

Reading Humboldt's report, one may be tempted to reduce his
entire approach to the politics of the scientific institution to the
famous dictum: "Science for its own sake." But this would be to
misunderstood the ultimate aim of his policies, which is guided by
the principle of legitimation we are discussing and is very close to the
one Schleiermacher elucidates in a more thorough fashion.

Humboldt does indeed declare that science obeys its own rules,
that the scientific institution "lives and continually renews itself on
its own, with no constraint or determined goal whatsoever." But he
adds that the University should orient its constituent element,
science, to "the spiritual and moral training of the nation."I09 How
can this jJildllllg-effect result from the disinterested pursuit of [earn
ing? Arc not the State, the nation, the whole of humanity indifferent
to knowledge for its own sake? What interests them, as Humboldt
admits,js not learning, but "character an_d action."

The minister's adviser thus faces a major connict, in some ways
reminiscent of the split introduced by the Kamian critique between
knowing and willing: it is a conflict between a language game made
of denotations answerable only to the criterion of truth, and a language
game governing ethical, social, and political practice that necessarily
involves decisions and obligations, in other words, utterances expected
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to be just rHher than true and which in the final analysis lie outside
the realm of scientific knowl«lgc.

However, the unification of these (Wo ~s of disc~is indis
pensable to the Bi/dung aimed for by Humboldt'S project, which con
sists not only in the acquisition of learning by individuals, but also in
(he training of a fully legitimated subject of knowledge and society.
Humboldt therefore invokes a Spirit (what Fichte caIls Life), animated
by three ambitions, or bener, by a single, threefold aspiration: "that
of deriving everything from an original principle" (corresponding to
scientific activity), "that of relating everything to an ideal" (govern
ing ethical and social practice), and "that of unifying this principle
and this ideal in a single Idea" (ensuring that the scientific search for
true causes always coincides with the pursuit of just ends in moral
and political life). This ultimate synthesis constinnes the legitimate
subject. -

Humboldt adds in passing that this triple aspiration narurally in
heres in the "intellectual character of the German nation."UG This is
a concession. but a discreet one, to the other narrative, to the idea
that the subject of knowledge is the people. But in truth this idea is
quite distant from the narrative of the legitimation of knowledge
advanced by German idealism. The suspicion that men like Schleier·
macher, Humboldt, and even Hegel harbor towards the State is an
indication of this. If Schleiermacher fears the narrow nationalism,
protectionism, utilitarianism, and positivism that guide the public
authorities in maners of science, it is because the principle of science
does not reside in those authorities, even indirectly. The subject of
knowledge is not the people, but the speculative spirit. It is not em
bodied, as in France after the Revolution, in a State, but in a System.
The language game of legitimation is not state-political, bur philoso·
phical.

The great function to be fulfilled by the universities is to "lay open
me whole body of learning and expound-both the principles and the
foundations of all knowledge." For "there is no creative scientific
capacity without the speculative spirit."llI "Speculation" is here the
name given the discourse on the legitimation of scientific discourse.
Schools arc functional; the University is speculative, that is to say,
philosophical. 112 Philosophy must restore unity to learning, which
has been scanered into separate sciences in laboratories and in pre
university education; it can only achieve this in a language game that
links the sciences together as moments in the becoming of spirit, in
other words, which links them in a rational narration, or rather meta
narration. Hegel's Encyclopedia (18)7-27) attempts to realize this
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project of totalization, which was already present In Fichte and
Schelling in the form of the idea of the System.

It is here, in the mechanism of developing a Life that is simultane
ously Subject, that we see a rerurn of narrative knowledge. There is a
universal "history" of spirit, spirit is "life," and "life" is its own self
presentation and formulation in the ordered knowledge of all of its
forms contained in the empirical sciences. The encyclopedia of Ger
man idealism is the narration of the "(hi)story" of this life-subject.
But what it produces is a metanarrative, for the story's narrator must
not be a people mired in the particular positivity of its traditional
knowledge, nor even scientists taken as a whole, since they are
sequestered in professional frameworks corresponding to their
respective specialitics. ~

I The narrator must be a metasubjeet in the process of formulating
both the legitimacy of the discourses of the empirical sciences and
that of the direct institutions of popular culrures. This metasubject,
in giving voice to their common grounding, realizes their implicit goal.
It inhabits the spcculative University. Positive science and the people
are only crude versions of it. The only valid way for the nation-state
itself to bring the people to expression is through the mediation of
speculative knowledge.

It has been necessary to elucidate the philosophy that legitimated
the foundation of the University of Berlin and was meant to be the
motor both of its development and the development of contcmpor
ary knowledge. As I have said. many countries in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries adopted this university organization as a
model for the foundation or reform of their own system of higher
education, beginning with the United States. III But above all, this
philosophy-which is far from dead, especially in university circlesJ1.f
-offers a p~rticularly vivid representation of one solution to thc
problem of the legitimacy of knowledge.

Research and the spread of learning are not justified by invoking
a principle of usefulncss. The idea is not at all that science should
serve the interests of the State andlor civil society. Thc humanist
principle that humanity rises up in dignity and freedom through
knowledge is left by the wayside. German idealism has recourse to
a meraprinciple that simultancously grounds the development of
learning, of society, and of the State in the realization of the "life"
of a Subject, called "divine Life" by Fichte and "Life of the spirit"
by Hegel. In this perspective, knowledge first finds legitimacy within
itself, and it is knowledge that is entitled to say what the State and
what Society are. 115 But it can only play this role by changing levels,
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by ceasing to be simply the positive knowledge of its referent (nature,
society, the State, etc.), becoming in addition to that the knowledge
of the knowledge of the referent-that is, by becoming speculative.
In the nanles "Life" and "Spirit," knowledge names itself.

A noteworthy result of the speculative appararus is that all of the
discourses of learning about evcry possible referent are taken up not
from the point of view of their immediate truth-value, but in terms
of the value they acquire by virrue of occupying a certain place in
the itinerary of Spirit or Life-or, if preferred, a certain position in
the Encyclopedia recounted by speculative discourse. That discourse
cites them in the process of expounding for itself what it knows, that
is, in the process of self-exposition. True knowledge, in this perspec
tive, is always indirect knowledge; it is composed of reported state
ments that arc incorporated into the metanarrative of a subject that
guarantees their legitimacy.

The same thing applies for every variety of discourse, even if it is
not a discourse of learning; examples are the discourse of law and
that of the State. Contemporary hermeneutic discoutse 1l6 is born of
this presupposition, which guarantees that there is meaning to know
and thus confers legitimacy upon history (and especially the history
of learning). Statements are treated as their own autonyms lJ7 and set
in motion in a way that is supposed to render them mutually engend·
ering: these are the rules of speculative language. The University, as
its name indicates, is its exclusive institution.

But, as I have said, the problem of legitimacy can be solved using
the other procedures as well. The difference between them should be
kept in mind: today, with the status of knowledge unbalanced and
its speculative unity broken, the first version of legitimacy is gaining. ~

new vigor.
According to this version, knowledge finds its validity not within

itself, not in a subject that develops by actualizing its learning possi
bilities, but in a practical subject-humanity. The principle of the
movement animating the people is not the self-legitimation of know
ledge, but the self-grounding of freedom or, if preferred, its self
management. The subject is concrete, or supposedly so, and its epic
is the story of its emancipation from everything that prevents it from
governing itself. It is assumed that the laws it makes for itself arc just,
not because they conform to some outside nature, bm because the
legislators arc, constitutionally, the very citizens who arc subject to
the laws. As a result, thc legislator's will-the desire that the laws be
just-will always coincide with the will of the citizen, who desires
the law and will therefore obey it.
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Clearly, this mode of legitimation through the autonomy of the
wilPl8 gives prioriry to a totally different language game, which Kant
called imperative and is known today as prescriptive. The important
thing is not, or not only, to legitimate denotative utterances pertain
ing to the truth, such as "The earth revolves around the sun," but
rather to legitimate prescriptive utterances pertaining to justice, such
as "Carthage must be destroyed" or "The minimum wage must be set
at x dollars." In this context, the only role positive knowledge can
play is to inform the practical subject about the reality within which
the e.... ecution of the prescription is to be inscribed. It allows the sub
ject to circumscribe the executable, or what it is possible to do. But
the executory, what should be done, is not within the purview of
positive knowledge. It is one thing for an undertaking to be possible
and another for it to be just. Knowledge is no longer the subject, but
in the service of the subject: its only legitimacy (though it is formi
dable) is the fact that it allows morality to become reality.

This introduces a relation of knowledge to society and the State
which is in principle a relation of the means to the end. But scientists
must cooperate only if they judge that the politics of the State, in
other words the sum of its prescriptions, is just. If they feel that the
civil society of which they are members is badly represented by the
State, they may reject its prescriptions. This type of legitimation
grants them the authority, as practical human beings, to refuse their
scholarly support to a political power they judge to be unjust, in
other words, not grounded in a real autOnomy. They can even go so
far as (0 usc their expertise to demonstrate that such autonomy is not
in fact realized in society and the State. This reintroduces the critical
function of knowledge. But the fact remains that knowledge has no
final legitimacy outside of serving the goals envisioned by the practi
cal subject, the autOnomous collectivity.1I9

This distribution of roles in the enterprise of legitimation is inter
esting from our point of view because it assumes, as against the
system-SUbject theory, that there is no possibility that language
games can be unified or totalized in any metadiscourse. Quite to the
contrary, here the priority accorded prescriptive statements-uttered
by the practical subject-renders them independent in principle from
the st:ltements of science, whose only remaining function is to supply
this subject with information.

Two remarks:
I 1. It would be easy to show that Marxism has wavered between
\\ the two models of narrative legitimation I have just described. The

Party takes the place of the University, the proletariat that of the
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people or of humanity, dialectical materiali.sm .that o~ spccula~ive

idealism, etc. Stalinism may be the result, with Its speCific relatlon
ship with the scicnces: in Stalinism, the sciences only figure as cita
tions from the metanarrative of the march towards socialism, which
is the equivalent of the life of the spirit. But on the other hand
Marxism can, in conformity to the second version, develop into a
form of critical knowledge by declaring that socialism is nothing
other than the constitution of the autonomous subject and that the
only justification for the sciences is i~ they.give the emp~rical.subject

(the proletariat) the means to emancipate Itsclf from ahenatlon and
repression: this was, briefly, the position of the Frankfurt School. .

2. The speech Heidegger gave on May 27, 1933, on becommg
rector of the university of Freiburg-in-Breisgau,I2O can be read as an
unfortunate episode in the history of legitimation. Here, speculative
science has become the questioning of being. This questioning is
the "destiny" of the German people, dubbed an "historico--spiritual
people." To this subject are owed the three services of labor, defense,
and knowledge. The University guarantees a meta.knowledge of the
three services, that is to say, science. liere, as in idealism. legitima
tion is achieved through a metadiscourse called science, with ontolog
ical pretensions. But here the metadiscourse is questioning, not tot:U
izing. And the University, the home of this metadiscourse, owes Its
knowledge to a people whose "historic mission" is to b~ing that
metadiscourse to fruition by working, fighting, and knowmg. The
calling of this people--subject is not to emancipate humanity, but to
realize its "true world of the spirit." which is "the most profound
power of conservation to be found within its forces o~ earth and
blood." This insertion of the narrative of race and work mto that of
the spirit as a way of legitimating knowledge and its institution~ is
doubly unforrunate: theoretically inconsistent, it was compelhng
enough to find disastrous echoes in the realm of politics.

10. Delegitimation

In contemporary society and culture-postindustrial society, pos~

modern culture l21 - the question of the legitimation of kno\.vledge ~s

formulated in different terms. The grand narrative has lost Its credi
bility, regardless of what mode of unification it uses, re¥ard.less of
whether it is a speculative narrative or a narrative of emanclpatlon?

The decline of narrative can be seen as an effect of the blossoming
of techniques and technologies since the Second World War, which
has shifted emphasis from the ends of action to its means; it can also
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\ be seen as an effect of the redeployment of advanced liberal capital
ism after its retreat under the protection of Keynesianism during the
period 1930-60, a renewal that has eliminated the communist alter
native and valorized the individual enjoyment of goods and services.

Anytime we go searching for causes in this way we are bound to
be disappointed. Even if we adopted one or the other of these
hypotheses, we would still have to detail the correlation between the
tendencies mentioned and the decline of the unifying and legitimat
ing power of the grand narratives of speculation and emancipation.

It is, of course, understandable that both capitalist renewal and
prosperity and the disorienting upsurge of technology would have an
impact on the status of knowledge. But in order to understand how
contemporary science could have been susceptible to those effects
long before they took place, we must first locate the seeds of "dele·

_gitimation ,,122 a!L.Q..nihilism that were inhere~t in the grand narratives
of the nineteenth century.

First of all, the speculative apparatus maintains an ambigious rela
tion to knowledge. It shows that knowledge is only worthy of that
name to the extent that it reduplicates itself ("lifts itself up," bebt
sicb auf; is sublated) by citing its own statements in a second·level
discourse (autonymy) that functions to legitimate them. This is as
much as to say that, in its immediacy, denotative discourse bearing
on a certain referent (a living organism, a chemical property, a physi·
cal phenomenon, etc.) does not really know what it thinks it knows.
Positive science is not a form of knowledge. And speculation feeds
on its suppression. 1h~ Hegelian speculative narrative thus harbors a
certain skepticism toward positive learning, as Hegel himself admits. 123

A science that has not legitimated itself is not a true science; if
the discourse that was meant to legitimate it seems to belong to a
prescientifie form of knowledge, like a "VUlgar" narrative, it is de
moted to the lowest rank, that of an ideology or instrument of
power. And this always happens if the rules of the science game that
discourse denounces as empirical are applied to science itself.

Take for example the speculative statement: "A scientific state
ment is knowledge if and only if it can take its place in a universal
process of engendering." The question is: Is this statement knowledge
as it itself defines it? Only ifit can take its place in a universal process
of engendering. Which it can. All it has to do is to presuppose that
s~ch a process exists (the Life of spirit) and that it is itself an expres
sion of that process. This presupposition, in fact, is indispensable to
t?e speculative language game. Without it, the language of legitima
tlon would not be legitimate; it would accompany science in a
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nosedive into nonsense, at least if we rake idealism's word for it.
But this presupposition can also be understood in a totally differ

ent sense, one which takes us in the direction of postmodern culture:
\ve could say, in keeping with the perspective we adopted earlier,
that this presupposition defines the set of rules one must accept in
order to play the speculative game. l24 Such an appraisal assumes first
[hat we accept [hat the "positive" sciences represent the general
mode of knowledge and second, that we understand this language to
imply certain formal and a.xiomatic presuppositions that it must
always make explicigThis is exactly what Nietzsche is doing, tho~~h
with a different terminology, when he shows that "European mhll
ism" resulted from the truth requirement of science being turned
back against itself. 125

There thus arises an idea of perspective that is nOt far removed, at
least in this respect, from the idea of language games. What we have
here .is a pr~ess of.d~legitim~tio~ fueled by the d~mand for I.egitima
tion ItselL£Jhe "cnsls" of SCientific knowledge, signs of which have
been accumulating since the end of the nineteenth century, is not
born of a chance proliferation of sciences, itself an effect of progress
in technology and the expansion of capitalism. It represents, rathe~,

an internal erosion of the legitimacy principle of knowledge. There IS

-erosion at work~iilSiaetl1e speculative game, and by loosening the
weave of the encyclopedic net in which each science was to find its
place, it eventually sets them free)

lfhc classical dividing lines between the various fields of science are
thus called into question-disciplines disappear, overlappings occur
at the borders between sciences, and from these new territories are
born. The speculative hierarchy of learning gives way to an immanent
and, as it were, "flat" network of areas of inquiry, the respective
frontiers of which are in constant flux. The old "faculties" splinter
into institutes and foundations of all kinds, and the universities
lose their function of speculative legitimation. Stripped of the
responsibility for research (which was stifled by the spetulative
narrative), they limit themselves to the transmission of what is judged
to be established knowledge, and through didactics they guarantee
the replication of teachers rather than the production of researchers:!
This is the state in which Nietzsche finds and condemns them. 126

The potential for erosion intrinsic to the other legitimation proce
dure, the emancipation apparatus flowing from the Auft./iinmg, is no
less extensive than the one at work within speculative discourse. But
it touches a different aspect. Its distinguishing characteristic is that
it grounds the legitimation of science and truth in the autonomy of
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inrerlocurors involved in ethical, social, and political praxis, As we
h,ave seen, there are immediate problems with this form of legitima
non: the differen~e .between a den~tative statement with cognitive
value and a prescriptive statement With practical value is one of rele
vance, therefore of competence. There is nothing to prove that if a
s~atement describing a real ~ituation is true, it follows that a prescrip
tive statement based upon It (the effect of which will necessarily be
a modification of that reality) will be just.

Take, for example, a closed door. Between "The door is closed"
and "Open the door" there is no relation of consequence as defined
in propositional logic. The t\\l0 statements belong to two autono
mous sets of rules defining different kinds of relevance, and therefore
of competence. Here, the effect of dividing reason into cognitive or
theoretical reason on the one hand, and practical reason on the other,
is to,at~ack the legitimacy of the discourse of science. at directly,
but Il1dlreet~y, by revealing that it is a language game with its own
rules (o~ which the a pr!ori conditions of knowledge in Kant provide
a first glimpse) and that It has no special calling to supervise the game
of. pra.x~ (nor the game of aesthetics, for that matter). The game of
SCIence IS thus put on a par with the others.

If this "delegitimation" is pursued in the slightest and if its scope
is widened (as Wittgenstein does in his own way, and thinkers such as
Martin Buber and Emmanuel Uvinas in theirs)127 the road is then
open for an, i~p~>rtant current ?~ postmodernity: science plays its
own game j It IS mcapa~le of legitimating the other language games.
The game of prescnpnon, for example, escapes it. But above all
it is incapable of.legitirnating itself, as speCUlation assumed it could. '

The social subject itself seems to dissolve in this dissemination of
language games. The social bond is linguistic, but is not woven with
a single thread, It is a fabric fonned by the intersection of at least
two ,(and, in reality an indeterminate number) of language games,
obcymg different rules. Wittgenstein '''frites: "Our language can be
seen as an ancient city: a maze of little streets and squares, of old
and ne~v houses, and of houses ,With additions from various periods;
and thiS surrounded by a multitude of new boroughs with straight
regular streets and uniform houses,"I28 And to drive home that the
p~incip[e of unitotality-or synthesis under the authority of a meta
discourse of knowledge-is inapplicable, he subjects the "town" of
language to the old sorites paradox by asking: "how many houses or
streets docs it take before a town begins to be a rown?"12!1

New languages are added to the old ones, forming suburbs of the
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old (Own: "the symbolism of chemistry and the notation of the infin
itesimal calculus,"lJO Thirty-five years later we can add to the list:
machine languages, the matrices of game theory, new systems of
musical notation, S)'SfemS of notation for nondenotative forms
of logic (temporal logics, deontic logics, modal logics), the language
of the genetic code, graphs of phonological structures, and so on,

We may form a pessimistic impression of this splintering: nobody
speaks all of those languages, they have no universal metalangu~ge,

the project of the system-subject is a failure, the goal of emancipa
tion has nothing to do with science, we are all stuck in the positivism
of this or that discipline of leaming, the learned scholars have rumed
into scientists, the diminished tasks of research have become compart·
mentalized and no one can master them all.13I Speculative or human
istic philosophy is forced to relinquish its legitimation duties,l32
which explains why philosophy is facing a crisis wherever it persists
in arrogating such functions and is reduced to the study of systems
of logic or the history of ideas where it has been realistic enough to
surrender them. IH

Tum-of-the-century Vienna was weaned on this peSSimIsm: not
just artists such as Musil, Kraus, Hofmannsthal, Loas, Schonberg, and
Broch, but also the philosophers Mach and Wittgenstein.n .. They
carried awareness of and theoretical and artistic responsibility for
delegitimation as far as it could be taken. We can say today that the
mourning process has been completed. There is no need to start all
over again. Wittgenstein's strength is tha[ he did not 0Rt for the
positivism that was being developed by the Vienna Circle, I S but out
lined in his investigation of language games a kind o{ legitimatio~ not
based on performativity. That is what the postmodern world IS all
about. Most people have lost the nostalgia for the lost narrative. It
in no way follows that they are reduced to barbarity. What saves
them from it is their knowledge that legitimation can only spring
from their own linguistic practice and communicational interaction.
Science "smiling into its beard" at every other belief has taught them
the harsh austerity of realism. 136

11. Research and Its Legitimation through Performativity

Let us return to science and begin by examining the pragmatics of
research. Its essential mechanisms arc presently undergoing two
important changes: a multiplication in methods of argumentation
and a rising complexity level in the process of establishing proof.
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Aristotlc. Dcscartes, and John Stuart Mill, among others, attempted
to lay down the rules govcrning how a denotativc uttcrance can obtain
its addressee's assent. B7 Scientific research sets no great store by
these methods. A5 already stated, it can and does usc methods the
demonstrativc properties of which seem to challenge classical reason.
Bachelard compiled a list of them, and it is already incompletc. os

These languages are not employed haphazardly, however. Their
use is subject to a condition we could call pragmatic: cach must for·
mulate its own rules and petition the addressee to acccpt thcm. To
satisfy this condition, an a..xiomatic is defined that includes a defini
tion of symbols to be used in the proposed language, a description of
the form expressions in the language must take in order to gain accep
t~nce (wcll-fonned expressions), and an enumeration of the opera·
tlons that may be ~erfonned on the accepted expressions (axioms in
the narrow sense). I 9

But how do we know what an axiomatic should, or does in fact,
contain? The conditions listed above are formal conditions. There
has to be a metalanguage to determine whether a given language
sat~sfies the formal conditions of an axiomatic; that metalanguage is
lOgiC.

At this point a brief clarification is necessary. The alternative be
tween someone who begins by establishing an axiomatic and then
uses it to produce what are defined as acceptable statements, and a
scientist who begins by establishing and stating facts and then tries
to disco~er the axio~aticsof the. language he used in making his state·
menrs, IS not a logical alternative, but only an empirical one. It is
certainly of great importance for the researcher, and also for the
philosopher, but in each case the question of the validation of state
ments is the same. l40

The following question is more pertinent to legitimation: By what
criteria does the logician define the properties required of an axiom
atic? Is there a model for scientific languages? If so, is there just one?
Is it verifiable? The properties generally required of the syntax of
'I 14] . (f I ..a lonna system are consistency or examp e, a system IIlCOnSIS-

tent with respect to negation would admit both a proposition and its
opposite), syntactic completeness (the system would lose its consis
tency if an axiom were added to it), decidability (there must be an
effective procedure for deciding whether a given proposition belongs
to the system or not), and the independence of the axioms in rela
tion to one another. Now Godel has effectively established the
cxistence in the arithmetic system of a proposition that is neither
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demonstrable nor refutable within that system, this entails that the
arithmetic system fails to satisfy the condition of completeness. 142

Since it is possible to generalize this situation, it must be accepted
that all fonnal systems have internal limitations. 143 This applies to
logic: the metalanguage it uses to describe an artificial (v:iom~tic)

I::J.nguage is "natural" or "everyday" language; th~t lan~age I~ u~lIver

sal, since all other languages can be translated IIltO It, ~ut It IS not
consiStent with respect to negation-it aUows the formauon of para·
doxes. 1+1

This necessitates a refonnulation of the question of the legitima
tion of knowledge. When a denotative statement is declared true,
there is a presupposition that the axiomatic system within which ~t
is decidable and demonstrable has already been formulated, that It
is known to the interlocutors, and that they have accepted that it is
as formally satisfactory as possible. This was the s~irit in which the
mathematics of the Bourbaki group was developed. 45 But analogous
observations can be made for the other sciences: they owe their
status to the existence of a language whose rules of functioning can
not themselves be demonstratcd but are the object of a consensus
among experts. These rules, or at least some of them, arc requests.
The rcquest is a modality of prescription.

The argumentation required for a scientific statemen~ t~ ~
accepted is thus subordinated to a "first" acceptance (which IS 111

fact constandy renewed by virtue of the principle o! recursion) of
rhe rules defining the allowable means of argumentation: Two not~

worthy properties of scientific knowledge result from thIS: the fleXI
bility of its means, that is, the plurality of its languages; and its char
acter as a pragmatic game-the acceptability of the "moves" (new
propositions) made in it depends on a contract drawn between the
partners. Another result is that there are two different kinds of
"progress" in knowledge: one corresponds to a new ~ove (~ new
argument) within the established rules; the other, to the mventlon of
new rules in other words. a change to a new game.H6

Obviou'sly, a major shift in the notion of !eason accompanies th!S
new arrangement. The principle ~f a ulllversal meta~angu~ge IS

replaced by the principle of a plurality of for~al and aXiomatic sys
tems capable of arguing the truth of denotau~e sta.tements; these
systems arc described by a metalanguage that IS universal b.ut n<:'t
Consistent. What used to pass as paradox, and even e,araloglsm, III

the knowledge of classical and modern science can, i.n certain ofthese
systems. acquire a new force of conviction and Will the acceptance
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of the community of experts. 147 The language game method I have
followed here can claim a modest place in this current of thought.

The other fundamental aspect of research, the production of proof,
takes us in quitc a different direction. It is in principle pan of an
argumentation process designed to win acceptance for a new state
ment (for example, giving testimony or presenting an exhibit in the
case of judicial rhetoric). H8 But it presents a special problem: it is
here that the referent ("reality") is called to the stand and cited in
the debate between scientists.

I h~,,·e ~ready made the point that the question of proof is prob
~ematlcal sl.nc~ proof needs to be proven. One can begin by publish
Ing a descnptlon of how the proof was obtained, so other scientists
can check the result by repeating the same process. But the fact still
has to be observed in order to stand proven. What constitutes a scien
tific observation? A fact that has been registered by an eye, an ear,
a sense organ?149 Senses arc deceptive, and their range and powers of
discrimination are limited.

This is where technology comes in. Technical devices originated as
prosthetic aids for the human organs or as physiological systems
whose function it is to receive data or condition the context. Is() They
follow a principle, and it is the principle of optimal performance:
maximizing output (the infonnation or modifications obtained) and
minimiz.ing input (the energy expended in the process).1S1 Tech-,
nology IS therefore a game pertaining not to the true, the just, or the
beautiful, etc., but to efficiency: a technical "move" is "good" when
it does better and/or expends less energy than another.

This definition of technical competence is a late development. For
a long time inventions came in fits and searts, the products of chance
research, or research as much or more concerned with the arts (tech
Itai) than with knowledge: the Greeks of the dassical period, for
example, established no close relationship between knowledge and
technology.1S2 In the sixteenth and seventeenth cenruries, the work
of "perspectors" was still a matter of curiosity and artistic innova
tion.l~] This was the case until the end of the eighteenth cenrury.lSof
And It can be maintained that even today "wildcat" activities of
technical invention, sometimes related to bricolarc, still go on out
side the imperatives of scientific argumentation. IS

Nonetheless, the need for proof becomes increasingly strong as the
pragmatics of scientific knowledge replaces traditional knowledge or
knowledge based on revelation. By the cnd of the Discourse 011

Melbad, Descartes is already asking for laboratory funds.(}. new
problem appears: devices that optimize the performance of the
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human body for the purpose of producing proof require additional
expcnditures. No money, no proof-and that means no verification
of statements and no truth. The games of scientific language become
the games of the rich, in which whoever is wealthiest h~ the best ~
chance of being right. An equation between wealth, efficiency, andj D
truth is thus establishe~
~'hat happened at the end of the eighteenth cenrury, with the first
industrial revolution, is that the reciprocal of this equation was dis
cO\'cred: no technology witham wealth, but no wealth without tech
nology. A techni~~1 apparatus requires an ~nve~t":lent; b.ut si.nce it
optimizes the effiCiency of the task to whIch It IS apphed, It also
optimizes the surplus-value derived from this improved.perfo.rOlance.
All that is needed is for the surplus-value to be reahzed, an other
words for the product of the task performed to be sold. And the sys
tem c'an be scaled in the follo\ving way: a portion of the sale is
recycled into a research fund dedicated to further performance

I
improvement. It is a~ this precise moment that. scienc~ beco~les a
force of production, m other words, a moment In the clrculanon of
capital.

It was more the desire for wealth than the desire for knowledge
that initially forced upon technology the imperative ~f performa~ce
improvement and product realization. The "orgamc" connection
between technology and profit preceded its union with science.
Technology became important to contemporary knowledge only
through the mediation of a generalized spirit of perfo~mativity.Even
today, progress in knowledge is not torally subordmated to tech-
nological investment. l56

. . .
Capitalism solves the scientific problem of research. fun?mg 10 Its

own way: directly by financing research departments 10 pnvate com
panies, in which demands for performativity and recommercialization
orient research first and foremost toward technological "applica
tions"; and indirectly by creating private, state, or mixed-secr:or
research foundations that grant program subsidies to university
departments, research laboratories, and independent research groups
with no expectation of an immediate return on the results of the
work-this is done on the theory that research must be financed at
:I loss for certain length of time in order to increase the probability
of its iclding a decisive, and therefore highly profitable, innova·
lion. ls Nation-states, especially in their Keynesian period, follow
the same rule: :lpplied research on the onc hand, basic research on
the other. They collaborate with corporations through an array of
agencies. IS8 The prevailing corporate norms of work management
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spr~a~ to th~ applied science laboratories: hierarchy, centralized
dec1Slon making, teamwork, calculation of individual and collective
returns, the development of saleable programs, market research, and
so on. I

.59 Centers dedicated to "pure" research suffer from this less
but also receive less funding. '

The pr~uction of pr~of, which is in principle only part of an
argumcnratlon process designed ro win agreement from the addressees
ofscie?tific.messages, r~us falls under the conrrol of anorher language
game, In whlc~ th~goalls no longer rruth, but performariviry-that is,
the best pOSSible In.put/?urput equari~n. The State and/or company

(

must ab~do~ the Idealtst and h.umantst. narratives of legitimation in
order ro Justify the new goal: m the dIscourse of today's financial

t backe.rs. of rese~rch, the only credible goal is power. Scientists,
techmclans, and Instruments are purchased not to find truth, but to
augment power.

- The.q~estion is to determine what the discourse of power consists
of and If .It can constitute a ~e.gitima~i0!1. A.t first glance, it is prevenred
from domg so by th~ tradltlo.nal distinction between force and right,
betw~n. force and wl~om-m other words, between what is strong,
wh~t I~ just, and what IS true. I referred to this incommensurability
earher In ter.ms of the ~heory.of langu~gegames, ":Yhen I distinguished
the denotatIve game (m whIch what IS relevant IS the true/false dis
t!nction) f.r0m the prescriptive. game (in which the just/unjust distinc
tion pertains) from the technical game (in which the critcrion is the
e.fficient/inefficient distinction). "Force" appears to belong exdu
SIVel~ to t~e last game, the game of technology. I am excluding the
case In whIch force operates by means of terror. This lies outside the
real.m of language games, because the efficacy of such force is based
~ntlrely on the threat to eliminate the opposing player, not on mak4
mg a b~tter "move': than. he. Whenever efficiency (that is, obtaining
the deSired effe~t) IS deClved from a "Say or do this, or else you'll
never speak agam," then wt: are in the realm of terror and the
social bond is destroyed. '

.~ut the fact remains that since performativity increases the
ablh~ to p!od.uce ~roof, it also increases the ability to be right: the
technical crlteflon, Introduced on a massive scale into scientific know4
ledge, cannot fail to influ'ence the truth criterion. The saTl)\ has been
s~i? of the relationship between justice and 'performance:~he proba
bl.hty, that an order would be pronounced just was said to increase
w~th ItS chances of being implemented, which would in turn increase
with the performance capability of the prescriber. This led LUhmannj
to hypothesize that in postindustrial societies the normativitv of
laws IS replaced by the perfonnativity of procedures.'60 "Context
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control," in other words. performance improvement won at the eX4
pense of the partner or partnets constituting that context (be they
·'nature" or men), can pass for a kind of legitimation.161 De facto
Iegitimation;J

This procedure operates within the following framework: since
"reality" is what provides the evidence used as proof in scientific
argumentation, and also provides prescriptions and promises of a
juridical, ethical, and political nature with results, one can master
all of these games by mastering "reality." That is precisely what
technology can do, By reinforcing technology, onc "reinforces"
reality, and one's chances of being just and right increase accordingly.
Reciprocally, technology is reinforced all the more effectively if
one has access to scientific knowledge and decision-making authority.

This is how legitimation by power takes shape. Power is not only I

good perfonnativity, but also effective verification and good verdicts.
It legitimates science and the law on the basis of their efficiency, and
legitimates this efficiency on the basis of science and law. It is self4
legitimating, in the same way a system organized around perfor4
manee maximization seems to be.'61 Now it is precisely this kind of
cO,ntext control that a generalized computerization of society may
bnng. The perfonnativity of an utterance, be it denotative or pre
scriptive, increases proponionally to the amount of information
about its referent one has at one's disposal. Thus the growth of
power, and its self-legitimation, are now taking the route of data
storage and accessibility, and the operativity of information.

The relationship between science and technology is reversed, The
complexity of the argumentation becomes relevant here, especialJy
because it necessitates greater sophistication in the means of obtain
ing proof, and that in turn benefits performativity. Research funds are
allocated by States, corporations, and nationalized companies in
~ccordance with this logic of power growth. Research sectors that are
u.nable to argue that they contribute even indirectly to the optimiza
tIOn of the system's perfonnance are abandoned by the flow of
capital and doomed to senescence. The criterion of performance is
explicitly invoked by the authorities to justify their refusal to sub
sidize certain research centers,I63

12. Education and Its Legitimation through
Performativit)'

It should be easy to describe how the other facet of knowledge-its
transmission, or education-is affected by the predominance of the
performativity criterion.
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If we accept the notion that there is an established body of knowl
edge, the question of its transmission, from a pragmatic point of
view, can be subdivided into a series of questions: Who transmits
learning? What is transmitted? To whom? Through what medium?
In what form? With what effect? 164 A university policy is formed by
a coherent sct of answers to these questions.

If the performativity of the supposcd social system is taken as the
criterion of relevance {that is, when the perspective of systems
theory is adopted}, higher education becomes a subsystem of the
social system, and the same performativity criterion is applied to
each of these problems.

The desired goal becomes the optimal contribution of higher edu
cation to the best performativity of the social system. According
ly, it will have to create the skills that are indispensable to that
system. These are of two kinds. The first kind are more specifi
cally designed to tackle world competition. They vary according [0

which "specialities" the nation-states or major educational institu
tions can sell on the world market. If our general hypothesis is
correct, there will be a growth in demand for experts and high and
middle management executives in the leading sectors mentioned at
the beginning of this study, which is where the action will be in the
years to come: any discipline with applicability to training in "tde
matics" {computer scientists, cyberneticists, linguists, mathemati
cians, logicians ... } will most likely receive priority in education.
All the more so since an increase in the number of these experts
should speed the research in other learning sectors, as has been the
case with medicine and biology.

Secondly, and still within the same general hypothesis, higher
learning will have to continue to supply the social system with the
skills fulfilling society's own needs, which center on maintaining its
internal cohesion. Previously, this task entailed the formation and
dissemination of a general model of life, most often legitimated by
the emancipation narrative. In the context of delegitimation, univer
sities and the institutions of higher learning arc called upon to create
skills, and no longer ideals-so many doctors, so many teachers in a
given discipline, so many engineers, so many administrators, etc. The
transmission of knowledge is no longer designed to train an elite
capable of guiding the nation towards its emancipation, but to
supply the system with players capable of acceptably fulfilling their
roles at the pragmatic posts required by its insritutions,I6s

If the ends of higher learning are functional, what of its addressees?
The student has changed already and will certainly change more. He
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is no longer a youth from the "liberal elite,"I66 'more or less con
cerned with the great task of social progress, understood in terms of
emancipation. In this sense, the "democratic" university {no entrance
requirements, little COSt to the student and even to society if the
price per student is calculated, high enrollment},167 which was
modeled along the principles of emancipationist humanism, today
seems to offer little in the way of performance. 108 Higher education
is in fact already undergoing a major realignment, dictated both by
administrative measures and by social demands {themselves rather
uncontrolled} emanating from the new users; the tendency is to
divide the functions of higher learning into two broad categories of
services.

In its function of professional training, higher education still
addresses itself to the young of the liberal elite, to whom it transmits
the competence judged necessary by each profession. They are joined
through one route or another {for example, institutes of technology}
-all of which, however, conform to the same didactic model-by
the addressed of the new domains of knowledge linked to the new
techniques and technologies. They are, once again, young people
who have yet to become "active."

Aside from these two categories of students, who reproduce the
"professional intelligentsia" and the "technical intelligentsia,"169 the
remainder of the young people present in the universities are for
the most part unemployed who are nOt counted as job seekers in the
statistics, though they outnumber the openings in their disciplines
arts and human sciences}. Despite their age, they do in fact belong
to the new category of the addressees of knowledge.

For in addition [Q its professionalist function, the University is
beginning, or should begin, to play a new role in improving the
system's performance -that of job retraining and continuing educa
tion. '70 Outside the universities, departments, or institutions with a
professional orientation, knowledge ....~II no longer be transmitted
en bloc, once and for all, [Q young people before their entry into the
work force: rather it is and will be served "3 la carte" to adults who
.Ire either already working or expect to be, for the purpose of im
proving their skills and chances of promotion, but also to help them
acquire information, languages, and language games allowing them
both to widen their occupational horizons and to articulate their
technical and ethical cxpericnceyl

The new course that the transmission of knowledge is taking is not
without conflict. As much as it is in the interests of the system,
and therefore of its "decision makers," to encourage professional
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advancement (since it can only improve the performance of the
whole), any experimentation in discourse, instirutions, and values

/ (with the inevitable "disorders" it brings in the curriculum, student
supervision and testing, and pedagogy-not to mention its socio
political repercussions) is regarded as having little or no operational
value and is not given the slightest credence in the name of the
seriousness of the system. Such experimentation offers an escape
from functionalism; it should not be dismissed lightly since it was
functionalism itself that pointed the way.l72 But it is safe to assume
that responsibility for it will devolve upon cxtraunivcrsity net
works. l1j

In any case, even if the pcrformativity principle docs not always
help pinpoint the policy to foUow, its general effect is to subordinate
the instirutions of higher learning to the existing powers. The
moment knowledge ceases to be an end in itself-the realization of
the Idea or the emancipation of men -its transmission is no longer
the exclusive responsibility of scholars and students. The notion of
"university franchise" now belongs to a bygone era. The "autonomy"
granted the universities after the crisis of the late 1960s has very
little meaning given the fact that practically nowhere do teachers'
groups have the power to decide what the budget of their institution
will be/74 all they can do is allocate the funds that are assigned to
them, and only then as the last step in the process. 17S

What is transmitted in higher learning? In the case of professional
training, and limiting ourselves to a narrowly functionalist point of
view, an organized stock of established knowledge is the essential
thing that is transmitted. The application of new technologies to this
stock may have a considerable impact on the medium of communica
tion. It does nor seem absolutely necessary that the medium be a
lecture delivered in person by a teacher in front of silent srudents,
with questions reserved for sections or "practical work" sessions run
by an assistant. To the extent that learning is translatable into com
puter language and the traditional teacher is replaceable by memory
banks, didactics can be entrusted to machines linking traditional
memory banks (libraries, etc.) and computer data banks to intelligent
terminals placed at the students' disposal.

Pedagogy would not necessarily suffer. The students would stiU
have to be taught something: not contents, but how to use the ter
minals. On the one hand, that means teaching new languages and on
the other, a more refined ability to handle the language game of in
terrogation -where should the question be addressed, in other words,
what is the relevant memory bank for what needs to be known? How
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should the question be fonnulated to avoid misunderstandings?
ctC. 176 From this point of view. elementary uaining in informatics,
and especially telematics, should be a basic requirement in universi
ties, in the same way that fluency in a foreign language is now, for

I '"examp e.
It is only in the context of the grand narratives of legitimation

the life of the spirit and/or the emancipation of humanity-that
the partial replacement of teachers by machines may seem inade
quate or even intolerable. But it is probable that these narratives are
already no longer the principal driving force behind interest in ac
quiring knowledge. If the motivation is power, then this aspect of
classical didactics ceases to be relevam.[The question (overt or
implied) now asked by the professionalist student, the State, or insti
rooons of higher education is no longer "Is it true?" bur "What use
is it?" In the context of the mercantilization of knowledge, more
often than not this question is equivalent to: "Is it saleable?" And in
the context of power-growth: "Is it efficient?" Having competence
in a performance-oriented skill does indeed seem saleable in the
conditions described above, and it is efficient by definitio.riJWhat no
longer makes the grade is competence as defined by other criteria
true/false, just/unjust, etc.-and, of course, low performarivity in
general.

This creates the prospect for a vast market for competence in
operational skills. Those who possess this kind of knowledge will be
the object of offers or even seduction policies. 111l Seen in this light,
what we are approaching is not the end of knowledge-quite the
contrary. Data banks are the Encyclopedia of tomorrow. They
transcend the capacity of each of their users. They are "naNre" for
postmodem man. 119

It should be noted, however, that didactics does not simply con
sist in the transmission of information; and competence, even when
defined as a performance skill, does not simply reduce to having a
good memory for data or having easy access to a computer. It is a
commonplace that what is of utmost importance is the capacity to
actualize the relevant data for solving a problem "here and now,"
and to organize that data into an efficient strategy.
[}s long as the game is not a game of perfect information, the ad

vantage will be with the player who has knowledge and can obtain
information. By definition, this is the case with a student in a learn
ing situation. Bur in games of perfect information,180 the best per
formativity cannot consist in obtaining additional information in this
way. It comes rather from arranging the data in a new' way, which
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is what constitutes a "move" properly speaking. This new arrange
ment is usually achieved by connecting together series of data
that were previollsly held to be independenr. 181 This capacity to
articulate what used to be separate can be called imagination. Speed
is one of its properties. 182 It is possible to conceive the world of
postmodern knowledge as governed by a game of perfect informa
tion, in the sense that the data is in principle accessible to any ex
pert: there is no scientific secret. Given equal competence (no longer
in the acquisition of knowledge, but in its production), what extra
performativity depends on in the final analysis is "imagination,"
which allows one either to make a new move or change the rules of
the game;:1

If education must not only provide for the reproduction of skills,
but also for their progress, then it follows that the transmission of
knowledge should not be limited to the transmission of infonnation,
but should include training in all of the procedures that can increase
one's ability to connect the fields jealously guarded from one another
by the traditional organization of knowledge. The slogan of "inter
disciplinary studies," which became particularly popular after the
crisis of 1968 but was being advocated long before that, seems to
move in this direction. It ran up against the feudalism of the uni
versities, they say. It ran up against more than that.

In Humboldt's model of the University, each science has its own
place in a system crowned by speculation. Any encroachment of one
science into another's field can only create confusion, "noise" in the
system. Collaboration can only take place on the level of speculation,
in the heads of the philosophers.

The idea of an interdisciplinary approach is specific to the age of
delegitimation and its hurried empiricism. The relation to knowledge
is not articulated in tenns of the realization of the life of the spirit or
the emancipation of humanity, bur in rerms of the users of a complex
conceptual and material machinery and those who benefir from its
performance capabilities. They have at their disposal no metalanguage
or metanarrative in which to formulate the final goal and correct use
of that machinery. But they do have brainstorming to improve its
performance.

The emphasis placed on teamwork is related to the predominance
of the performativity criterion in knowledge. When it comes to speak
ing the truth or prescribing justice, numbers are meaningless. They
only make a diffcrem:e if justice and rruth are thought of in terms of
the probability of success. In general, teamwork does in fact improve
performance, if it is done under certain conditions detailed long ago
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by social scientists. IS3 In particular, it has been established that
teamwork is especially successful in improving performativity within
the framework of a given model, that is, for the implementation of a
task. Its advantages seem less certain when the need is to "imagine"
new models, in other words, on the level of their conception. There
have apparently been cases where even this has worked,l84 but it is
difficult to isolate what is attributable to the ream setup and what
derived from the individual talent of the team members.

Ir will be observed that this orientation is concerned more with
the production of knowledge (research) than its transmission. To
separate them completely is to fall into abstraction and is probably
counterproductive even within the framework of functionalism and
professionalism. And yet the solution toward which the instirutions
of knowledge all over the world are in fact moving consists in dis·
satiating these two aspects of didactics-"simple" reproduction and
"extended" reproduction. This is being done by earmarking entities
of all kinds-instirutions, levels or programs within instirutions,
groupings of instirutions, groupings of disciplines-either for the
selection and reproduction of professional skills, or for the promo
tion and "stimulation" of "imaginative" minds. The transmission
channels to which the first category is given access can be simplified
and made available on a mass scale. "The second category has the
privilege of working on a smaller scale in conditions of aristocratic
egalitarianism. ISS It matters litde whether the laner are officially a
part of the universities.

But one thing that seems cenain is that in both cases the process
of delegitimation and the predominance of the performance criterion
are sounding the knell of the age of the Professor: a professor is no
more competent than memory bank networks in transmitting estab
lished knowledge, no more competent than interdisciplinary teams in
imagining new moves or new games.

@postmodern Science as the Search for Instabilities

As previously indicated, the pragmatics of scientific research, es
pecially in its search for new methods of argumentation, emphasizes
the invention of new "moves" and even new rules for language
games. We must now take a closer look at this aspect of the problem,
\~hich is of decisive importance in the present state of scientific
knowledge. We could say, tongue in cheek, that scientific knowledge
is seeking a "crisis resolution"-a resolution of the crisis of determin·
ism. Determinism is the hypothesis upon which legitimation by
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perfDrmati~il)' is b~sed: since pe~f~lrmativity is defined by an input!
output ratio, there IS a presupposition that the system into which the
input, is, enter:d is stable; that system must follow a regular "path"
tha~ It ,IS pOSSible to express as a ~ontinuous function possessing a
denvatlve, so that an accurate prediction of the output can be made.

Such is the positivist "philosophy" of efficiency. J will cite a
number of prominent examples as evidence against it to facilitate the
final discussion of legitimation. Briefly, the aim is to demonstrate
o~ th~ basis of a few exhibits that the pragmatics of postmodern
sCientific ,k?owledge per sc has little affinity with the quest for
performatlvlty.

Science .d~ not expan,d by means of the positivism of efficiency.
The opposite IS true: working on a proof means searching for and "in
vent~ng" countetexamples, in o,ther words, the unintelligible; sup
port~ng an argume~t means looking for a "paradox" and legitimating
I~ With new rules ~n the games of reasoning, In neither case is effi
ciency sought for ItS own sake; it comes, sometimes tardily, as an
extra, when the grant givers fmaUy decide to take an interest in the
case,l86 But what never fails to come and come again, with every
new theory, new hypothesis, new statement, or new observation is
the question of legitimacy, For it is not philosophy that asks this
question of scicnce, but science that asks it of itself.

, W~at is, outdated is, ~o,t ~king what is true and what is just, but
viewing scle?ce as pOSitiVIStiC, relega~g it to the status of unlegiti
mated learning, half-knowledge, as did the German idealists. The
~uestion, "What is your argument worth, what is your proof worth?"
IS so much a part of the pragmatics of scientific knowledge that it is
what assures the transformation of the addressee of a given argument
and proof into the sender of a new argument and proof-thereby
assuring the, renewal, of .scienti~c discourse and the replacement of
each .generatlon of SCientists. SCience develops-and no one will deny
that It develops-by developing this question, And this qucstion, as it
d,evclops, leads, to the following question, that is to say, metaques
tlon, the Question of legitimacy: "What is your 'what is it worth'
worth?"181

I made the point that the striking feature of postmodern scientific
knowledge is that the dijCQurse on the rules that validate it is (ex
plicitly) immanent to it~ What was considered at the end of the
nineteenth century to be a loss of legitimacy and a fall into philo
sophical ."pragmatism" or logical positivism was only an episode,
f~om which kn?wledge has recovered by including within scientific
diSCOUrse: the diSCOUrse: on the validation of'statements held to be
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laws. As we have seen, this inclusion is not a simple o,peration. but
givcs rise to "paradoxes" that are taken extremel~ senously and ~o
"limitations" on the scope of knowledge that are In fact changes 10
its nature, ,

The metamathematical research that led to Gadel's theorem IS a
veritable paradigm of how this change in nature. takes place,l89 But
the transformation that dynamics has undergone IS no less exemplary
of the new scientific spirit, and it is of particular interest here be
cause it compels us to reconsider a notion that, as we ~ave see?,
figures prominently in the discussion of performance, particularly m
the domain of social theory: the notion of system. ,

The idea of performance implies a highly stable system because It
is based on the principle of a relation, which is in theory always cal
culable between heat and work, hot source and cold source, input
and ou'tput, This idea comes from thermodynamics, It is associated
with the notion that the evolution of a system's performance can be
predicated if all of the variables are known, The ideal fulfillment of
this co...ud.ition is clearly expressed in Laplace's fiction of the "de
mon:'~he knows all of the variables determining the state of the
universe at a moment t, and can thus predict its state at a moment
t'>t, This fiction is sustained by the principle that physical systems,
including the system of systems called the universe, follow regular
patterns, with the result that th~ir evolution ,traces a regular path
and gives rise to "nonnal" connnuous functions (and to futuro-
logy ... ). . ..

The advent of quantum mechanics and atomic phySICS has bmlt,ed
the range of applicability of this principle in tWO ways, the r,e~p~ctlve
implications of which differ in scope. r:irst, a complete ,definition of
the initial state of a system (or all the mdependent variables) would
require an expenC:iture of energy at least equivalent to that con
sumed by the system to be ~e~ned, A layman's version of th~ de
facto impossibility of ever acillevmg a complete measure of any ~Iven
state of a system is provided in a note by llorges. An emperor Wishes
to have a perfectly accurate map of the empire .made. The proje.ct
leads the country to ruin -the entire population devotes all ItS
energy to canography.191 . '

Brillouin's argument l92 leads to the conc1us,o~ th~t the Idea (or
ideology) of perfect con~ol, over ,a syste~, which IS supposed to
improve its performance, IS InconSIStent with respect t~ the ~aw of
contradiction: it in fact lowers the perfonnance level It claims ,to
raise. This inconsistency explains the weakness of state and SOCIO
economic bureaucracies: they stifle the systems or subsystems they
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conr~ol and asphyxiate themselves in the process (negative feedback).
The Interest of such an explanation is that it has no need to invoke
any form of legitimation o~tsi,d~ the system !tself (for example, the
freedo~ of huma~ agents mCltlng them to me up against excessive
authority). ~ven I~ we accept that society is a system, complete
conrrol over It, which would necessitate an exact definition of its ini
rial state, is impossible because no such definition could ever be ef
fected.

But this limitation only calls into question the practicability of
exac~ know~edg~ and the powe,r that would result from it. They
remam possIble In theory. ClaSSical determinism continues to work
\vithin the framework of the unreachable-but conceivable-limit
of the total knowledge of a system. 1113

. 9uantum t~eory and microphysics require a far more radical re
VISion of the Idea of a continuous and predictable path. The quest
for precisi?n is not limited by its cost, but by the very nature of
matter. It IS not true that uncertainty (lack of control) decreases as
accu~cy goes up: it goes up as well. Jean Perrin offers as an example
o.f rlus the m.easuremen~ of the real density (the masslvolume quo
tlen.t) of a given quantity of air contained in a sphere. It varies
noticeably when the volume ofthe sphere is reduced from 100 m) to
1 cm); there is very little variation when it is reduced from 1 cm] to
1/1.0~ mm 3

, although already in this range irregularly occurring
variations of the order of a billionth can be observed. As the volume
of the sphere decreases, the size of the variations increases: for a
volume of 1/10th of a cubic micron, the variations are of the order
of a thousandth; and for 1/I00th of a cubic micron, they are of the
order of 1/5th.

Further decreasing the volume brings us to the molecular scale. If
the spherule is located in the void between two molecules of air the
real density of the air in it is nil. But about one time in a thous~d
the center of the spherule will "fall" within a molecule and th~
average density is then co.mparable ~o ~hat is. called the re;1 density
of ~e g~s. Reduced to mrra-atomlC dimenSions, chances are high
that It wII.I be,locate~!n ~e void, once again with a density of zero.
But one time In a million Its center will fall within a corpuscle or in
the nucleus of the atom, and when it docs the density will be several
m.illion times greater than that of water. "If the spherule contracts
stili further ... the. average density and the real density will pro
b.ably soon b~com~ nil and remain nil, except in some very rare posi
tions where It wl1l reach values spectacularly higher than those
obtained previously. "1\14
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Knowledge about the density of air thus resolves into a multi
liciry of absolutely incompatible statem~nts; they can only be made

~ompatible if they are relativize~ in relation to a scale chosen by ~he
k In addition on certam levels, the statement of denSityspea er. , . . b 1

cannot be made in the form of a Simple assertion, ut on'y as ~ mo-
dalized assertion of the type: it is plausible th~t t~e denSIty will be
equal to zero but not out of the question that It Will be of the order
of 10", where 11 is a very large number.. ., "

Here the rclarion between the SCIentist s statement and w~at
'nature: says" seems to be organized ~s a. g~me without perfect m
foonation. The modalization of the SCientist s statement reflects t~e
fact that the effective, singular statement (the token? that nature .~111
produce is unpredictable. All that can be calculated IS the probablhry
that the statement will say one thing rather than another. O~ the
level of microphysics, "bctter" infonnari?~-in other words, ~for.
mation with a higher performance capability-cannot be ~btalned.
The problem is not to learn w~at ~e opponent ("na~re") IS, ~?t to
identify the game it plays. Emsteln balked at the Ide~ that. ~od
plays with dice."19s, ~et dice is p~ecisely a game ~or which thIS kind
of "sufficient" statistical regularitIes can be estabhshed (so muc~ for
the old image of the supreme Determinant). If God played bndge,
then the level of "primary chance" encountere~by sCience c~uld no
longer be imputed to the indifference of the dl~ to~ard which face
is up, but would have to be attributed to cunnmg-Ill other w~rds,
to a choice, itself left up to chance, between a number of pOSSible,
pure strategies. l96

,
It is generally accepted that .natur~ is an indiffer~n,t, n?t de.ceptlve,

opponent and it is upon thiS basiS that the distinction IS made
, . 197 I . t rrnsbetween the nanlTal and the human sCiences. n pragmatic e ,

this means that in the natural sciences "nature" is the rde.rent-mute,
but as predictable as a die thrown a great number of .tlm~s-about
which scientists exchange denotative utterances. consntutlng moves
they play against one another. I~ ~e h~man SCiences, on the oth~r
hand the referent (man) is a partiCipant In the game, one that speaks
and develops a strategy (a mixed strategy, 'Perhap~) to cou~ter .th~t
of the scientist: here, the kind of cha~ce. With whIch the SCI~ntlSt IS
confronted is not object based ,o~ mdlffercnt, but behaVioral or
strategic I liS -in othcr words, agonistic. . '

It will be argued that the~ms concern ~Icrophyslcs .and
that they do not prevent the establishment.<?f ~ontln~o~s functions
exact enough to fonn the basi~ ~f probablhs~lc predictions fo: th~
evolution of a given system. ThiS IS the reasoning systems theOrists
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who are also the theorists of legitimation by performance-use to
try to regain their rights. There is, however, a current in contem
porary mathematics that questions the very possibility of precise
measurement and thus the prediction of the behavior of objects even
on the human scale.

Mandelbrot cites as a source the text by Perrin discussed above.
But he extends the analysis in an unexpected direction. "The func
tions wi0 derivatives," he writes, "are the simplest and easiest to
work with, they are nevertheless exceptional. Using geometrical
language, cu~es that ~ave no. tangent are the rule, and regular curves,
such ~s the Circle, are Interestmg, but quite special. "199

ThiS observation is not JUSt an object for idle curiosity but is valid
fo~ most experimental data: the COntours of a floccule of soapy,
sahnated water present such irregularities that it is impossible for the
eye to draw a tangent to any point on its surface. The applicable
mo.del ~ere is that of Brownian movement, a well-known property of
wh.lch . IS. that t:he .vector of the particle's movement from a given
pomt IS ISOtrOpiC, In other words, all possible directions are equally
probable.

But we run into the same problem on more familiar levels as
well-if, for example, we wish to make a precise measurement of the
coast of Brittany, the crater-filled surface of the moon the distribu
tion of stellar matter, the frequency of bursts of interfer~nceduring a
telepho.ne. call, turbul~nce in general, the shape of clouds. In short,
the maJonty of the objects whose oudines and distributions have not
undergone regularization at the hands of man.

Mandelbrot shows that data of this kind describe curves similar to
th.o~ of continuou~ f~nctions for wh.kh no derivative exists. A sim
plified model of thIs IS Koch's curve~ it is self-similar, and it can
be show~ that the dimension of self-similarity in which it is con
structed IS not a whole number but log 4/10g 3. It would be justified
to say of such a CUlVe that it is located in a space whose "number
o.f dimensions" is between one and two, and thus that it lies intui
tIvely somewhere between a line and a flat surface. Because their
relevant dimension of self-similarity is a fraction Mandelbrot caBs
objects of this kind fractals. '

The work of Rene Thorn moves in a similar directio'n 201 He
?irectly questi~?s t~e validity of the notion of a stable system·, which
IS a presuppositIOn In Laplace's determinism and even in probability

I theo')'.
Th.o~ constructs a mathematical language allowing a formal

descflptlon of the discontinuities that can occur in determined
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phenomena, causing them to take unexpected forms: this language
constitutes what is known as catastrop~e theory. .. .

'I'oke aggressiveness as a state vanable of a dog: It IOcreases 10

I 'b1202S .direct proportion to the dog's anger, ~ contra vafla e: upposln.g
the dog's anger is measurable, when It reaches a certam threshold I.t
is expressed in the form of an attack: Fear, the. second cont~ol. vafl~
able, has the opposite effect; when It reaches ItS thresho!d It IS ~x
pressed as flight. In the absencc of anger or fear, the dog s be~avlor
is stable (the top of Gauss's curve). But if the two control v~nables
increase together, the two thresholds will be approached slm~lta
neously: the dog's behavior becomes unpredictable and c~n s~ltch
abruptly from attack to flight, and vice versa. The system IS said to
be unstable: the control variables arc continuous, but the state
variables are discontinuous. .

Thorn shows that it is possible to write an equatio~ cxpresslng a~

instability of this kind and also to plot a ~aph (which IS three d~.
mensional, since there are two conuol vanable~ and one sta.te vaIl·
able) mapping all of the movements of the pomt represennng ~e
dog's behavior, including the abrupt passage from onc type of behaVior
to the other. The equation is characteristic of a class of c~tastrophes,
which is defined by its number of control and state vanables (here
2 + 1).

This provides us with an answer in the debate ~e.tween stable and
unstable systems, determinism and nondeterm1O~sm. Thorn for
mulates it as a postulate: "The more or less determmed character of
a process is detennined by. th~ local st~te. of the proc~ss."20~ Deter
minism is a type of functioning that IS Itself determmed: 10 c,:el)'
case nature produces the least complex local.m?rphol?gy c<;,mpanbl.e
with the initial local circumstances. 204 But It IS posslble~m fact, It
is most frequently the case-that these circumstances WIll p~event
the production of a stable fonn. This happens because the circum
stances are usually in conflict: "The cat~str~ph.e m.o?cl reduces. all
causative processes to a single one, easy to Jusnfy Inrultlv~ly: conflict,
the father of all things according to Heraclitus, ,,20S It IS more pro
bable that the control variables will be incompatiblc than th~ oppo~
site. All that exist are "islands of determinism." CatastrophiC ~n~a
gonism is literally the rule: there are rule~ for t~e general agoOlStlCS
of series, determined by the number of vafl~blcs 10 play:

It is not out of the question to establish an (admittedly weak)
parallel between Thorn's work and the research of the Palo Alto
school, especially in its application of paradoxology~o the sru,?y of
schizophrenia, known as the Double Bmd Theory.~../ Herc, I \\111 do

•
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no more than note the connection, The theory helps us understand
how, research centered on singularities and "incommensurabilities" is
apphcable to the pragmatics of the most everyday problems.

The conclusion we can draw from this research (and much more
not mentioned here) is that the continuous differentiable function is

)qsing its preer:ninence as a para~i~ of kllf;>wledge an prediction. I

l.P?stmodern s~le~ce-by c~ncernlng Itself with such things as unde
r cldables, ~e hmm. of precise control, conflicts characterized by in-

complet.e mfo~.at)(:~n, "fracta," catastrophes, and pragmatic para
doxes-,.s. theonzmg ItS own :volutio? as disc~mtinuous, catastrophic,
nonrecnflable, and paradoxical. It IS changing the meaning of the

J, wo.rd know/~dge, while expressing how such a change can take place.

(

It IS produclJ~~ not. the known, but the unknown. And it suggests a
model of legltimatlon that has nothing to do with maximized per
fonnance, but has as it~ b.asis difference understood as paralogy.20'7
. A g~m~ theory specIalist whose work is moving in this same direc

t!on said It well: "Wherein, then, docs the usefulness of game theory
he? Game theory, we think, is useful in the same sense that any
sophisticated theory is useful, namely as a generator of ideas. "20~
P.. B.. M,eda~ar, for his part, has stated that "bavillg ideas is the
SCientiSt s highest accomplishment,"209 that there is no "scientific
mcthod, >1210 and that a scientist is before anything else a person who
"tells stories." The only difference is that he is duty bound to verify
them~

14. Legitimation by Paralogy

let us say at this point. t.hat ~he facts we have presented concerning
the problcm of the legitimation of knowledge today are sufficient
f?r our purposes.~e ?O longer have recourse to the grand narra
tlves-.we ~an resort neither to the dialectic of Spirit nor even to the
e~anclpatlon of humanity as a validation for posrmodern scientific

l
dlsco.urse. But a~ we have just seen, th,e Jittle..narrative [petit rhitl
remams the qumtessential form of imaginative invention most
part.icul,arly in s~ien~~ In addition, the principle of conse~sus as
a. crltenon of validation seems to be inadequate. It has two formula-
tlOns.. ln t.he first, consensus is an agreement between men, defined as
,kn?\~lng mtellects and free wills, and is obtained through dialogue.
rhls IS the. f?rm elaborated by Ha.bermas, but his conception is based
on the ~ahdlty of the narrative df emancipation, In the second, con
sensus ,IS a, compo~ent of t~e sysrlm, which manipulates it in order
to mamtam and Improve ItS performance. 212 It is the object of
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administrative procedures, in Luhmann's sense. I~ tJ:1is case, its only
validity is as an instrument to be used toward achieVing the real goal,
which is what legitimates the system-p?wer. .. ,

The problem is therefore to determme whether It IS possible to
have a form of legitimation based solely on. paralogy. Paralogy must
be distinguished from innovati~n: t~e latter I.S und~r, the command of
the system, or at least used by It to .Imp:ove Its effiCiency; t~e forme,r
is a move (the importance of which IS often not rccognlze~ ~n~11
later) played in the pragmatics of knowledge. The fact tha~ It IS In
reality frequently, but not necess~ri~y, ~e case that one I~. trans
formed into the other presents no difficulties for the hypoth~sls. ,

Returning to the description of scient!fic pragmatics (s~etlon ~), It

is now dissension that must be emphaSized. Consensus IS a h<:,nzon
that is never reached. Research that takes place ~nd~r the aegis of a
paradigm213 tends to stabilize, it is like the explO1taw:lO of a techno
logical, economic, or artistic "idea," It cannot be dlscou?ted. But
what is striking is that someone always ~omes al~:mg to dIsturb the
order of "reason." It is necessary to POSit the eXistence of a power
that destabilizes the capacity for explanation, manifested In t~e
promulgation of new norms for un~erstandi.n~ or, if one ~refers, m
a proposal to establish new rules cIrcumscribing a new flel~ of.re
search fdr the language of science. This, in the context ~f sCle.nnfic
discussion, is the same process Thorn calls morphogene~ls .. It IS not
without rules (there are classes of catastrophes), but It IS al",:ays
locally determined. Applied to sCie.ntifi.c discus~io.n and pl~~ed In a
temporal framework, this property Implies that dl~c<;,venes are un
predictable, In tenns of the idea of transparency, It IS a factor that
generates blind spots and ~efers consensus.

214

This summary makes It easy to see tha~ sy~t~ms t1.1eory and the
kind of legitimation it proposes have n? SClent1~IC baSIS "vhatsoe~'er;
science itself does not function according to thiS theory s ~a~~dlgrn
of the system, and conrempor.ary sci~nce excludes the possibility of
using such a paradigm to describe society. .' ,

In this context, let us examine two important pOints m Luhman.n s
argument. On the one hand, the system can only function. by re~uc~n~
complexity, and on the other, it must induce the ~da~tatlonof l~dlV"
dual aspirations to its own ends.21S The reduct.l<:,n m compleXIty IS
required to maintain the syste~'sy.ower capability .. If all m~~sage~
could circulate freely among all Individuals, the quantity of th~ Infor
mation that would have to be taken into account before making ~he
correct choice would delay decisions considerably, thereby lowermg
performativity. Speed, in effect, is a power component of the system.
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. The objection. will be mad~ that these molecular opinions muSt
mdeed .be taken lOtO accou.nt If the risk of serious disturbances is to
~e aVOl~ed. Luhm.ann .re~h~s-and this is me second point-that it
IS possible to guide mdlvldual aspirations through a process f
"quasi-appren.ticeship," "free of all disturbance," in order to ma~e
them compatlbl~ \~I~h the system's decisions. The decisions do not "have to resp~ct mdlvlduals' aspirations: the aspirations have to aspireto the decIsions. or at least to their effects. Administrative race·Idures should make individuals "want" what the system ne~ds .
order to perform well.216 It is easy to see what role telematics tec~~

I nology could play in this.
It cannot be denied that there is persuasive force in the idea that

context control and domination are inherently bener th th·~bscn~e..The performativity criterion has its ·'advantages." It :~clU:~:
10 prm.cl~le adherence t? a metaphysical discourse; it requires therenunciatiOn of fables; a demands clear minds and cold 'II,'rc I th d f' . . W1 S. Itp. aces. e e mltlon of essences \vith the calculation of inter-
actlons; It makes the "players" assume responsibility not only for
the s~atements they propose, but also for the rules to which they
su~mlt those state~ents in order to render them acceptable. It
bnngs the pragmatic functions of knowledge clearly to light, to
the extent t.hat they seem t~ relate ro the criterion of efficiency:
the pr3:gn.1atlcs of arg~mentatlon,of the production of proof, of the
t~ansmlsslon of leammg, and of the apprenticeship of the imagina
tion.

It also contribu.te~ to elevating all language games to self-knowledge,
~ven those not .wlthm ~e realm. of canonical knowledge. It tends to
Jolt everyday dlsco.urse l~tO a kmd of metadiscourse: ordinary state
me?ts are now. dlsplaymg a propensity for self-ciration and thevariOus pragmatlc posts are tending to make an indirect c~nnection
even to current ~essages concerning them.211 Finally, it suggests that
the probl.em~ofmtemalcommunication experienced by the scientific
~ommumty m the course of its work of dismantling and remounting
Its languag:s are co":,~arable in natur~ to the. problems experiencedby the SOCial. col!ectlvlty. when, depnved of Its narrative culture, it
must .reexamme Its own mtern~. communication and in the processquestion the nature of the legitimacy of the decisions made in its
name.

At risk of sc~dalizing the reader, I would also say that the sysremcan count se~en.ty among its advantages. Within the framework of
the ~ow~r cn~e~lon, a request (that is, a form of prescription) ainsnothmg In legltlmacy by virtue of being based on the hardship ~f an
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unmet need. Rights do not flow from hardship, but from the factthat thc alleviation of hardship improves the system's performance.
The needs of the most underprivileged should not be used as asystem regulator as a matter of principle: since the means of satisfy
ing them is already known, their acNal satisfaction will not improvcthe system's performancc, but only increase its expendiNres. The
only counterindication is that not satisfying them can destabiliz.e the
whole. It is against the naNte of force to be ruled by weakness. But
it is in its nature to induce new requests meant to lead to a redefini
tion of the norms of "life."218 In this sense, the systcm seems to bea vanguard machine dragging humanity after it, dehumanizing it in
order to rehumanize it at a different level of normative capacity.
The technocrats declare that they cannot trust what socicty desig
nates as its needs; they "know" that society cannot know its ownneeds since they are not variables independent of the new techno
logies.219 Such is the arrogance of the decision makers-and their
blindness.

What their "arrogance" means is that they identify themselves
with the social system conceived as a totality in quest of its mostperformative unity possible. If we look at the pragmatics of science,we learn that such an identification is impossible: in principle, no
scientist embodies knowledge or neglects the "needs" of a research
project, or the aspirations of a researcher, on the pretext that they
do not add to the performance of "science" as a whole. The response a researcher usually makes to a request is: "We'll have to see,
tell me your story :0220 In principle, he does not prejudge that a casehas already been closed or that the power of "science" will suffer if
it is reopened. In fact, 'the opposite is true.

Of course, it does not always happen like this in reality. Countless
scientists have seen thejr "move" ignored or repressed, sometimes fordecades, because it toO abruptly dcstabilized the accepted positions,
not only in the university and scientific hierarchy, bur also in theproblematic.221 The stronger the "move," the more likely it is to be
denied the minimum consensus, precisely because it changes the rules
of the game upon which consensuS had been based. But when the
institution of knowledge functions in this manner, it is acting like an
ordinary power center whose behavior is governed by a principle of
homeostasis.

Such behavior is terrorist. as is the behavior of the system de-
scribed by Luhmann. By terror I mean the efficiency gained by elimi
nating, or threatening to eliminate, a player from the language game
one shares with him. He is silenced or consents, not because he has
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been refuted, but because his ability to participate has been threat
ene9. (there arc many ways to prevent someone from playing), The
decIsIon makers' arrogance, which in principle has no equivalent in
the sciences, consists in the exercise of terror. It says: "Adapt your
aspirations to our ends-or else, "222

Even permissiveness toward the various games is made condition
alan performativity, The redefinition of the norms of life consists
in enhancing the system's competence for power. That this is the
case is particularly evident in the introduction of telemarics tech·
nology; the technocrats see in tclematics a promise of liberalization
and enrichment in the interactions between imcrlocu£orsi but what
makes this process attractive for thcm is that it will result in new
tensions in the system, and these will lead to an improvement in its
performativity.223

To d.le extent that sciencc is differential, its pragmatics provides
the antlmodel of a stable system. A statement is deemed worth re
taining the momcnt it marks a difference from what is already
known, a~d aft~r an argument and proof in sup~ort of it has been
found. SCIence IS a model of an "opcn system,"2 4 in which a state
ment becomes relevam if it "generates ideas," that is, if it generates
othcr statemen,ts and. other game rules. Science possesses no general
metalanguage m whIch all other languages can be transcribed and
evaluated. This is what prevents its identification with the system
and, all things considered, with terror. If thc division between decision
?1~kers and executOrs.exists in t~e scientific community (and it does),
It ,IS a f~ct of th~ S~clocconomlcsystem and not of the pragmatics of
sCIence mel£. It IS III fact one of me major obstaclcs to the imagina
tive development of knowledge.

The general question of legitimation becomes: What is the rcla
tionship between the antimodcl of me pragmatics of science and
society? Is it applicable to the vast clouds of language material con
stituting a society? Or is it limited to the game of learning? And if so,
what role does it play with respect to the social bond? Is it an im
possible ideal of an open community? ls it an essential component
for the ,su~set of decis.ion makers, who forcc on society the perform
ance cmenon they reject for themselves. Or, conversely, is it a re~

fusaJ to cooperate with the authorities, a movc in the direction of
c~unterculrure,with me attendant risk that all possibility for research
Will be foreclosed due to lack offunding?22S

From the beginning of this study, I have emphasized the differ
enccs (not only formal, but also pragmatic) between the various

.. language games, especially between denotative, or knowledge, games
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and prescriptive, or action, games. ~he pragmatics of s~ience IS
centercd on denotative utterances, which arc the foundatlon upon
which it builds instirutions of learning (institutes, centers, universi
tics, etc.). But its postmodern development brings a decisive "fact"
to the fore: even discussions of denotative statements need to have
rulcs. Rules are not denotative but prescriptive utterances, which we
arc better off calling metaprescriptivc utterances to avoid c~nfusion

(they prescribe what the moves of langu~ge ga~es rou.st b~ III .order
to be admissible). The function of the dlfferentlal or ImagmatlVe or
paralogical activity of rile current pragmatics of science is to point
out these metaprescriptives (science's "presuppositions")22.6. and. to
petition the players to accept different .o~es. !he on~y l~gltlmatlon

that can make this kind of request admiSSible IS that It Will generate
ideas, in other words, new statements.

Social pragmatics does not have the "simplicity" of scientific prag
matics. It is a monster formed by the interweaving of various net
works of heteromorphous classes of utterances (denotative, prescrip
tive, performarive, technical, evaluative, etc.). !here is no rea~o~ to
think that it would be possible to determme metaprescnpuves
common to all of these language games or that a revisable consensus
like the one in force at a given moment in the scientific community
could embrace the totality of metaprescriptions regulating the
totality of statements circulating in me social co.llectivity..~ a
matter of fact, the contemporary decline of narratIVes of legitima
tion ~be they traditional or "modern" (the emancipation of huma~
ity, me realization of the Idea)-is tied to me abandonment of thiS
belief, It i~ its absence for which the ideology ofthe "system," with
its pretensions to totality, tries to compensate and which it expresses
in the cynicism of its criterion of performance.

For this reason, it seems neither possible, nor even prudent, to
follow Habermas in orienting our treatment of the problem of
legitimation in the direc~ion of.a search for univer~al consensus221

through what he calls DISkurs, III omer words, a dIalogue of argu
mentation. 228

This would be to make two assumptions. The first is that it is I J_
. h I iJ!'t'!''''''possible for all speakcrs to come to agreement on whlc ru e~ ~r f~·t J "Jo4

metaprcscriptions are universally valid for lan~age games, when It IS ,JJP.
clear thabJanguage g~~~s are ?herornorphous, subject to hetero- ~
geneous seiJof pragmatic rules. . '

The second assumption is that me ~oal of d,alo~~ IS cons~nsus. Jf'O'-..,l,

But as I have shown in the analysis of thc pragmatics of SCience, .!--"
consensus is only a particula.r state of discussion, not its end. Its end, J,'IJ"rlY ~. - -
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on the contrary, is paralogy. This double observation (the herero-

(
ge,ncity of ~hc rules and ,the search for dissent) destroys a belief that
srl1l underlies Habcrmas s research, namely, that h,umanity as a col·

i
lective (universal) subject seeks.Jts-common elllA~cipadon through
thcLegularizatio? ,of the "moves" pennirted in_~age games
and that the legltlma~ of any statement resides in ItS concributing
to that emancipation. 2 9

It is easy to see what function this recourse plays in Habermas's
argument against Luhmann. Diskurs is his ultimate weapon against
the theory of the stable system. The cause is good, but the argument
is not. no Consensus has become an outtnoded and suspect value. But
justice as a value is neither ouunoded nor suspect. We must thus
arrive at an idea and practice of justice that is nOt linked to tbat of
consensus.

A recognition of the beteromorpbous narure of language games is
a first step in that direction. Tbis obviously implies a renunciation of
terror, wbicb assumes that they arc isomorpbic and tries to make
them so. The second step is tbe principle that any consensus on the
rules defining a game and the "moves" playable within it must be
local, in other ~ords, agreed on by its present players and subject
to eventual cancellation. The orientation then favors a multiplicity
of finite meta-arguments, by which I mean argumentation that con
cerns metaprescriptives and is limited in space and time.

This orientation corresponds to the course that the evolution of
social interaction is currently taking; the temporary contract is in
pract~ce supplanting permanent institutions in the professional,
emononal, sexual, culrural, family, and international domains, as
well as in political affairs. This evolution is of course ambiguous: the
temporary contract is favored by the system due to its greater nexi
bili.ty, lower cost, and the creative turmoil of its accompanying moti
vatIOns-all of these factors conrribute to increased operativity. In
any case, there is no question here of proposing a "pure" alternative
to the system: we all now know, as the 1970s come to a close, that
an attempt at an alternative of that kind would end up resembling
the system it was meant to replace. We should be happy that the
tendency toward the temporary contract is ambiguous: it is nor
totally subordinated to the goal of the system, yet rhe system toler
ates it. This bears witness to the existence of another goal within the
system: knowledge of language games as sueh and the decision to
assume responsibility for their rules and effects. Their most signifi
cant effecr is precisely what validates the adoption of rules-the
quest for paralogy.
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(We arc finally in a position to understand how the computeriza
tion of society affects this problematic. It could become the "dream"
instrument for controlling and regulating the market system, ex
tended to include knowledge itself and governed exclusively by the
performativity principle. In that case, it would inevitably involve
the use of terror. But it could also aid groups discussing metapre
scriptivcs by supplying them with the information they usually
lack for making knowledgeable decisions. The line to follow for
computerization to take the second of these two paths is, in prin
ciple, quite simple: give the public free access to the memory and
data banks.231 Language games would then be games of perfect
information at any given momenc. But they would also be non
zero"Sum games, and by virtue of that fact discussion would never
risk fixating in a position of minimax equilibrium because it had
exhausted its stakes. For the stakes would be knowledge (or infor
mation, if you will), and the reserve of knowledge-language's re
serve of possible utterances-is inexhaustible. This sketches the
outline of a politics that would respect both the desire for justice and
the desire for the unknown.-
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A Demand

Answering the Question:
What Is Postmodemism?
Translated by Regis Durand

This is a period of slackening-I refer to the color of the times. From
every direction we are being urged to put an end to experimentation,
in the arcs and elsewhere. I have read an art historian who extols real
ism and is militant for the advent of a new subjectivity. I have read
an art critic who packages and sells "Transavantgardism" in the mar
ketplace of painting. I have read that under the name of postmodern
ism, architects are getting rid of the Bauhaus project, throwing out
the baby of experimentation with the bathwater of functionalism. 1
have read that a new philosopher is discovering what he drolly caUs
Judaeo-<:hristianism. and intends by it [0 put an end to the impiety
which we are supposed to have spread. I have read in a French week·
Iy that some are displeased with ""ille Plateaux (by Deleuze and
Guattaril because they expect, especially when reading a work of
philosophy, to be gratified with a little sense. I have read from the
pen of a reputable historian that writers and thinkers of the 1960
and 1970 avant-gardes spread a reign of terror in the use of language,
and that the conditions for a fruitful exchange must be restored by
imposing on the intellectuals a common way of speaking, that of the
historians. I have been reading a young philosopher of language who
complains that Continental thinking, under the challenge of speaking
machines, has surrendered to the machines the concern for reality I

"•
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that it has substituted for the referential paradigm that of "adlin
guisticity" (one speaks about speech, writes about writing, inter
textuality), and who thinks that the time has now come to restore a
solid anchorage of language in the referent. I have read a talented
theatrologist for whom postmodernism, with its games and fan
tasies, carries vel)' little weight in front of political authority, es
pecially when a worried public opinion encourages authority to
a politics of totalitarian surveillance in the face of nuclear warfare
threats.

I havc read a thinker of repute who defends modernity against·
those he calls thc neoconservatives. Under the banner of postmodern
ism, the latter would like, he believes, to get rid of the uncompleted
project of modernism, that of the Enlightenment. Even the last ad
vocates of Aufkliinmg, such as Popper or Adorno, were only able,
according to him, to defend the project in a few particular spheres of
life-that of politics for the author of Tbe Open Society, and that
of art for the author of Astbetiscbe Theorie. jiirgen Habermas
(everyone had recognized him) thinks that if modernity has failed,
it is in allowin the totalirx of life to be sp'Iintered into indep-endent
Slecialties which. are left to the narrow competence of experts, while
the concrete individual exp'cnences "clestiOlimate(l mea-ning" and
"destructured form," not as a liberation but in the mode of that im
mense ennui which Baudelaire described over a century ago.

Following a prescription of Albrecht Wellmer, Habermas considers
that the remedy for this splintering of culture and its separation from
life can only come from "chan in the status of aesthetic ex erience
when it is no longer primarily expressed in jud menu of taste," but
'Y en itiS'-'i.!5ea to exp are a iVingJjistotifal sin!ru.on..: t at IS, w en
"It IS ut in relation with roblems of exiscenc "For this experience
then "becomes a part a a angul!ge game which is no longer that of
aesthetic criticism"; it takes part "[1_cQgnitive profe~s and norma
tive expectations"; "it alters the manner in which those diffcrent
moments refer to one another." What Habermas reguires from the
arts~nd th~xperieneeLthey' provide i!,jn Short, to brid e the gap
between cognitive, ethi~al, and political discourses, thusopening the
way to a unity of expenence. - -- -~

(

f My question is to -deierm' e what sort of unity H~rmllsjlas in
~:-Is:-the-aim of-tlie project of mo eml die constitution of

' sociocultural unity within which all the elements of daily life and of
thought would take their places as in an organic whole? Or does the
passage that has to be charted between heterogeneous language
games-those of cognition, ofethics, of politics- belong to a different
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order from that? And if so, would it be capable of effecting a real
synthesis between them?

The first hypothesis, of a Hegelian inspiration, docs not challenge
rbe nor ion of a dialectically totalizing experience; the second is
closer to the spirit of Kane's Critique ofJudgment; but must be sulr
mined, like the Critique, to that severe r~examinatiol1-which....p..o.g

modernity imposes on the thougb..t_qf tl].e Enlig~nment,-on the ide~

of a unitary end of his.!£!Y and of a_s1:!bjcc~!t is this critique which
not only Wiugenstein and Adorno have initiated, but also a few
other thinkers (French or other) who do not have the honor to be
read by Professor Habermas-which at least saves them from getting
a poor grade for their neoconservatism.

Realism

The demands I began by citing are not all equivalent. They can even
be contradictory. Some are made in the name of postmodernism,
others in order to combat it. It is not necessarily the same thing to
formulate a demand for some referent (and objective reality), for
some sense (and credible rranscendence), for an addressee (and
audience), or an addressor (and subjective expressiveness) or for
some communicational consensus (and a general code of exchanges,
such as the genre of historical discourse). But in th dive se invita
tions to sus end artistic experimentation, there is an identical call
for or er, a desire for uniD(L fon3entity. fQr Kcuri!y. or po utarl ~
(in me sense of OffemliclJkeit, of "finding a public"). Artists and ~
writers must be brought back into the bosom of the communitY.., or_
at least, if the latter is considered to be ill,-~ must be assign.e.dJ:he.J.
task of heating it. ' .-- -

ThereTsan mcfutable sign of this common disposition: it is that
for all those writers nothing is more urgent than to liquidate the heri
tage ate avan ar es. uc lone case, in pamcurar;-or1neso
ea e transavantgar Ism. The answers given by Achille Bonito Oliva
to the questions asked by Bernard Lamarche-Vade! and Michel Enric

jleave no room for doubt about this. By putting the avant-gardes
through a mixing process, the artist and critic fee! more confident
that they can suppress them than by launching a frontal attack. For
they can pass off the most cynical eclecticism as a way of going
beyond the fragmental)' character of the preceding experiments;
whereas if they openly turned their backs on them, they would run
the risk of appearing ridiculously neoacademic. The Salons and the
Academies, at the time when the bourgeoisie was establishing itself
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in history, were able to function as purgation and to grant awards
for good plastic :md literar)' conduce under the cover of realism. But
capitalism inherently possesses the powcr to derealizc familiar ob
Jects, social roles,·ana mstitUtiOi'i"SfO such a de ree tnat die so-c-alled
realistic representations can no onger evoke reality except as nosta gJa
or mocKery, as an occasIon for suffenng ratlier t an or satls action.

'Classicism seems to e ru eil out in a world in whlChi-cali IS so e-
}·stabilizcCLthat it. offers nQ occasiQn (Qr cxp.crience ut on~fQr ratings
and eXQcrimentation. -
- This theme is familiar to all readers of Walter Benjamin. But it is~
necessary to assess its exact reach. Photography did not appear as a
challenge to painting from the Qutside, any mQre than industrial
c.inema did to narrative literature. The fQrmer was Qnly putting the
fmal touch to the program of ordcring the visible elabQrated by the
quattrocentoj while the latter was the last step in rounding off dia
chronies as Qrganic wholes, which had been the ideal of the great
novels of education since the eighteenth century. That the mechanical
and the industrial should appear as substitutes fQr hand or craft was
not in itself a disaster-except if one believes that art is in its cssence
the expression Qf an individuality of genius assisted by an elite crafts
manship.

f
The challenge lay cssentially in that photographic and cinemato·

graphic processes can accomplish better, faster, and with a circulatiQn
a hundred thQusand times larger than narrative or pictorial realism,

,the. task whi~h academicism had assigned tQ realism: to preserve
i v~nQus conSClousnesses from doubt. Industrial photography and
cmema will be superior to painting and the novel whenever the Qb
jective is to stabilize the referent, to arrange it according to a point
of view which endows it with a recognizable meaning, to reproduce
~he synta.x and vocabulary which enable the addressee to decipher
Images and sequences quickly, and so to arrive easily at the con
sciousness of his own identity as well as the approval which he there
hy receives from others-since such structures of images and sc-

!quences constitute a communication code among all of them. This is
the way the effects of reality, or if one prefers, the fa[ltasies of
realism, multiply.

If they too do not wish to become supporters (Qf minor impor
tance at that) of what exists, the painter and nQvelist must refuse to
lend themselves to such therapeutic uses. They must question the
rules of the art of painting or of narrative as they have learned and
received them frQm their predecessQrs. SOQn those rules must appear ~

to them as a means to deceive, to seduce, and to reassure, which
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makes it impossible for them to be "true." Under the common name
of painting and litcrarure, an unprecedented split is taking place.
Those who refuse to reexamine the rules of art pursue successful
careers in mass conformism by communicating, by means of the
"correct rules," the endemic desire for reality with objects and situ
ations capable of gratifying it. Pornography is the usc of photograph)'
and film to such an end. It is becoming a general model fQr the visual
or narrative arts which have not met the challenge of the mass media.

As for the artists and writers who question the rules of plastic
and narrative arts and possibly share their suspicions by circulating
their work, they are destined to have little credibility in the eyes of
those concerned with "reality" and "identity"; they have no guaran
tee of an audience. Thus iW p'Qssible to ascribe the dialectics of the
avant ardes to the Cfla1lenge,.E0sed b the realisms of industry.2!!!!.
mass cQmmunication to painting and the narrative arts. Duchamp's
'rca y rna e aoes nothing but actively and parodistically signify
this constant process Qf dispossessiQn of the craft of painting or even
of being an artist. As Thierry de Duve penctratingly Qbserves, the
modern aesthetic question is not "What is beautifu1?" but "What can
be said to be art (and literature)?"

Realism, whose Qnly definition is that it intends to avoid the
question of reality implicatcd in that Qf art, always stands some
where between academicism and kitsch. When power assumes the I

name of a party, realism and its neoclassical complement triumph
over the experimental avant-garde by slandering and banning it-that
is, provided the "correct" images, the "correct" narratives, the "CQr
rect" forms which the party requests, selects, and propagates can
find a public to desire them as the appropriate remedy for the
anxiety and depression that public experiences. The demand fQr
reality-that is, for unity, simplicity, communicability, etc.-did not
have the same intensity nor the same continuity in German society
between the tWQ WQrld wars and in Russian society after the Re
volution: this provides a basis for a distinction between Nazi and
Stalinist realism. .;

What is clear, however, is that when it is launched by the political ~

apparatus, the attack on artistic experimentation is specifically reac· ;:
tonary: aesthetic judgment would Qnly be required to decide,,\:
whether such or such work is in confQrmity with the established '«

rules of the beautiful. Instead of the work of art having tQ investigate ~ ..;;",what makes it an art object and whether it will be able to find an
audience, Rolitical academicism PQssesses and imposes a priori criteria
of the,beaU![fi.il:\Vfiich designate some wQrks and a public at a strQke
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and forever. Thc usc of categories in aesthetic judgmcnt would thus
e 0 e samc nature as in cognitivc judgment. To speak like Kant

both would be dctermining judgmcnts: the expression is "weli
formed" first in the undcrstanding, then the only cases retained in
experience arc those which can be subsumed under this expression.

When power is that Qf capital and naLthaLOf a patt)' the "trans.
avantgardist"or "QstmQdc " in encks's sense) solutj.Qn p'rovesw
be DCner adaptcd than the antimQdern solution. E.Q;'itisisW is c

I
degree zerQ of cQntempQrary gen~I culture: Qne hst!;ns to reggae ....
watchcs a western, ea s c Qnara s Qod for lunch and IQcal cuisine
for dinner, wears Paris perfume in Tokyo and "retrQ" clQthcs in
Hong Kong; knowledge is a mattcr for TV games. It is cas to find a
public. for ec~ecti~rworks. By bccoming kitsch, art panderstQtlie
confuslQn which reigns 10 the "tastc" of the patrons. Artists, gallery
'owner~;-c:ritics;- and-public wallow together in the nanyiliing goes,'
and e epoch iSone orslacl(ening. But this realism Qf the "anY:
!h.ing. g<?es" IS .'" fact. that of mQney;!n the absence-of aesthetic
Criteria, It remalOS pOSSible and useful to assess the value of WQrks of
art accQrding tQ the prQfits thcy yield. Such realism accommodateS:
.alL-[~encies, just ~apitaL..acc.omm.o~ "needs" roviding
~at ~e tendencies and needs have urchasing pQwer. N or taste,
!here IS ~eed to be delicate when one speculates or entertains one·
self. -

Artistic and literary research is doubly threatened, once by the
"cultural policy" and once by the art and book market. What is ad·
~ised, sometimes thro,:,gh one channel, sometimes through the other,
IS to offer works WhiCh, first, are relative to subjects which exist
in the eyes of the public they address, and second, works so made
('~weD made") that the public wiD recognize what they are about,
will understand what is signified, will be able to give or refuse its
approval knowljngly, and if pQssible, even to dcrive frQm such work
a certain amount of comfort_

The interpretation which has just been given Qf the contact between
the industrial and mechanical arts, and literature and the fine arts is
cor:e.c~ in i~s Qutline, bur it remains narrQwly sociologizing and his
tonclzmg-m other wQrds, Qne-sided. Stepping over Benjamin's and
AdornQ's reticences, it must be recalled that science and industry are
no more free Qf the suspicion which concerns reality than are art and
writing: ~o bel,ieve otherwise would be to entertain an excessively
humanistic notion Qf the mephistophelian functionalism Qf sciences

Iand technolo.gies. There i.s nQ dcnyin~ the dQminant existence today
of techno-Sclence, chat IS, the maSSIVe subordinatiQn of cQgnitive
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statements to the finality of thc best pQssible perfQrmance, which is
the technQlogical criterion. But the mechanical and the industrial,
especially when they enter fields traditionally re~rved for artists, are
carrying with them much more than power effects. The Qbjects and
the thoughts which originate in scicntific knQwledge and the capitalist
economy convey with them one Qf the rules which supports their
possibility: the rule th~t there is no reality unless testified by a con
sensus betwecn partners Qver a certain knowledge and certain com
mitments.

This rule is of no little consequence. It is the imprint left on the
politics of thc scientist and the trustee of capital by a kind of flU:.b1
Qf rea1~Qut of the metaphysical, religious, and political certainties
that the minabelicved it held. This withdrawal is absolutely necessary
to the emergence Qf science ana capitalism. No industry is pQssible
without a-suspiciorrohhe Arisrotelian tllOOry of moriQn, no industry
without a refutation of corpQratism, of mercantilism, and of physic
cracy. Modernity, in whatever ae' jt appears. cannot exist without a ."..
shattering of ~f ~~d ~~r~~~ 'if,scovery of the "lack of reality"
of reality, ro. \Viti thejl}Vt>ntiDn of other realities.-

What does this "lack of reality" signify if Qne tries tQ free it from
a narrowly historicized interpretatiQn? The phra~ is of course akin
to what Nierzscht calls nihiliW!.. But I see a much earlier modulatiQn )'
of Nierzscbea;; -perspectivi;rTlin the .Kan'p!lI).J.b.t.m~ of t.he SJLbli!.1!c..: l
think in articular that it is in the aesthetic of the sublime that..
mQ ern art IOc~1itera~re fin_ds its im crus and the 10 ic of
avan -gar es w.muts axlQms.

Ihe sublime sentiment, w~ich is also the sentiment of the sublime,
is, according tQ Kant, a strQng and equivQcal emQtion: it carries with
it both pleasure and pain. Bencr still, in it pleasure derives from pain.
Within the tradition of the subject, which comes from Augustine and
Descartes and which Kant does not radically challenge, this contra- tPN r
diction, which some would eall neurosis Qr masochism, develops as a
conflict between the faculties of a sub'ect, the facul to cQnceive ..
of somethin and the facul ' to "resent some 10. KnQwled~

cxists if, first, t c statement is intelligible, and second, if "cases" can
be derived frQm the experience which "correspQnds" tQ it. Beauty

!Cxists if a certain "case" (the work Qf art), given first by the sensi
bility without any cQnceptuai determination, the sentiment of plca
sure independent of any interest the wQrk may elicit, appeals to thc
principle of a univcrsal consensus (which may never be attained).

Taste, thcrefore, testifies that between the capacity to cQnceivc
and the capacity to present an Qbject corresponding to the cQncept,
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an undetermined agreement, without rules, giving rise to a judgment
which Kant calls renective, may be experienced as pleasure. The
sublime is a different sentiment. It takes place, on the -,
w en t e lOla mauon al s (0 resent an 0 ect w IC mi ht if onl

\ <t' In nnci e, come to mate a conce t. We have the Idea of the worl
t e tOt Ity 0 w at IS), but we do not have the capacity to show an

example of it. We have the Idea of the simple (that which cannor-be
broken down, decomposed), but we cannot illustrate it with a sensible
object which would be a "case" of it. We can conceive the infinitely
great, the infinitely powerful, but every presentation of an object
destined to "make visiblc" this absolute greatness or power appears
to us painfully inadequate. Those are Ideas of which no presentation

~_ is possible. Therefore, they impart no knowledge about reality (ex"'---'-1 pcrience); they also prevcnt the free union of the faculties which
'\.'q,.gives rise to the sentiment of the beautiful; and they prevent the for·M

\. 'tmation and the stabilization of taste. They can be said to be unpre-,'
srttable.

f shall call modern the art which devotes its "little technical ex
pertise" (son -"petit technique"), as Diderot used to say, to present
the fact that the un resentable exists. To make visible th_a th.ere is
somcthin which can be conceived an which can nelt er be seen nor

., ma e VISI e: IS IS W at IS at sta e In 010 ern amtlO. But how to
ma e VISI e at ere is some Ulg whic' cannot seen? Kant,
himself shows the way when he names "formlessness, the absence of i
fonn," as a possible index to the unpresentable. He also says of thel
empty "abstraction" which the imagination experiences when in
search for a presentation of the infinite (another unpresentable):
this abstraction itself is like a presentation of the infinite, its'~

.., tive presem:atiQ.p_::ll-fe cites the commandment, "Thou shalt nm
.make graven images" (Exodus), as the most sublime passage in the
Bible in that it forbids all presentation of the Absolute. Little needs
to be added to those observations to outline an aesthetic of sublime
p-ainrjng~. As painting, it will of course "present" something though
negatively; it will therefore avoidjiguration or..represenration. It will
be "white" like one ofMalcvitch's squares; it will enable us to'see ani}''* by making it impossible to seej it will please onlv bv causing pain.Q!le
~ccognize..s in those instructions the axioms of avant-gardes in paInting,
Inasmuch as the dcvote themselves to makin an allusion to .

..,. Jrcscntable b means 01 VIS] Ie reseotations. The systems in the
nameo w ic ,or with which, thIS task as een able to support or to
justify itself deserve the greatest arcentiol1; but they can originate only
in thc mcation of the sublime in order to legitimize it, that is, to
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conceal it. They remain inexplicable without the incommensurability
of reality to concept which is implied in the Kantian philosophy of
the sublime.

It is not my intention to analyze here in detail the manner ~n

which the various avant-gardes have, so to speak, humbled and diS·
qualified rcality by examining ~he p~ct~rial techniques whic~ arc so
many devices to make us believe 10 It. Local tone, drawlOg, the
mixing of colors, linear perspective, the na~re of the support and
that of the instrument, the treaonent, the display, the museum: the
avant-gardes are perpetually flushing out artifices of presentation
which make it possible to subordinate thought to the. gaze and to
tum it away from the unpresentable. If Habermas, like ~tarc~se, II
understands this task of derealization as an aspect of the {repressive}
"desublimation" which characterizes the avant-garde, it is because he
confuses the Kantian sublime with Freudian sublimation, and because
aesthetics has remained for him that of the beautifuL

The Postmodern

What, then, is the postmodcrn? What place does it or does it not
occupy In t e vertlgmous worK'Of the questions hurled at the rules of
image and narration? It is undoubtedly a part of the modern. All that
has been received, if onluester a mo 0, moao:p~ nlUS use to
say, must e su ecte~\Vhat ~ace does Cezanne challenge? T~e
Impressionists. \ at object do Picasso and B~aq~e attack? Cezann~ s.
What presupposition does Duchamp break Wtth m 1912? That w~lch
says one must make a painting, be it cubist. And ~uren questions
that other presupposition which he believes had survIVed untouched
by the work of Duchamp: the place of presentation of the worI!tn
an amazing acceleratiQD....-the--generations precipitate themselve5. A
work can 6«:ome modern only if it is first posunodern. Posrmodern
ism thus understood is not modernism at its end but in me nascent

dth"" -;l-- -state an lS state IS constj,Ot.-.
~ would like notto remain ,\lith this slightly mechanistic

meaning of the word)lf it is true that moderni~ takes place in the
withdrawal of the rearand according to the sublime rclanon between
the presentable and the conceivable, it is po~s~bl~, within this ~e1ation,
to distinguish twO modes (to usc the mUSICian s language). rhe em~
phasis can be placed on the powerlessness of the faculty ~f presenta·
tion on the nostalgia for presence felt by the human subject, on the
obs~ure and futile will which inhabits him in spite of everything. The
emphasis can be placed, rather, on the power of the ~aculty t~ c~n·
ceive, on its "inhumanity" so to speag}<lt was the quahty Apolhnalre
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rather, they appear as academic forms, as rituals originating i~ piety
(as Nietzsche said) which prevent tEe unprescnrable from bemg put
forward.

Iere then lies (he difference: rffiodern aesthetics s an aesthetic of
the subiime, ~hough a nostalgic one. It allows the unpresentable to be
put forward only as .the missing ~ontents; but the form, becau~ of
its recognizable consistency, contmues to offer to. the reader or view·
er matter for solace and pleasure. Yet these sentiments do not can·
stitute the real sublime sentiment, which is in an intrin-slc combim;(
tion a p easure and pain: the pleasure that reason should exceed all
presentation, the pain that imagination or sensibility should not be
equal to the nce t.:)'

The osrmodern would be that which. in the modern, puts for-
war e un re.sentable in re.sentation I~; at \\'.IC emes I
t e so ace 0 good fonns, the consensus 0 a tas-te w -ial wou rna e
it possible to share collectively the no~talgia for. the unattaina~le;
that which searches for new presentatlons, not lD order to enJoy
them but in or~er to im~art ~ s.tronger sc~~ of the un~resentable..A
postmodem artist or w f a hlloso her: me
text e writes the work he roduces arc_oat il!... rinci Ie governed b _
pree e ru es an )L.CannoL. U c.c..o Ul to a eter-

- en , a In am tar cate ones to e text or to
war·. osc ru es an cate ones are w at e war 0 an Itse IS

90 '10 or. c artist and the writer en are workin w~ Qut
es In or er fonnu ate e ru cs 0 w at WI 'Jave een one.

" eoce e cfttiat worl' an text ave t e c aracters 0 an eve!!!i.
ence also, they always come tOO late for their author, .or, w~at

amounts to the same thing, their being put into work, their realiza
tion (mise en oeuvre) always begin toO soon. Post modem would
have to be understood according to the paradox of the future (post)
anterior (modo):] • .

It seems to me that the essay (Montaigne) is postmodern, whIle
the fragment (TlJe AtlJaeneum) is modern.

~~F~in¥.ajl~ly~,~i~\~m~U~Sl~b~C~C~IC~a~r~th~a~r~i~t~iS~.~OiU~'~btU~S~inW.c~s~sf.n~o~t~t~o~S~U~~I~,~c~a~li~... fbut to invent a uSlons to t e cone nre
An it is not to be expected that this task will effect the last reco~ci
liation between language games (which, under the name of faculties,
Kant knew to be separated by a chasm), and that. only the ~ranscend

ental illusion (that of !-Iegel) can hope to totahze them I~to ~ re~1
unity. But Kant also knew that th.e price to ~ay for su~h an 111uslon IS
terror. The nineteenth and twentieth centunes have gIVen us as much
terror as we can take. We have paid a high enough price for the
nostalgia of the whole and the onc, for the reconciliation of the

demanded of modern artists), since it is not the business of our
understanding whether or not human sensibility or imagination can
match what it conceivesfrhe emphasis can also be placed on the in
crease of being and the J-ttbilation which result from the invention of
new rules of the game, be it pictorial, artistic, or any othe(.7What I
have in mind will become clear if we dispose very schematicalTy a few

\ names on the chessboard of the history of avant-gardes: on the side
of melancholia, the Gennan Expressionists, and on the side of
novatio, Braque and Picasso, on the former Malevitch and on me
laner Lissitsky, on the one Chirico and on me other Duchamp. The
nuance which distinguishes these two modes may be infinitesimal;
they often coexist in the same piece. arc almost indistinguishable i

and yet they testify to a difference (un diffbend) on which the fate
of thought depends and will depend for a long time. between regret
and assay.

---'l'he-work of Proust and that of Joyce both allude to something
which does not allow itself to be made present. Allusion, to which
Paolo Fabbri recently caUed my attention. is perhaps a fonn of ex
pression indispensable to the works which belong to an aesthetic of
the sublime. In Proust, what is being eluded as the price to pay for

f this allusion is the identity of consciousness, a victim to the excess of
time (au trop de temps). But in Joyce, it is the identity of writing

--which is the victim of an excess of the book (all trop de livre) or of
literarure.

Proust calls forth the unpre.sentable by means of a language un
altered in its syntax and vocabulary and of a writing which in many
of its operators still belongs to the genre of novelistic narration. The
literary institution, as Proust inherits it from Balzac and Flaubert, is
admittedly subverted in that the hero is no longer a character but the
inner consciousness of time, and in. that the dicgctic diachrony,
already damaged by Flaubert, is here put in question because of the
narrative voice. Nevertheless, the unity of the book, the odyssey of
that consciousness, even if it is deferred from chapter to chapter, is
not seriously challeng.ed: the identity of the writing with itself
throughout tpe-Iabyrin~ the interminable narration if"enough to
connote sucli Unlty, which has been compared to that of Tbe PlJellQ
mellology ofMilld.

Joyce allows the unpresentable to become perceptible in his
writing itself, in the. signifier. The whole range of available narrative
and even stylistic operators is put into play without concern for the
unity of the whole, and new operators are tried. The grammar and
vocabulary of literary language are no longer accepted as given;
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concept and the sensible, of the transparent and the communicable
experience. Under the general demand for slackening and for appease
ment, we can hear the muncrings of the desire for~ rerum of terror,
for the realization of the fantasy to seize reality.J ~he answer is: Let
us wa e a war on total it ; let us be witnesses to the unprescntabJe,

. elva eel erences an save e Ollor 0 t e name.-

Noles
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conflict occupies an imponant place in Ihe thought of Ilabcrmu, who ts simultaneously me
heir of lhe Frankfun Sdlool and in a polemieal ~lationship with me German mcory of me
social syslcm, npccially tbat or Luhm....n.

3g, This optimism appealSi dearly in the conclusions of Noben I.ynd. K..ov:led,e for
Wb,n? (Prin«ton. NJ,' Princelon Uni~rsit)' Press, 1939). p. 239; qumed by Max Uork
heimer. f:"clipw of RNson (Oxford, Oxford Uni....rsity Press, 1941): in modern rociety.
.science' must replace religion '''worn threadllare") in defining me aims of life.

39. llclmul Sehelsky, INr Mensch ill del' Wilw"sebafl/iebell 'Z;"i/ir.aliol/ (Koln und
OplaJen, Arbeitsgemcinschllf( filr Forschung des Landes Nordrh"in,westfalell Gcistes
wiSliCnschaften Hcft 96). pp. 2~fr, "Thc towreignry of me Statc is ll() longer mani'fested by
simplc flcl thlt it monopolizcs me usc of violence (Max Weber) or possesses emergency
powers (Carl Sdlmitt). but primarily by the fact mat Ihe State determi.nC'i me dcgr~ of
cffectiveneS5 of all of the technical mC"ans existing wimin iI, I't'SlCrving meir ~atc:st effet:'
li~nC'S5 for iISClf. while al me same limc extmpling its: own U$C of mese instruments from
the limitations ;1 applies 10 lhcir U5C by Olhtrs_" II will be said that mis is I. theof)' of me
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Slatc. nm or me S)'Slem. Sui Schclsky adds.: "In mc prOC'CSS, m" Stale's choice of goals is sub,
ordinated (0 thc law that I have alrad)" menlioned as being mc uni....rsa.I law of Kicnlifie
civilizalion, nlUTldy Ihat the mnns determine thc ends. or raml\'r. mal the lechnical possibil
ilin dieute whal use is made of mem." Hal>crmas invokes againSl mis law {hI\' fact thai ""ts
of technical means and systcms of finalitcd rationll action ~r dt~lop autonomously: d,
"Dogmatism. Kusan, and Decision, On Theory and Pnctice in Our S"icnlifie Civilizalion"
[trans. John Viend. in Theory ""d PrlJcriu (8osI0n: lJcacon, 191 j») . Sec too Jacquts Ellul,
Lil "'"bnique ou I'e"jul au li4cle (Paris: Armand Colin, 19S4). and Lt Systemt Itcb"ic...
("aris: Calmann·l..tvy, 1977), That strikoes, and in general tht strong pressure brought to
bear by powerful worken' organitalions. product': I. tension Ihat is in the long run benefi..,ial
to the performance or me system is Slated "Iurly by C. LcvinliOn, a union leader; he allTi
butn the ledlnical and managerial advance of American indusuy IV mis tension (quoted by
II.-F. d" Viricu, Le Mllti", special number, "Que VC"Ut GisClfd?" DecembC"r 1978),

~O. Talcon Par~ms. I:.-swyl i.. SociofogJt:aI Tb..ory PII.~ and Applied, rev. ed. (Glencoe,
III.: FI't'C PtC5&, 19S~), pp. 216-18.

~1. I am using mis word in me f/C"nsc of John Kmnem Galbraith's lerm tub.."ttrveIMrt
as pr~nted in The Nrm/"dMJtrial Stlue (!Joston, UoughtonMifflin, 1967). or Raymond
Aton's term Itcb"ico-burc""eTluit: ttnlel"rc in Ott-b.. ir It.""1 "'I' f" weiJ:t~ i"duJ(ritllt
(Paris, Gallimard, 1962) IEng. trans. M. K. Bottomore, £igb,u" Leetu,.,! on l ..du!lrial
Society (London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1967)/. not in a iCnse associaled wim me
lerm bureaucracy. The term bu'eall.""Cy is much "harder" because il is sociopolitical u
much as it is economical, and becau!iIC il descends from the criliquc of Bolshevik power by
me worker's Opposition (Kullonta'" and me critique of Stalinism by the TrOlSkyist opposi·
tion. Sec on Ihis subjecl Claude Won, Elb..I\'''u d'""e critiq,.t de '" b"~lluc...t. (Gen~w:

Orol., 1971), in which !h" crilique is extended to burcaucntie society IlS a who,",_
42. Ecfipw of Rl'>lwn. p. 183.
~3. Max lIorkheimer, "TraditionneUe uDd krilische 11'If!orie" (1937), [Eng. rrans. in J,

O'Connell el aI •• trans., Critic../ Thtory: Selecud I:.'JJQYs (New York: IIcrder llr. Herder.
1912» ,

44. See aaude I.cfon, Ellmnlfl d'M ..e crlriqMt, and U.. bom",ee.. trop (Paris: Scuil. 1916
1916); Cornelius Castonadis, LI> Soeilll burc,,"muw,ue (Paris: Union Gtnhale d'Edilion,
1913),

~S. Sec fo, example J. P. Garnicr, I.e Marxisme lI ..i{wm (Paris: I.e Sycomore, 1919).
46. This was the Ijtle of the "organ of critique and reVQlutionary orienulion" published

bel ....een 19-49 and 1965 by a group whose principal cditors, under ""rious pseudonyms.
we~ C. de Helumant, D. IJllndlud, C. Caslori_dis. S. de Dicsbach, C, Ldon, J.-F. l.yourJ,
A. M:aso, D. Momt, P. Simon. P. Souyri,

47. Emf!$t Blodl, Oul Pri..lip Hoff......' (Fn.nkfurt, SuhrklUTlP Verlag, 19S9). See G.
Raulel, cd .• Utop.-Mlmris",t ./0" 1:.', Bloch (Puis: Payol. 1916).

48. This is III allusion If) !he !hco~ticaJ bun&lings occasioned by the Algerian and Viet
nlUTl wars, and the $lUclenl mOYtmmt of me 19605. A hi$lOCicaJ survey of these is giftn by
Alain Sch3.pp and Pierre Vidal-Naquel in !heir introduction to thc jou""..1 de '" Cummu..e
etudullu (Paris, Scuil, 1969) (Eng. ltanS. Maria JollS. lObe F"'''ch St"de.rt Upris;"" N"..em
hc, 1!J67-j""e 1968 (BoSlon: lka~'On, 19101.

~9, I.ewis Mumford. Tbe Mylb of rbt Maebi,,/!: Tee/mics and U"m<w De1!f:/opmcl/t, 2
'lois. (New York, Harcourt. Brace, 1967).

SO. An appeal mal was intended to secure intelleetu3.ls· participalion in !hc system is
nonelheless imbued wilh hesitation belween Ihese IWO hypo!hcscs: P. Ncmo, "La N"u~llc

Iksponsabilitf UI\'S deres. ,. U Mo ..de, 8 September 1918.
SI. The orilin of the mcoreliC3J opposilion bclwccn Na'urv;nt!lflcbaf' and (;I\',uelu-in'

uscbllft is to be found in the work of Wilhelm Dilmey (1863-1911).
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S2. M. Alben, a commission member of Ihe fnmch Plan, Wl'itC'5' "The Plan is a govcrn
mental r~archdcpanmcnt. , .. It is al50 agrnl ~Iing plalX wncre ideas fermenl, whne
poinu of viocw dash and where change is p~pued.... We mUll not be alone. Othe"" must
enlighlen U$. .. " (L '''::rplnuirHf, Now-mber 1918). On me problem of decision, sec G,
Gl.fgcn, TheorY der wiSJl!",r:b~f,l;dn" E"ucbeidu"K (Tilbingen, 196J); L Sfu Critique de
ltJ dlcision (1913: PTcurf; de II Fonduion nalionale dC'S scicncn poIitiques, 1916).

S3, Think of tnc waning of names IUd! as Slalin, Mao. and Cuno as the cponyms of
revolution ovt'r me la51 IWCO[)' )'ears; oonsida the erosion of the im~ of me prnicknl in
the Uniled States mIX me Watnpte affair.

S". This is a o;enU'a1 dleme in Roben Musil, Ocr Ma". ob"e Er,nrst;ln/le" (193O-33~

Hamburg, Rowoh, 19S2) IEng. tnns_ Eidlne W'J.1kins.oo ErTlC'SI KJliscr, Tbc Man wilbolll
QlIlllirics (London, Seeker and Walburg, 19S3~)J. In I frff commcotary, J. Bouvcressr:
underlines the affinity of this theme of Ihe "dnr:liction" of the self with the "aisis" of
seicnlX al me beginning of the twcolicth IXntury and with Msch's epistemology; he c:iles the
following evidenc:c: "GiVO'l the sute of sc:ienlX in pani<:ular, a man is made only of whu
people say he is or of what is done with whit he is.•.. 111e world is one in which livcd
eYCllI$ havc become independent of man, , , . It is a world of happening, of what happens
wilhout iu happening 10 anyone, and widloul anyone's being ~spon,ible" ("La probllma
tiquc du sujet dans L 110......e sans quaJirh," Nan/It (Arru) 2H and 235 (~lXmber 1918
and janUlty 1979); the published text wu not revised by the author.

SS, jean Baudrillard, A I'mnbre del rnajorirh si/eneiculCl, ... 11 ~ fill du UJdal (Fonlenay
sou~--bois: Cabiers Utopie 4, 1918) [Eng. Iran$. In Ihll Shadow afthe Silent Maj...ril)" (New
York: Semiolexle, 1983)),

56. This is me voc:abulary of ,y~tems theory, See for example P. Nemo, "La Nouvclle
Responsabilill": "Think of IOciel)' as a system, in the eybemelic: sense. This SySIllm is a
communicalion grid wilh imcrseclions ....here messages oonvc'ie and~ rediuribulCd... :'

51, An e:umple of this is given by J.-P, Garnier, Le ,\laTXimU" Ihi{um', "The role of the
Center for Information on Social InnoYltion, di~C1ed by II. Doogier and F. Bloch·Laini, is
to invcmory, analyze, and distribute infol1'llllion on ne.... experillnlXS of daily life (educa
lion, health. jUstiIX, cuhurall.ctivities, IOwn planning and udlitectu~,etc.). This dau. bank
on 'altemauvc practicn' lends iu scnic:cs 10 thOle sute orpns wbose job it is to see to it
that 'civil $Ociety' remains a c:ivilited toeiclY: the Commissariat I.U Plan, me Sealtariat i
l'aClion socialc, DATAR, etc."

58, Freud in panic:ular sl:rC$SCd this form of "prrocstinat>on." S« Manhe Robcn,
Ro..,a. des oririnel, Originll II.. ""ma" (Paris: Gruset. 1912).

S9. Sec the work of Michel Serres, especially IInmer NV (Paris, Editions de Minuit,
1969-11).

60. For cxampk, El'Ying Goffman, l'bc P'rIIsc"talio" of ~/I i" EwrydllY Lifll (Garden
City, N.V., Doubleday, 1959); Gouldner, Tbll Coming Crisis (note 31), map. 10, Alain
TO\Iraine el aI., LutU ~t ..dwlfte (Puis, SIIuil, 1978); M_ Calion, "Sociologic des teehniqucs?"
Polndore 2 (Feb",ary 1919), 28·}2; Wul.lawick el aI., Pragmlltilll olllu...an Co ......unica'ion
(note I I).

61. Sec note 41. The theme of general bureaucratintion as the future of modem societies
was first developed by 8. Rini, IA Bureaut:r",isal;o" du mOlldc (Paris, B, Ritti, 1939).

62. Sec II. P. Griu, "Logic and Conversation" in Peter Cole and jeremy Morgan, cds"
Spctrcb Acu 1/1, Syntax Ilnd SlImll,,,;cl (New Vork, Academic I'ress, 1915), pp. S9·82.

63. For a phenomenological approach 10 the ptoblem, sec Maurice Merleau-Pon[)',
H;$"m~1 dll cours, cd, (:laude Lefon (Paris: Callimard, 1968), Ihe cour1iC for 1954-55. For I.
psyc:hosociological approach. lICe R. Lourelu, '- 'An"lyu: inUilutioNIl"1I1111 (Paris, Editions de
Minuil.1910).

64. M. Calion, "Sociologic des lechniques~" p. 30, "SocioiogiC$ is the movemcol by
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....hich aCltml oonslin>le and instilule differences, or frontiers. l>c1W<:en whal is social and

...hat is nOl, ....hat is tec:hnicai and ....hat is not, whal is imaginary and what is real: !he Q.Ut·
line of the5C' fronliers is open to dispule, and no consensus can be achicY'lld eXlXpl in cuea
of IOI~I domination." Compare Ihis ....im what Alain Touraine ails permanent -'OCiology in

'_II Vo.... et II' "Sard.
65. The object of knowledge in Aristotle is strictly cir<:umsc:ribed by what he dr:ruM"S as

apophanlics: "While C'\'lI:ry senlenlX has mnning (._"tillos) •.. not all can be ~Ir::t

proposilions (apoplxl"rihd. We aU propositions those only that havc tru!h IX falSIty Ifl

Ihem. A prayer is, for inSll.nlX, asentenlX, but neilher has nuth nor has faJsi[)'." "~lnlCf'

prnationc," of, 11., 1"bl' OrlIalfo., vol. 1. Iran$. Itlrold ~ke and HU~ Treden;~k (C::arr;,
hridge..\laSs.: llarv1rd, 1938). 121. ITRANS' The Inn~btlonof COlflU,uallce 15. lnrm"ll
is not uniform, II was sometimes necessary 10 lranslate it u "knowledge" (espeCIally where
il Oc:<;Uf'I in Ihe plural); it should be deu from the c:onlut ....hethn it is a qucsuon of
c...nlli'issa"u (in Lyotard'~ usage, a body of cstabliJhed tknotivc Sillemenu) or _i,
(knowledge in the mo~ general sense). SaDO;" hili been uniformly translated as "know

ledge.'"
66. S« Karl Popper, lAJgilt tier J-·...rscbung (Wien, Springer, 19 3S) IEng. traM. Popper et

al.. The Logic afScientific Di,e...DIIf)' (Ncw Vork, Basic: Books, 1949)1, and "Normal Scicn~
Ind ils Dangers." in Im~ Lakalos and Alan MU'£I"lvc, cds., Criticism iJnd tbll Growth 01
Knowledgll (Cambridge, Cl.mbtidgc Univt'rsity I'ress, 1970),

67. Sec jean Beauf~t, LII p ...emll de Pam/hidll (Paris: P~ssr:s Universillires de FranlX,

19.55).
68. Again in Ihe sense of Hi/dung (~r, in English, "<:uhu~"), u accredited by culturali!lln.

The term is preromantic: and romantic; d. Hegel's V""' ..eiu.
69. See Ihe American <:Ulluraiist sc:hool: Cora DuBoit, Abram Kudincr, Ralph Linton,

Ma'illCl Mead.
10. S« swdies of Ihe inStitution of European folklo~ traditions from the end of the

eighteenth lXOIUry in their relation to romandcism, for eJlample, the brothers Grimm and
Vuk Karadic (Serbian folktalC'5).

71. This was, briefly stated, Lucien UYy-Bruhl's thcsU in u,\lnltalit~primillw (Paris:
Alan, 1922) IEng. trans. LiUian aa~, Primiliw MnrtiJ/ity (New Vork, Macmillan, 1923)1.

12. aaude Uvi-StnUU, u PCfule 5<l1I_ge (Paris, Pion, 1962) IEng. rr&n$. TbII SaNJII

.\lind (Chicago, Univt'rsi[)' of Chicago, 1966»).
n. R~n jaulin,l..iJ ptJDt b~"ebe (Paris: Scuil, 1910).
14. \/bdimir Propp, Morpbology 01 tbe Folllllue, tranS. LaurenlX Scon with intro, by

Sualana Pirkora-jakobson [P1.>blicalions of the Amerian Folklo~ Society, Bibliogr-.phial
and Special Series, no. 9 (Bloomington, Ind., 1958); 2d cd. rcv. (Austin, Tex. Univer$i[)' of

Texas Press, 1968).
15. aaude Llvi·Suauss, "La Structure dcsMythcs" (l95S), in Alftbropologill StntclllrlJle

(Puis: Plan, 1958) IEng. uans. aaire jaoo~n and Brookc G",ndfcsl Sch()("pf,Stntctunll
Antbropol...gy (New Vork: Basic Books, 1963)), and "La SlTUcrurll ella forme: Rlnexions
sur un ouvragc de Vladimir Propp, Cabiers de I'lnstilut de sciellce econo...ique iJpplirl.u'i:t.
99, sr:ries M, 1 (1960) lin Claude Uvi-Sl1"auss, Structural A"rbropology If, trans. Momque
Layton (New York: Basic Books, 1916), The essay will also be induded ill Vladimir Propp,
Thll... ." and Ili$lOry 01 FollIl... rt!, lrans. Ariadna and Richard Marlin, intro. by Anatoly
Liberman, Theory and 1li5lOry of Litcralu~, VQI. 5 (Minneapolis, University of Minne~ota

Press, forlhcoming) I.
16. Ce"U Roheim,I'sycboiJniJlYI;1 and ""'bropolagy (N~w Vork, International Univer·

sities Press, 19059).
11. Andrl M, d'Ans, I_e Vit drs Dr"is bommlls (Paris, Union Gc,nlrale d'F.dition, 1918).
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78. Ibid., p, 7,
79. I ha ...e made US<: of it here becau51e of the pragmatic "eliquette" $I,lrrounding Ihe

transmission of the narratives, the anthropologist details it with great care. Sec Pierre
elutres, I.f: Kr;m,l Poirier ,\lyrbes er cb..",s fOCUS des /oldie"s (;ullrol"i (Paris: Seuil. 1972),

80. for a nuulOlogr that !Tuts the pragmatic dimension. 9l"C Qurd Genc:llc, I:if(.ures
III (puis: Seuil. 1972) IEng. tnns. Jane E. Lewin. N"mlIWc l>iscoul'Stt (New York, Cornc:ll
Uni ...e ..... ity Press, 1980).

81. S« note H.
82. The relllionship betwo:'C'n meter and accent. which conSlilUtes and diS50lwos rhythm.

is al the center of IIq;el's reneclion on !>pCculation. Sec liCC. 4 of the preface to the l'bcHom
,.,101010' of Spirit.

83. I would like to thank Andr~ M. d'Ans for kindly providing this inform.tion,
84. See Oanjc,1 Ollrl<:$'unalyscs in Lc Te...ps de Ll_ir (Paris, ~lal'g(', 1978).nd thOSJl:

of Dominique Awon in L "Ap/"'reil ...usicill (Puis: Union ~~n1e d'Edition, 1978).
85. Sec Mira'a E1i1.de, Lt ,I,.ythe de l'itenre1 re/lnn'; Archl'ypes el "~t;t;OIIJ (Paris,

Gallimard, 1949) IEng. tnns. Willud R. Trask, The Myth of the EUnr,,1 RUllnr (New
York, Pantheon Books. 1954)1.

86. The uample is borrowed from Fr~, "Ubler Sinn und 8C'deulung" (892) IEng.
tnns. Mu BI.ck .nd l'c1:er Gudl. "On Scn~ and Referena'," in n ..nsl/ltio'lJ f,om the
Philosopbiclll U'ri,i"f(.s ofGottloh I;'re!e (Oxford: Blac:kweU, 1960)1 .

87. Rnlno Latour and Paolo Fabbri, "RMIOI'ique de la Klenco:," Acus de li1 rcchnche
en J€~"ces socules 13 (1977), 81-95.

88. Guton Bac:helard, Le Nouul Esprir scie"rgrqllt (Paris: Presses Uni\'trsitaincs de
Frana',1934).

89. De$Clnts, MIJitllrio.s ml:rllpbysiqun (1641). MMitation ...
90. St't for example Karl G. Ilempel, Philosophy of N.."mJl Sciun (Engle","'OOO Oi(£s,

N.J.' Prenria'-llall. 1966).
91. There is no space here ro discuss tho: difficulties nr.iSled by this double pro:supposilion.

See Vinco:nr Desrombes, I. ""w"sc~ntmilivi I"i (Paris: Edirions de Minuit, 1977).
92. This remark .voids a major difficulty, one thai would a15Q Itiso: in the u:aminllion

of nalTlrion: Iho: distinction between languago: games and discursiwo pmC'$.1 will nol discuss
il here.

93.ln the so:nso: indicared in nOle 90.
94. Thomas Kuhn, .,·bt Str"c'u"" of Scienrifie Rew/,,'io.1S (Chic.go: UniwoTsiry of

Chiugo Pro:ss, 1962).
9S, ef. children's attilude toward their fit'S! science lessons, or Ihe way nali\'ts inlo:rpret

the ethnologist's c:xplanllions (see Lhi-Strauss, ThC' Sa~'llgt Mind [note 721, chap. I).
96. T1Ial is why M~lraUX commented 10 ClaSlres, "To be .ble to study II. primilive ~ci

ety, it already has to be a linle decayed," In effect. the nati\'t informant must be able ro liCe
his own liOciety through the eyes of the elhnologisl; he musr be able 10 question Ihe func·
tioning of irs institutions and therefore their lq:itimacy. Reflecting on his failure with the
Ache tribe, elasnes concludes, "And ~ the Ache accepted present.$ rhey had not asked fo~

while at the samc dOll.' refusing att("mpt.$ at a dialogue. because they werc srlOng enough nor
In need it, we would Sian lalking when they were sick" 1quoled by M. Curry in "Pierre
ClulTe!," I.itmt 4 (1978)1.

97. On scicnlL~rie ideology, see S ..",wr~ 9 (1971), rcprinled in Jaubcrt and I.~vy-l..cblond,

(Aul"Jcririque (nOle 26), Pl'. 51ff. AI thc end uf their colleclion there is a bihliob'Taphy
lisling periodicals and groups fighting againsl the various forms of subordination of science
to lhe syslem,

9K. Victor Goldschmidl, l.n l);"/u/(un de "Iarm, (Paris, I'res51eS Uni...crsiuires de France,
1947),
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99. These tcrms arc borrowed from Gcncltc, "igurc' III,
I 00. Paul Valfry, IIltroJuClio" .. III ml:'bude de Ll:o"llrd de Vi"ci (1894) [(Paris, Galli·

mard, 1957), this volume also contains ""'arginal;a" (930), "NOle el digrcssion" (1919).
"1~nlTd et les philosophes" (1929): Eng. trans. in Tbe Colluud 1I'0rks of P"nl Valery, ed.
Jackson Matthews (PrinCO:lon: Princeton Uni\'trsity Press, 1956-75), ro!. 81,

101. Pierre Aubenque, Le /'roble."e dt r".:trC' chr.. "'''Slote (Paris: PreSS<'s Uniw:rlll.i...,s

de I'rance, 1962).
102. Pierre Ouhem, l-:ssai Sll' III no,ioH de tbl:uriC' physique de PI"wn iJ G..lill:t (Paris:

liermann, 1908) [Eng. Inns. Edmund Doland and Chninah ,'tISChler, To 5<rw Ibe Pbe"oHl'
e ...... An £.sSlly in Ibe Idu of Pby.ical Theory from I't4to to Glllilto (Chicago: Uniw:rsil}' of
Chicago PIns, 1969»); A1exand..., Koyd, I:'t,,,J,, Glllil~e,...es (1940; Paris, Ilcrm:lIln, 1966
[Eng. tnllS. John Mephsn, Gll/ileo StudiC's (Ibssocks, Eng.: HatVelIter Press. 1978») ; Thomas
Kuhn, Strue'ure ofScienrific Rtt>Ol.llio"s.

103. Midlel & Cc:rcnu, Dominique Juli., J.cques RC'YCI. Une Poli'ique de L. Ill",,,e
Lll Rn.olulion I'rolnpis.c el les patois (p.ris: G.llimard. 197~).

104. On tho: distinction belween prescriplions and DOrms, sec: G. K:a1inoW$ki, "Ou ;o.tha
I~:agc en logique. R~f1exions sur I. logique drontique et son rapport a\'te la logique des
normes," l>ocumenU de ',ill111il 48 (Uniw:rsila di Orbino, 1975).

105. A traa' of this policies is 10 be found in Ihe F...,nch institution of a philosophy class

:o.t the end of secondary StUdies, and in the proposal by the Groupe de ...,cherchcs sur I'm
seignemmt de II. philosophjc, (GREPU) 10 Inch "some" philosophy starting II the beginning
of secondary srudjc,s: iCC' their Qui II peur de L. pbilos.opb~7 (paris: Aammarion, 1977),
sec. 2, "1.:0. Philosophic d~cI~." Th" also 1CC'ms to be the orient.llion of the curriculum
of the CEGEp's in Quebec, especially of the philotOphy COUT'SIL"S (see for example Ihe C..hiers
de "nts.ci!"emcn, colll:gi.J1 097S-76) for philotOphy).

106. See II. Janoe, "L'Uni\'¢l'SiI~ CI Ics bcsoins de La sociCt,e contemponr.ine," Cah~rs dt
It\swewlio" "uenrlltio.ale des U"iur:rsit~s 10 (1970): 5: quoted by the Commission d'hude
sur 1<:$ universit6;, Doeu"''''u de CO.SII/tllt;"" (Montdal. 1978).

107. A khlN," almost mystico-miliClry expression of mis can be found in Julio de
MaquiCl Filho, DUcorso de Piml"i"fo d... primem:. r.. r ...... de licencwdo. pew I'llculdllde
de I'ilos.o{w, Cii..c"s t Lelras d" U"iuersidllde de SIlo Polulo (2S january 1937), and aD

expression of it adapred to the modern problems of Brazilian d<'Wlopment in the H.tl.ltorio
do Grupo de Rilbalho, Refo",," U"n.trs.t"ria (Brasilia, Ministries of Education and eulturo:,
ctc_, 1968). These docummts .re parI of a d0S3icr on the uni\'trsilY in Brazil, kindly sent to
me by IIden. C. Chamlian and Marlhl Ramos de Carvalho of the Univeuity of Sio Paulo.

108. The docummts arc .....ilable in French Ihanks to Miguel Abensour and tho: College
de philosophie, Philosopbes de ,'U"iunsitl, L 7dl:IlIume allem""d el /Q queStion de I 'u"run
sitl (Paris, PayOt. 1979), The collection includes texts by Schelling, Fichte, Schlejc,rmacher,

Ilumboldr, and lIegd.
109, "Obcr die innere und iiuS$Cre 0TJanis'OIion der h6heren wiSS<'nschaftlichcn Ans(~llen

in Berlin" (1810). in lVilbelm I>on Humboldl (Frankfurt, 19S7), 1'.126.
1l0.lbid., p.12S.
III. Friedrich Schleicrmacher, 'oGelegentlichc Cedanken iiI..:r Uni'.,.rsitiiten in dcurschen

Sinn, nebst einem Anhang ilber einc ncu ~u errichtende" (18081, in E. Spr~ngcr, cd"l'icbu,
SchiciermlJcbn, Stt:fferu jib"r J..s lI'tse" deT U"i\lersi/ill (Leipzig, 1910), p. 126ff.

112. ''The leaching of philol;Ophy is gencrally recogni1.ed to be the basis of all uni'''rsity

acti ...ity" (ibid.. p, 128).
113. Alain Touraine has analy:o;ed Ihe contradictions involved in this transplanlation in

Ullwe,sitf et sncih~"ux /i.'tll/S-U"i5 (I'lris, Seuil, 1912), Pl'. 3240 IEng. trans. 'rb" Academic
Sysum in Amol'ric..n SocielY (New York, McGraw-lIill, 1914)1,

114. It is present even in the conclusions of Roberl Nisbel, 7'be Vegr"da!ia" uf tbe
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AClldemic OQXmlJ; Tbe Uni",n,ity in " ..",riCII, 1945·70 (London, IIcinemann, 1971). The
author is a professor al the Uni~,.,i[)'of California. Riverside.

115. See G. W. F. lIegel, I'bilosopblit dllJ Rubu (1821) IEng. tnns. T. M. I\nox, lIegd'J
Pbilosopby vi Rigbt (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1967)1.

116. Sec Paul Ri/:OC'ur, LII Co ..j1ir. deJ interpr!llJticHU. ';;ullis d·bnm#:flilutiquil (Paris:
Seuil, 1969) !Enji:. trans. Don Ihde, 11111 Conflici oll"tnpretlHitHlJ (Evanston, Ill., Nonh·
western University Press, 1974>1; Hans Georg Gadamer, lV....beit ....J AIlIlbodll 2d ed.
(Tlibingen' Mohr, 1965) lEns. trans. G:urelt Bardlln and John Cumming, Trilrb lind ,ulltbod
(New Vork: Seabury PreIS. 1975)1.

111. Take two sutcm<mts: I) ~The moon has risen"~ 2) "The stltement rrhe moon has
riscnl is a dcnouti...... sntllment". The synugm ffhe moon hu ri$Cnl in statement 2 is Aid
to be the lutonym of ":Ilement I. See J~ue key-DeboW'. U ,u1!r1l1J.~II'1I (Paris: l.e
Robert, 1918), pt....

118. lu principk is Kantian, at lust in matters of tran$CCndcntal ethin-sec the Critique
oll'rllcrklll RllllSOII. When it rom~ to politics and empirical ethics, Kant is pNdent: lince
no one can idmtify him_If with the: rranscmdaual normlti...... Illbject, it is thc:1)«tically
more exaC'l to compromi5C with thll existing authorities. S« for e:xampk, "Antwon an der
F"3": 'Was isl "Aufklinlng'T .. (1184) IEng.. tnns. Lewis White 8«k, in CriJ.iq.u oll'rllctf.
c,,1 RllilSO" ."d Otbn Writi"" ill Mlffill PbiJosopby (Chicago, Chicaco UniW'rlity Pres,
1949>1_

119. See Kant, "Antwon"; Jargen lIabc:nnl$, Stnllt'"rtNlldd dnO/flllltlkbltllit (Frank
fon, LUchtttband, 1962). Thll principlll of 6/fllllrl~bJcllit ("pubtill"or "publicity" in the
xn'llC of "makine public I private oorrespondenoe" or "public deblte'') guidnt the .clion of
many groups of scienrisu I.l the: e:nd of the 1960s. espec-ilJly the group "Survivre" (France),
the: group ''ScientistS aDd Engi""",fS for Social and Political Action" (USA), and the: group
"British Society for Social Responsibility in SciIInoe."

120. A I'""nch tnnslltion of thil te:Xl: by G. Gnnel can be found in Phi, Illpplement ro
thll AII"lIfeJ de J'u"ittersite de TOli/oli. - I.e Mir..iI (Touloullt, January 1971).

121. See note I. Certain scientific aspeC'lS of postmodcmism an" inYmloried by Ihab
Uusan in ''Culture:, Indete:rminlcy, and Immanence: Margins of the (POStmOde:m) Age,"
UUlflllllitlitJm Society 1 (1978): 51-85.

122. aaus Muelkr uses the c:xp~on ". process of delllgilimalion" in T~ Po/it~J lJl
Cv",nrllniclltio" (Nc:w Vork: Ollford UniverJity Press. 1973),1'.164.

123. "Road of doubt ... road of dllSpair .. ske:pticiPn," writt'$ UqIIl in the prllfalle:
to the Phnronrll"ology 01 Spiril to dC$llribc: thll IIffe:et of the spllculltive driW' on nl.luraJ
knowlntge:.

124. For fnr of IInC\lmbering this account, I haW' poitponed until I lltllr 5tudy the
cxposition of this group of Nles. IS~ "Ani1lyting Spllculativt Discou~ as Lanp.ge:·Game:,"
"(be Orlord l.ileNry Revill", 4, no. 3 (981), 59-61.1

125. Nie~sche,"Der europil.ischc Nihilismus" (MS. N VII 3); "dllr Nihili$m, e:in normalllr
ZUlitand" (MS. W II I); "Kritik dtr Nihilism" (MS. W VII 3); "Zum l'lanll" (MS. W II 0, in
Nillrubts lI'erb Itritiscbll Ge$llmt"ulig"bll. vol. 7, pts. I and 2 (1887-89) (Berlin: De Croyter,
1970). Tht'K texU! h.vt been the obje:ct of a commentary by 1\. Ryjik. Nlitt'Ucbe, It "'''''14
scri! de I.II"zn I/,.;dll (typescript, Di'partemcnt de philosoph ill, Universit~ de: I'.ris VIII
IVincllnnesl ).

126. "On the futurll of our IIduc.tion.1 institutions." in C"",plilu lVorltJ (note 35),
"01.3.

127. Martin !luber, Icb u"d Du (Ikrlin, Schocklln VIIlI.g, 1922) II~ng. nans. Ronald,
G. Smith, I lind Tb"u (Nllw Vork, Charks Scribnllr's Sons. 1931)1. and Dillh,xi,cbn Lebll>l
(Zurich, Muller, 1947); Emmanuel UYinas. TOII.lite III Infinite (LI lIaye, Nijhoff, 1961)
tEng. Inns. Alphonso Lingis, TOlillity II"J Infinity: An liswy on f:xuriority (Pill$burgh:
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I)uqucsnll Univt..,ity 1'n:$5, 1969)1. Ind "Martin Bub<:r und die ~:rkllnntnis thcorie" (1958),
in I'bilowpblln def 20. Jabrbumlntt (StUUg3ft' Kohlhammcr, 1963) Il'r. trans. "Manin
Buber IItla Ihtorill de 11 cunnais,.nlle:,·' in Nonn ProPrt/$ (Montpellier: fala Motgan3, 1976)1.

128. Pbilowpbic"llntlllst;'l1lions, lite. 18, p. 8.
129. Ibid.
130. Ibid.
131. See for exampllI. "La laylorisation de la re:che:rche:.'· in (A II10)critiqUIl dll IJ. JCi./Inu

(notll 26), pp. 291·93. And lISfle:cially D_ J. de Solla Prille:, Litde xi./l"ce, Big ScielfU (Nllw
York: Columbia University Pn:•• 1963), who emphuillll Ihlliplit betWC'Cn a small numbc:r
of highly productivt ~arche:rs (CYlluatcd in terms of public-ation) and a largll mass of ['II

searchllrs with low prodUCtivity. The numbcT of Ihllialte:r gro .....s as the square of the: former,
so thn the: number of high prodUC'lMt)' rC5Carchllls onl)' mlly incre:asc:s evny twllnty yean.
PrKe condudt'$ that 5Citn« romidllred IS a fIOciai entity is "undemocralic" (I'. 59) and that
"the eminent scillntist" is a hundred yun &hud of "the minimal one" (p. 56).

132. See J. T. DC'Janti, ''Sur Ie nppott traditionnel dill sciences lit de la philosophic:,"
in La Phi/osopb", ri!lIlIeteliJ/t. 014 mr;qulI dll$ pbiJDsopbin dc '" fC""'"CII (P:uill: Scuil, 1915).

lB. 1lIe re:dusif"lCltion of aeatkmi.c philOflOphy IS one of the: human sciena'l in this
rc:sptC'l has I significanl far beyond simply professional concerns. I do not think that philo
soph}' as legitimation is condemned to disappear, but it is poS$iblllthat il wiD not be able to
carry out this work, or It Inst adYanIle: it, wilhout rnising its tin to the uni......nity institu
lion. Sec: on Ihis matter the preamble: to thll Proje' d'u" nutitllt polyucblfiqlle dll philo
sopbie ([)'pescript, ~I"e:mmt de philolOphill, UniVC'l"sitt de Paris VIII IVinlle:nn~I,
1919).

134. See Allan Janik aDd Stephan Toulmin, Witl,fCllfleUr's Vi./I.JIII (New Vork: Simon 8<
Schuste:r, 1913), Ind J. pic:I, nt., "Vienne dtbut d'un ~de:." Critique, B940 (1975).

135. See Hirgen Habermu. "DogmlttsmUJ. Vemunft unt I-:nuehcidung-Zu Theorn- unci
Prax:is in der WTW.is5Cnschlftlichcn Zivilisation" (1963), in T~orill ."d PrJIXi, ITbllory ""d
PriUtkll. wr. nt. of -4th German cd., trans. Jobn Viertel (Boston: Bearon Press, 1911)).

136. "Scien« Smiling into its Ikard" if the titlll of chip. 72, YOl. 1 of Musil's TInAl.1I
Witbout Qualilills. Cited and disr:uMilt'd by J. Bou""'ft'SSt, "La Probltma!iquc du sujet" (note:

54).
137. Aristotk in Ihe A,,"lytics (ca. BO B.C.), I>t'$cartt'$ in the RlIgll"'e od JirrClwnll",

ingellii (1641) and the: Princ:ipes de I. pbuollOpb", (1644), John Stuart Mill in thc Systc", 01
Logic (1843).

138. Glston Bache:lard, LII Rlllionafi""lIlIppliqul- (Paris, pl"/I'liSC'J Universitairlll dll I'ranlle:,
1949); Michel S<:rrcs, "I.I kHormll et lei $Cpt pfchk." L 'Arc 42. B.che:lard Ipllcial iJ5Ue
(1970).

139. David Hilbert, Gnmdla,fe" der (;/IO",lIlne (1899) [Eng. trans. Leo Ungc:r, FoundlJ'
rion' olGllom~lry (La Silk: Oplln Court, 1911)/. Nicolas Bourblki, "L'architllcrun: des
mathtmatiques," in 1../1 Lionnlis.lld.,I.II' c;rilnds COUrl1"U de III pen$lll mlllbemliliqUe (Paria:
Ikrmann. 1948), Robcrt Bllnch~, I. 'Arwmatiquil (Paris, I'resses UniversitairllS de France,
1955) [I:.ng. nans. C. B. I\lIlIne, Arioml1tin (New Vork, free I'rlllis of Gkn~'O<:, 1962)1.

140. See l:lJanch~, L 'Axioltlariquil. chip. 5.
141. I am hllre following Rob<rt Martin. Logique cO>llllmp<Jr"i>le tl [om'lIliftJ,lio" (l'ari5'

PrllllSl:S Univc:rsiuires de franc<:. 1964), pp. 33-4 I and 122ff.
142. Kurt Godd, "Obl:'r formal unllntscheidbarll SlllZlI ekr I'rincipia "bthcm.tica und

"","w3ndter Systeme," /I1o>l,,'$l111Iu lfir Mllrhllmlilik 'Illd I'bysik 38 (1931) [Eng. trans. 6.
HIIIl"te:r, On Formally UIIJuiJable ''ropositio''J ol"rincipu MlIlb.,mlllU;" "nd Jill/llled
System$ (Ncw Vork, Basic IJooks, 1962)].

143. Jean Ladribll, I.es l.imirlitionJ inumn JIIS lo"."alisml:'J (l.ouvain: E. Nauwlliallrts,
1951).
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144. A1rr~d T:.,.ski, IAgic. ~"",It(ieJ, Al~I..m"lbemalkJ, trans. J. II. Woodgl'r (Oxford:
Oaund()l1 Press, 1956), J. P. txsclcs and Z. GuenteheYII·lkselcs, '·,\Ih.a.langue, mtalangagc,
mhalinguistique." 1J<>....",nou de IliIfUIil 60-01 (UnivnJita di Urbino, January·february
1977).

1.5. us "If",enu Jes ","tbl",,,tiques (Paris: liermann, 19-.0- ).~ distant points of
Ikputure of this WOtk are to be found in Ih~ first utempu to demonstrate eenain "postu·
lates" of Euclidian geomC1f)'. 5« Lton Brunschvi<:i, Les £t/1.pn de LJ. pbilosopb~ '''Jlbl·
malique, 3d cd. (Paris:P~ Universilaircs de Francc. 19.,).

1~6. Thomas Kuhn, St",,,,ure of Sculntifie Rf.'tJolutio"s (notc 9.).
141. A dassificlllion of logico-mathematkal paradoxes Cln be found in F. P. HamKY, T/)e

I-"o,mJations of Malbematics and O,bcr LagiclIll:'ssays (New YOlk: Ilarcoun &: Brice, 1931).
148. Sec Aristotle, Rbeta"c 2. 1393& ff.
149, The problem is that of the witness and also of the historical source: is the fact

known from hearsay or de visu? The distinction is made by lIerodotus. S« F. lIanog,
"Ilhodote rapilJOOc et arpenteur," JlNodlHe 9 (911): 5S-6S.

ISO. A. G"hlen, "Die Technik in dcr Slchtwcise der Anlhropologk," /u"hropologische
Poncbu,,! (Hlmburg: Rowohlt, 1961).

1St. Andr~ Lcroi-Gourhan, Milklt e. ucbRiques (Puis: Albin-Michel, 1945), and U
(;epe et la plnOk, I, Tecb"iqlte et '''''g''ge (Puis: Alhin·Michel, 196<t).

1S2. Jean Pie,,", Yc:rrtalll, .ltylhl: e' p"..Jle cbe: les Gncs (Paris: M:aspero, 1965). 1:Spr
cially IICC. 4, "I.e tRYlliI ~tla pm~~ t~dlniquc" {Eng. tnnf. Janet Lloyd,Mytb " ..d Society
i.. lI .. rien, Gnec" (Brighton, Eng.: UllI'VC'Slff Prt:S5, 1980)1.

1S3. Jurgis 8aluuAitis,IInamorpbOKI, ou mag;'" _ifidclle des "ffelf mn<>eiJU:"" (Paris:
O. Perrin, 1969) [Eng. tnns. W. J. Sfradlan, 1I .."morpbk An (New York: Abrolms. 1911)1.

IS4. Lewis Mumford, Tuh"ics and Ciuiliullion New York: Harcoun, Bra~, 1963);
Iknrolnd Gille, II;SlOrie des Tecbniques (Paris: Gallimard, PI~iade, t 918).

155. A "riking CXllfflple of this, the UIIC of Ilffiat~ur radios to verify cereain implications
of the th~orYl)f~lativity, is studied by M. J. Mulkay and I). O. Edge, "Cognitive, Technical,
and Social I'actou ill the Growth of Ibdio·Astronomy," Sociill Seie"u In/om'alion 12, no.
6 (1913): 2S-61.

1S6. Mulkay elaboroltes a flexible model for the relative indcpendence of tcchnology and
scientific knowledge in "The Modd of Brolnching," Tbe Sociologic,,1 Review H (1916):
S09-26. U. Brooks, president of the Science and Public Committe.: of the National Academy
of ScienCC$, and coauthor of the "Brooks Repon" (OCDE. June 1911), criticizillJl: tbe
rncthod of invntmmt in rncarch and Ikvelopm<"nt during~ 19601, d«lares: "One of the
effects of the fa« to the moon has been to incn"a.5" the cost of ledlnological innovation to
th~ point whe~ it becomes quite ,m,ply tOO cx~nsiw .... R~alTh is properly speaking
a long-term Ictivil)': rapid acceleration or de~lcntion imply concn.led eJlPf'nditure and a
gre:1.l deal of incom~tm«.lntel1cetualproduction cannot p beyond a cenain pa«" ("Lcs
I-:tat-s-Unis onl11, une poliliqu" d" la $Cicoce?" Ll Rubercbt 1-. 119111: 611). In March
1912, E. E. David. Jr., scientific Idvi~r to the White Ilou5l", proposing the idea of I p'ognm
of Research Applic-d to National N«ds (RANN), carne II) similar conclusions: a broad and
flexible strategy for ~5I"ateh and mor~ (~slriclivc tactics for developm~nl (La Rub"'cht
21 (1912): 211).

I 51. This was onc of the tuarsfcld's conditions for agr"cin~ to found what WI5 10 be
come the Mass c.:omlllunication Research Center at l'tinL~ton in 1931. This pro<luc"d some
tcnsion: the radio ;ndusui('s rcfuKd to in\'Csl in the project; people said that LllIarsfcld
started things going but finished nothing. Uzarsf('ld him",lf said 10 Morrison, "I usually put
things togeth~ and hoped the)' workw." Quoted by D. Morrison, "Th~ Beginning of
Modern Mass Communication Re.....ch," .... rcblites ellroM,e""es de suciolo,ie 19, no. 2
(1978): H1-S9.
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158. In the United Stain, the funds a1loclI~d 10 ","arch and d"""lopmmt by th~

f"de....1government ...-c:re, in 19S6, ~II 10 th" funds coming from private capital; th~y ha...e
b«n higfter since thaI time (OCDE, 1956),

IS9. Roben Nisbet, DefrJd"rio" (DOt~ 114), chap. S, provides a biller description of the
penetration of "hq;:hcr capitali!llJl" into the uni...el'Sity in th~ form of nsnreh «nt~" inde
pendml of depanmcnu. Th~ social n-Iatioll$ in $tIch e~nters di$(Urb the academic tradition.
Sec tOO in (.... utoJCf'itiqlle d" Iii srie"u (nolt 26),~ chapl~rs"Le prow,tari:u scientiriqUe,"
"Les ch~rcheurs,""La Crise des mandarins."

160. Niklas Luhmann, Legi'imalion durcb Verfilbn.. (Neuw~id: Luehterhan<.I, 1969).
161. Commenting on Luhmann, Mueller writes, "In advanced indulilrial society, l<:ial

raliona! legitimation is replaced by a t~chnocrltic legitimllion that docs not accord any wg·
nificance to th~ beliefs of the citizen or to moralilY per sc" (PolitiC$ of CommlmiC'dim,
[not(' 1221, p. 13S). "h~re is a bibliography of German malcrial on the tc:chnoeratieques
tion in Haberml5, "Tb~o", lind Prac,;ce (nol~ 39).

162. GiII~s Fluconnicr givo:s a linguistic analysis of th~ control of !TUm in "Comment
conuol~r la ~rit~? R~marqul:S illustrffs par des IS5C'nions dan~!'<'u5l"s et ~rnicieu.5l"sen
tout gcn~," ....cu. de la recberche "" scie..ces wcaks 2S (1919), 1-22.

163. Thus in 1970 the British University Grants Commiu« was "persuaded to tak~ a
much mon" po:silive tol~ in produ<:livity, speciali:ution, con«ntrltion of $tIbjc<:ls, and
cootrOl of building through COSt limits" (Tbe Politics of Edltca'io .., EJtlHn'd /Joyle .1Id
....ntbo..y Crosla..d ill Co..~tio .. witb Afallric" Kog".. (IlarmondsworUt, Eng.: Penguin,
1971), p. 1961. This may appear to contradin dedantions $tIch IS mat of Brooks. qUoted
abo...e (nole 156). But 1) me'''Slf'I,ltgy'' may lK liberal and th~ "uClics" authoritarian, 15

Edwards says elsewhere; 2) responsihility within the hierarchy of public authorities is oft~n

tak('n in its natrowest KnK, namely th~ Clpaeity to answer for the calculable pcrform&llc~

of a Proj<'Ctl l) public authontiC'S arc not alwa)'5 frn from pr('pu," from private grOUJl$
whOS<' performance criterion is immedialely binding. If the ehanccs of innovation in r~'

5Carch CannOI be cakulated, then public int~reSl 5I"ems to lie in aiding all r<'SC:arch, under
L'Ondition, other Ihan that of efficiency aSSCSlimCnt after a fixed period.

J64. During the Kminars run by La1.lr$f~ld .at the Princeton Radio R<'SC:arch C~n!~r in
1939-40, Laswell defined th~ pro~ of communication in the formula, "Who says wh&t to
whom in what dlannel wilh whal eff('CI?" K~ D. Morri$on, "Ueginning."

16S. This is what Parsons defines as "instrumental ICtivism" and glorifies to the poin!
of confusing il with ·'cogniti...e ralionality": ''The Oricnlatkln of cogniti...e rationality is
implicit in th~ common culture of insrrummtal activism but i1 only becomes more Of ksos
explicit and is mot~ highly appt'«iated among the ~ducated dl.$lK$:and th~ int~lleCluais by
whom it is more ~vidcntly applied in their occupatioDal pursuiu" (Talcott Parsons and
Gcn.Id M. Piau, "Considerations on the Am""iean Acadc:rnic Systems," Mi.."",,, 6 (Summer
1968): S01l cited by Alain Tourain", Ulllursitl el socilll (ntHe Ill), p. 1461.

166. What Mu~U~r I~' th~ profeSSlOnll1 ;"ulligelltsia, 15 oppoSled 10 th" 'ecb"'CJI
i"'elfig",,uito. Following John Kenneth Galbrailh, h" dcscribn th~ alarm and !'<'sistancc of
the professional intelli~ntsiain the face of technocratic legitimation (poli'ies of CommunK"
,io.. [note 1221, pp, 172-77).

161. At the beginning of the leademie ycar 1910-11, 3().4C!'% of 19-ycar-olds were
rcgisr"r~d in high(', ('dueation in Canada, tbe United Scat"s, Ih(' USSR, and YUf(osl.1.via, and
aboul 20" in German)", I'rllllce, Grc:at Britain, Japan, and Ihe Nethcrlands. In all of Ihese
eoun"ies. the num~r had doubled or "ipled sinL"(' 19S9. According to the Ame soure<'
(M. Oc:vhe, lIistoi,~ conlempor..ille de l'un",ersil~ (Paris: SEDES, 1916). pp. 439-40),
the proponion of students in the 10tal population had inLTuscd from lboul 4% to about
10% in WC'Slcrn Europe, from 6.1% to 21.3% in Canada, and from IS.I,. to 32.5% for the
Uniled Stites.
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168. In France, th., loul higher education budgel (DOt counting me CNRS) inaused
from 1.015 million francs in 196810 5,454 million in 1915, representing a deallUC from
about 0.55111 to 0.19'io of me GNP.lnau-ses in absolute figures came in the areu of salaries,
opeTatine expenses, and scholarships: the amount for research SLlbsidics remained more or
less !he same (DcWu, lIisloire, pp. 447-50). E. E. David SUltC$ that the demand for Ph.D.'s
in !he 1970 was ~cely high~ than in the 19605 {po 212 (st'C nou' 1561).

169. In MueDer's lerminolog)', Po/ilks 01 Commlll,ic.niDn (note 122).
170. This is what j. Dofn)' :I1Id M. Rioux discus under !he rubric "cultural training."

Sec "lnY'Cfllurc et bilan de quelquC$ expnienCC5 d'intervention de l'univnsite," in L 'U.f

wnitt <lIII/S SO" milic•. "et"," et ~spf}..~bilite (AUPELF eonfuence, Univcrsitt de Mon
ubi, 1971), pp. 155--62). The IU!hOI$ criticize wh&t they call the 1\00'0 types of r.:onhem
AmeriClln univnsitics, the liberal Irts rol.Icgcs, in which teachine and lUCardl :lK entiI"Cl),
<Jivorced from social demand, and the "multiversity," which is willing to dispense an)' ,each
ing the community is preplred to pay for. On Ihis la.st I)'Stem,~ Ollk Kerr, TIH Usn of
tbe U"iversity .. "'i,b" Posumpt-1972 (Cambridge, M:lliS., Uarvud UniVCTSil)' PI'CS$, 1972).
Moving in a simil:n direetion, bUI without the interventionism of the university in society
retomffiC.'nded by Dofn)' and Kioux, sec the description of the uniycrsit)' of me future giycn
b)' M. Alliot during the same conference, "Structures optimllel de l'inSlitution universi·
tairc," ibid" pp. 14.1·54. M. Alliot concludes, "We beliew in uructurCS, when there reall)'
ought to be IS few structures u possible." This wu me goal of the Centre cxptrimental,
subsequently Universit~ de Paris VIII (Vincennes), u declared It its founding in 1968. Sce
for this, the dossier Vi"ce"l/tf Oil It 'JIIS" d"'pp""dre (Paris: A1ain-MorC:lu, 1979).

171. It is the author's pefsonal experience thll this was the CllSC with I large number of
deplrtrnenrs at Vincennes,

172, The higher education rdorm law of NovembeT 12, 1968, numbers eontinuing
educltion (conceived in I profemonalisric acn9C) :among th( duties of hieher edua.lion,
which "should be open to former students and to thOIt who hlw I'IOt been able 10 study,
in order to allow them to inCUllSC thc:ir dlanCC5 of promotion oc change occupltions,
Iccording to their abilities."

17l. 10 an intCl"Vicw with TIU·wpljG,.n 98107 Mardi 1979), me Frendl minister of
F.duCition, who had omalll)' recommended me SJe'rics Ho/ot:illlft broado:ast on Olannel 2 to
public sdlool student$ (10 unp~ccdented step), decland that the education acctor's attempt
to crate for itsdf an IUtOnomOUS audiovisual tool hu faikd and that "the first usk of edu
cation is to teach children how to ehoote tbeir programs" on IClcvisioo.

174. In Greal: Britain, where the State's contribution to the ClIpitl'! outlays and operating
expenses of the uDiYa"litics incrnxd from ]0'lI' to~ bcrwccn 1920 1.00 1960, it is the
University Grants Commiu«, attlched 10 the Ministry of State for Science and Uniwrsitics,
which distribures the annual subsid), after studying the n«ds and development plans pre
sented by the univasitics. In the United Stites the trustees Ire a1I-po~rful,

175. In France, that ronns distributing among the departments the funds earmarked for
OpeTlring expenses and equipment. InstruCtors only have power owr Alaries in the case: of
l(mporary personnel. Financing for projects and administratiw reorganiution, et<; .. is rlken
from the overall teaching bu~t Illocated to the university.

176. Marshall "'kLuhan, I::'nays (Monueal, Uartubisc Lrd., 1917): P. Antoin(, "Com
m~m s'informer?" Projcl 124 (1978),195411.

177. It is well known thlt thc U9C of intelligent tenninals is tlught to school ehildren in
Jlpan. In Canada they arc used regullrly by isolared university and college deplrtmcnts.

178. This policy hu been pUfJUed b)' American relClrch centers since bdore the Second
World War.

179. Nora and Minc (L 7"f0rntllliS4ltw" de I" soeitrt [note 91, p. 16) wrir,,: "nH~ majot
chillenge for the advanccd poles of humanity in the comine decades is no longer that of

f
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mastering Oliller- SLId> mastery is alreldy assured. The <;hallengc is rlther thai of conuruct
ing a network of links allowing informltion Ind orgaiution to mow forward logether."

180. Anllol Klpoport, "'~bfJ. G"mes, ,,"<I Dt:b",es (Ann Arbor, UniYCTsity of Michigan
Prc:ss. 1960).

181. This is Mulka)"s Il~dling Model (sce note 156). Gilles Deleuu hu anal)'Ud
event$ in temu of the interxction of series in L06u,lIe <III II'''S (Paris, Editions de Minuit,
1969) s.nd Diflfrcrru et rrpl:ritio" (Paris, Prnscs Univnsitlires de France, 1968),

182_ rune is I variable in the determ~ationof the po-::r flctor in dynamics. Sec &1.0

Paul Virilio, VitesH' e' politiqlle (Paris: Gllil«, 1976) IEng. InnS. Spu<l " ..d Politics (New
York, SC"miotene, fonheornineH.

183_ jlcob L. Moceno, !Vbo sb"U svrvivt:? rev. cd. (Beacon, N.V., Beacon t1OUIC, 1951).
184. Among the best known are, the Mass Communication Research Centcr (Princeton):

the Memal KUfllrdl Institute (Palo Alto): the MUS*dlusctts InstitulC of Technology (80s
IOn)( In5litut filr So:r.ialforschung (Frankfun), Pan of Clark Kerr's argument in bvor of
what he calls the ldelpolis is based on the prinaple thlt collective n:5Clr<;h increases inven·
tivenes:s (Uses oftbe UI/j~'<!/"Iiry. pp. 91 ft.).

185. SoIII Price, Little Scienu, Big Sdt1"cc (note Ill), Ittempts to found I science of
science. Ue esublishu the (statistical) laws of science U I IOcial object. I hIve already re
fem:d to the law of undemocralic division in note 111. Anomer law, thlt of "invisible
colleges," describes the effect of Ihe increasing number of publkatiom; and the saturation of
information channels in scientifi<; inSlitutions, the "aristOClIIli" of knowledge arc tending to
react 10 this by sclling up stable networks of interpersonal contact involving It most about I
hundred selected members. Diana Crane hu provided alllXiomctric analysis of these colleges
in I"visible Coflt'f(n (Chicago snd London: Univel'$il)' of Chicago Press, 1972). Sec Ucu)'er,
"Bilan et pel'$pectives" (note 24),

186. In Fr"el"ls: POm!, Cbll"u "nd Oimerrno" (San ,.·rancisco, W. H. Frceman, 1977),
Benoit Mandelbrot providcs an Ippendix of "lliogr"lph>nJ and Ilistorical SketchC$" (pp_
249-7 J) of rcxardlco in mathematics and physics who were recognized lIte or I'IOt It all,
dc-spite the feeuooity of their research, because their intCTCIts Wl:n: unu5U11.

187. A famous e:ample of this is the debate on dclcrmini5rn occuioned b)' quantum
mechanics. Sec for example J. M. Uvy-Lcblond's prcxntatioo of the Born-Einstein corres
pondence (1916-55), "Lc grand d&at de II IMCI.lIique quantique," l"Q Rt!eberck 20
(1972): 11744. The hiuory of me human scicntt'5 in the lIst C<mtury is full of wdl dlifts
from anthropological discourse to the IC'YCI of meulangu•.

188. Ihah Uassan giYCs In "im." of whal he terms i",m#"c.u in "Culrure, lode,er·
minacy, and Immanencc" (note 121).

189. Sec note 142.
190. Pierre Simon Lapllce, f-:Xpositit1l' <III sy"~,"e dll mo..de. 2 vols. (1796) lEnS.

trans. !lenry liane, The SYlfem of tbe Wo,I<I, 2 vols. (Dublin: Dublin Uoivel'$ity PreIS,
1830)1.

191. "Del Rigor en la ciencia," in lIuto,w U"iwTSiJI de III Inf..mia, 2d. cU. (Iluenos Aires:
Emcd, 1954), pp, IlI-l2. (Eng. trans. N. T. di Giovanni, A U"iIIC1'wl History of I"f"my
(New York, Dunon, 1972>1.

192. Information itself costs energy, and me negfntropy it cunstitutes gives rise to
cntr0py, Michel Serr« often refers to this Irgument, for enmple, in Ne..nl!s Ill: I." ''',/(Iue
I;Q" (Paris, Editions dc ,\Iinuit, 1974). p. 92.

193. r follow lI)'s !'r;gogin" and I. Slengers, "La Dynlmique, de Lcihniz i Lu~r~ce:'

Critiq"~ 380, Serreupeelll issue (979), 49.
194, jean Baptiste Perrin, l.en Alomcs (1911( PlriS' Presses Universitaircs de Frln«,

1970), pp. 14·22. The text is uscd by ,\kndelbrotlS In inlroduction to Pr,ut"I"
195. Quoted by W(mer Ilei5"nberg, Pbysiel,,"d Beyond (New York: Uarper & Row, 1971).
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196. In a pa~r pr,,~med 10 Ih" AClIdem;" d« sd"ntts (lkc"mber 1921), Ikm~1 5Ugge~

"d lhal "in pn« in which th" bat way (() play doa not "'list" (pnxs without pc:rf"ct in
formllion), "one might wonder wheth"r. in th" ab~ntt of a <:Ode chOlol:n on"" and for all,
it might b" possible to play advantagrously by Yllrying one's game." II is on th" basis of this
distinction that yon Neumann ihows thai Ihis probabiliulion of Ih" lkdsion is it..,lf. in
«Ram conditions, "Ih" besI: way to play." SCC' Georges Guilbaud, ~:/em.,.u d" 41 ,beorie
m;t,be...;tl~l"" df!s i~x (Paris: Duraod. 1968). Pl'. 17-2t. and J. p. shu. J-lJ Theor'" df!fJI!MX
(Paris: !'rus" Un;v.,rsiaius dl! Fra.n«. 1974) (collection of I"XU). "POSlmockmn :on.isu
usr thee con«pu frequently; see forl!xamplf! John Cage, Silf!II,,,.nd A Y,,"r From .uo..d"y
(Midtlklown. Conn.: Wnkyan Univasity Pres.s., 1961 and 1967).

197. l. Epsuin, "Jogos" (Iyp"script, Fund.caO Armando Alva~s P'mtndo. s..pt"m!).,r
197~H.

198. "Probabili£y ~app"""s hu", no lon!"r as the COnSCilutiv" prindpl" of thl! ~ruetU~
of an objn'1, bul as Ih" repilling principle of a struclur" of behavior" (GilIes-GUlon
Grang"r, PI!'U~1! formell" '" sd"",f!S d" I'bom,"" [Puis: Aubirr-:\lonlaitlTl". 19601, 1'.142).
Th" idn Ihal th" gods play hridg\'. say, would be: more like I. pre·!'lalonic Gl'ffk hypothesis.

199. Mand"lbrOI, FrilClIl/J. p. S.
200. A continuous nonreClifiab"', se:lf-similar curve:. d"scrib"J by Manddbrol. Pl'. 38fr.,

and "~ablish,,d by H. von Koch in 19~: se:" the bibliography to Fril",,,IJ.
201. Modi-I"s mlllbtmlltrqu"f de I" morpbus",,~ (nOl" 14). An account of cllastroph"

theory acc"ssibk to th" layman is provid"d by K. Pomian. "Catastropheset dh"rminism","
Libr" 4 (1978), 11 5-36.

202. I'omi,n borrows lhis exam1'1" from E. C. Zl:l:mlll, "111" Gwmclry of Catastrophc,"
Tbe Times U'Uilry Sl<ppl",""nt, 10 Dc:«mber 1971.

203. Hcm! Thom. Su,biliti Jtrl<""rt:Ue er morpbogeni!sf!: HS$<Ii d '"n" Ibtoric lten~",I" d"s
modHf.f (Ruding. Mass.: W. A. Iknjamin. 1912). p. 2S IEng. trans. D. M. "·owkr, Strl<c
'" ....1 S,abi/ity lind Morpbogelln;s (Reading, Mass.: W. A. Iknjamin. 1915)(. Quoted by
Pomian, ''Cal.stroph«.,'' p. 134.

204. R"n~ Thorn, Modtlln mlJtbi:lltiltiq"eJ. p. 24.
20S. Ibid., p. 2S.
206. S"" fSpf!Ciall)' Walala... ick et aI., P,,,gmRllo of tlMma" Conl,"un'(iltlon (nol" II).

"hap. 6.
207. "The condilions of produClion of ilCil:nlific knowledge must lK distinJllished from

Ih" knowkdgc: produCC'd.... Thf!1\" a~ two conSlitut~ Slam of scirntifi" .ctivi£y:
making th" known unknown, and th"n reorganizing this unknowll:d8" into an indepe:nd"m
symboli" rtl"t:osyslem.... 11l." spe:cificity of science is in iu unpredictabililY" (I'. Be"ton,
in P""rlt>re 3 (1979): 10).

208. Anatol Rapopon, Two·P"n,,,, (;lfme Tb"ory (Ann ArlxI., Univnsity of Michigan
Pr"ss. 1966). p. 202.

209.1'. B. :''''dawar, Tbe"" of Ihfl Soluble, 61h ed. (London: M"thuen, 1967). p. 116;
and,," "SJ'"",ially Ihe chapters "nlitl"d "Two Conttptions of Scirntt" and "Ilypolh"sis and
Imagin.tion."

210. "l1I;s is cxplain"d by Paul r"ycrab"nd, "S";,'" 'U"tbod (London, N"w Lc:ft Books,
1975), using th" cxampk of Galileo. r"yuabend "'hunpions tpistcmolo~calnan.r..hism" or
..tl:utaism" in Oppusilion 10 Popper and Lakatos.

211. It has not been pu$,~ible within Ih" limits of this study to analyze thc form a..~umed

by the return of narrative in di§<:ourse:s of legitimalion. Exampks arc: th" study of opcn
s}'st"ms, local d"t"nninism, alltim"thod-illll"lleral, everything thai I group und"r the name
p"r"logy.

212. Nora and Minc, for "xampk, attributc Jap,n's success in the r",ld of computers
to an "intensity of social conlll:nws" Ihal Ihey judge to be: sJ'""ir", to Japan"llI: iOCil:ty

l
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(I.. '/nfonmm$<lllo" del" SOf.e'fI tnote 91. p. 4). They writ" in Ih"iHooclusion: "Thedynam.
ics of eXI"nued social curnptHuiution I~,h 10 a fragile loOCil:ly: su",h • society is cOn
stru«ed with. ";"w to faeilill.ling COnlll:nsus, bUI alr"ady prnuppos..s its exislentt, and
COrtlC$ 10 a srand.still if Ihal consensus .,."nOl be real~ed" (I'. US). Y. Stourd:zc, "1__
ElI.ts-Unis" (nOl" 20), emphasiz"s the b« that th" cu"",nt tmd..ncy 10 deregulale, <k.
slabiliz". and w.,.km adminislntion is encouraged by iOCil:ly'S loss of oonf"ldentt in Ih"
Slal"'s pe:"orml.tl« capability.

213.ln K..,nn·S!ilCnK.
214. Pomian ("CatUtloph.,." shows that Ihis type: of funclioning!).,ars no ~lation to

Ilqdian diale«ics.
215. "Whal the kgilimation of dc:"isions accordinglymtails is fundamentally an ..rf"niw

l"arning prOttH, with a minimum of friction. within th" JOCiaJ sysum. This is an aspc:cr: of
the mor" general que"lon. "how do aspirations chan~. how~ Ihe polilical-adminislra.tive
subsyst"m, iliKlf only pan of society, n"""rtheIC:li$ Slrut;turt; upc:C1alions in so<:iely Ihrough
iu d",islons;>' Th.. effectiwno:.ss of th" anivity of what is only. parl, for th" whot.., will in
larg" measure dep"nd on how w"'l il sucCC"Cds in intqratinll n"w "xp"C1ations into already
..xisting systems-wh"th"r Ihese: are pe:rsons or social systems-without th"r"by provoking
consid"rabt.. funclional dinurbancc:s" (Niklas Luhmann. I../"Ririmll,ion dureb Ve.fllbr""
InOle 1601, p. 3S).

216. This hypoth"sis is developed in David Rit:sman's earli"r studies. Su Riesman, Tbe
LO"dy Crowd (New Ilaven, Val" Uni\!t=rsjty I'r"ss, 19S0); W. H. Whyt", Tbl! Org""i'Ulrio"
AlII" (Ncw York, Simon & Schuster. 19S6), H"rben MarcuS\:. 0"" f)i"u"sw",11 M"n (BostOn,
""acon, 1966).

217. JO!if!tle R"y-Dc:bove (l.f! Mtta"mgllg" (nole 1171. Pl'. 228f(.) note'S th" prolif"n
lion of marks of indir"ct discourse or autonymi" connotation in contempora.ry daily lan
page. As sh" r"minds us, "indireCl discourse: ~not be trusted."

218. As George'S Canpilhem says, "man is only nuly healthy wh..n h" is ClIpabl" of •
nwnbrr of norms. wh"n he is more than normal" ("I.e Nonnal et la pathologiqu,," [19S I J,
in La CO""llifUII"" de I<lllie IPuis: H.chelte, 19S2I, p. 210) IEng. trans. Carolyn Fa'"''CC'It,
0 .. th" Nor",l1ll1"d tb" Pillbow,i,,,/ (Boston: D. K"id"I, 1978)1.

219. E. E. David (not" I S6) "ommmts that SOfil:ty can only be aware of the n«ds it
f«1s in the pr""nt Siale of ill' lechnological miliru. It is of th" nature of Ihe basic scil:n«s
10 disco1llt'r unknown prope:nil:s whid! r"model Ih" t"chni....1 mil;"u and crnte unp~iet

able needs. lie cites as exampi.,. th" UK of solid JTQ.1"rWs IJi amplirlUS and the rapid df!.
vdopmml of lhe ph}"Sics of solids. This "nqativc regulation" of social inl"ra.etions .nd
nttds by the object of eonl"mporary I"chniqucs is ttiliqued b}' R. Jaulin, "te M}'1h.. t"ch
nologiqu..:' NnMfI d" j'U!upriJl! 26, lIJ"'riaI "Elhnot"chnology" mu" (.\Iarch 1979),
49·SS. This is a ,,,view of A. G_ Haudriroun:, "La Technologk culturelk. ":55Ii de melhodo
logi,,:' ill Gill", HiS/oric des '",bni'l""s (nOI" 1S4).

220. M"dawar (l\rt of ,b" Solublf!, Pl'. 1SI-S2) comparn sci"ntisu' _itt"n and spok~n

styles. The former must be "inductivc" or the}' wilt nOt be consider"d: as for Ihe second,
,\Iedawar makes a liSt of upr"ssions often heard in labo...toric~. including, "My r"suh5 don't
mall" a story )'"t." lie concludes. "Sd"ntists a~ buildin!> uplanatory Stru"'tur"s. tellmx
stoms.

221. For a famous uample, $I'<: L"wis S. Feuer. Ei"sui" "",I flJe G~"er",jo'u of Srie"c"
(Ncw York; lIasic flooks, 1974). As Moscovici emphasizes in his imroduction to the I'r..nch
translation (tnns. Aluandrt:, IUnde;" e' Ie ,0nJli, des Xi:"h"lio"s (Uruxdl..s' Complexe,
1979) I, "Rdativity was born in a mak"shift 'aca,kmy' formed oy fri"nds, nat Oil" of whom
was a physidst; all wer" engin""rs or amaleur phitoliOph....s."

222. Orwell's paradox. Th" buruucral speaks: .......e a~ not com..nl with n"gati"" obc:
di"nce, nor eYrn with Ih" mOSI IOject submission. \Vh"n finllly you do surr"nd"r to us. il
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musl be of your own free will" (1984 INew YOlk: Harcour!, Brace, 19491. p. 2S8). In lan
guage game !trminolob'Y Ihe paradox would be exp~d as a "Bt fr~," or a "Wan I whu
you wanl," and is analylC'd by Wan.l.wick el al., Prlagmlll;cs of Humll" Commu"ic"tio"
(nOle 11), pp. 203·7. On Ihese: paradoxes, see J. M. S:alanskis. ··Gtnesn 'aCludks' el gtn~
$tS '~riellC'$'de l'incon5i$lanl C't dC' l'hCth~mC'," Crilique 379 (1978): II 5S·7 3.

223. S« Nora .nd Mine's descriprion of IhC' lensions Ihal mus compultritation will
inevitably produce ;n Frtndi sociely (L 7nformlllis.:uion de /<r SOCUlt Inott 91, inuodul:
lion).

224. Set OOlt 18t. Cf. tht discussion of open syS!tms in Wanlawid< tl aI., Pr~m(Jlics of
lI..ma" Comm.."icfltio" (nOle 10, pp. 117-48. ThC' concept of optn sysrems rheory is the
subjeCt of a study by J. M. Salanskis. ~ SySlt .....,u,ue ouv"" (fonhcoming).

225. AftC'r Ihe !ileparation of Oiurch and Stue. Pa.ul F~enbcnd (1l1;Ji"SI Melbod}, dC""
mands in the ume "Iay" spirit the Kparation of Science:and State. BUI what abour Science
and Money?

226. This is n least one ....y of understanding this tam, whieh co~ from Oucrot'.
ptoblematie,l)iN: (notC' 28).

221_ Lelit;"'iJt."uprobleme (nOle 27), p~m,t!SpC'cia.llypp. 21-22: "Language fune:t>clOs
in Ihe matlnct'" of a transformer ... changing rognitions intO propositions, needs and feel
ings into oonn.tiYC' expeCI.IIlions (commands. values). This transformation produces the (ar

reaching distinction between the subjectivity of intention. willing, of p/e......re :and un
plC'uure: on the one hand, a.nd up~ons and norms with a preu"sio" '0 M"iwrsaJity on
the Othel. Univcrsa.lity signifIeS the objectivity of knowkdg.- and thC' kgitimacy of prcwiling
norms; both assure: 1M: community IGlI'mrilfso>m.teit I constitutiYC' of lived social expcricnee,"
We~ that by formulating the problemati~in this y, the question of kJitimac:y is ruated
on one type of ....ply. uniYC'naIity. This on the one b d prt'SUpposes that th~ lo:gitimation of
th~ subject of knowkdge is identinl to that of thll' subject of action (in opposition to Kalil"
c:rlliq_, which dissociates ~oncepNai uniYC'rsa.lity, appropriate to the former, and ideal uni
YC'rsality, or "suprasensible n.N.... ," which forms thll' horizon of the lattn. and on the other
hand ir mainlains that consensus (Gemri"scb"f') is rh~ only po5lliblc horizon for thll' life of
humanity.

228. Ibid., p. 20. The subordination of thC' mctap~ptiW'$ of prescription (i.e .• dK
normalization of laws) to l>Uilurs is explicit, for exampk, on p. t44, "The normative pre:
tension to V21idity is iudf ~ognirive in Ihe XflSIe thar it always ..urnes it could be .~ceptcd

in a nrional discussion,"
229. Garbis Konian, Mtt"critUiue (Pari" Edirions de Minuit, 1919) n·:ng. trans. John

Raffan, ,\Iettleriti'lue, Tbe l'bilosopbicaJ A.IJllmenl of}ii..,en HiJberm," (Cambrid~: Cam
bridge UniYC'rsilY Prns. 1980)1, pl. S, examines this enlightefUmnt aspe~t o( Ibbermu's
Ihoughr. See by the s.me .uthor. "I.e Discours philosphiquC' et liOn objet," CritUfMe 384
(919): 401·19.

230. See J. i>oulain, ("Vers unC' praglPui'luC' nuclhire" lnote 281), and for a moregC'neral
discussion of the pragm.tics of SC'ark and Gehlen, sec J. Poulain, "Pragmatique de I. parole
er pragmatique de la vic," Pbi :.tro 1. no. I (Uni~rsir~ de Monu~a.l, September 1978),
5-50.

231. S~'f: Tri~ol el aI., IOIfurmali'lue <It libttrlt., goVC'rnmC'nl I"C'port (La Documenlation
(rancaisc. 1915), L. Joinel. "Us 'pieges liberaliddes' de I'inrormalique,'· Le Mom/e diplo·
",,,tique 300 (March 1979), theS/: laps (pif.ges) arC'" the application or the rechnique of
'social profiles' to the management of rhe m;l,S$ of the populalion, rhe logic of iiCeurity pt·
duced by Ihe autnmati"tation of sotiely:' See too the documents and analysis in IlIIer
fi:rrOlCU I and 2 (Winter 1974'Spring 1915), the theme of which is Ihe esraillishmrni of
popular nC'lworks o( mullimcdi. communication. Topics treated include: amateur radios
(C'specially rheir role in Quebec during tht FLQ affair of O<:tober 1910 and thai of Ihe
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"Front comnlUn" in May 1972): communily radios in the United Slates and Cal\llda; the
impai.."'t of eomput('tS on ediwrial work in the: pre:ss; pinle radios (before their dc-velopment
in Ilaly); adminiSlral;1'C" mes. tht In", monopoly, computer sabotage. Tht municipality or
Yvcrdon (Canlun or Vaudl. having VOlcO ro buy. computer (operalional in 1981), enacttd
a ceruin numbc:r of rules, exdusiYC' aUlhority o( thC' municip.1 council to dtcide which
dala are colkct"d, 10 whom and under whar conditions they arC' communicated; acetsl; for
all citizens to all dara (on paymenl); the right of eVC't")' cililll'n to !iIet Ihe entries on his fill'
(about 50). to contet them and address a complainl about rhC'm to the municipal coundl
and if need be ro Ihe Council of Stue, the righl of :all titizenSIO know (on rtquc:st) whid!
dau concerning them is communicated and to whom (Lo> Semlli,.,e media 18, I March 1919,
.).
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